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But the negatives aside, we put up some remarkable
performances. Another close match was against Epsom
College on a sloping pitch. Once again we bowled well
and limited Epsom to 77. What then followed was some
very classy batting by George Prentice (24) and Robert
Pitman (22) creating a 50 partnership off 13 overs.
This left us needing 4 runs an over to win – however,
only 10 runs in the next 4 overs left us needing to push
up the run-rate. Nine runs hit in the next over calmed
our nerves and Jack Parker (14 not out) brought us
over the line.
We thrashed KGS which is always pleasing thanks to 3
wickets taken by Matt Stevenson; Jack Parker and Ri-
tansh Kathuria took 2. This all meant that they only hit
19 off the bat. Robert then hit their score to help us win
the match comfortably.
Matt Stevenson bowled and batted outstandingly, scor-
ing 34 against an extremely good Trinity side and 35
against KCS. Will Burdess also hit a very calm 41 full of
boundaries against KCS.
Ramir Kharay – our wicket keeper – kept well behind
the stumps and hit high scores throughout the season,
being our star. He also pushed for a place in the A, as
well as Matt.
Ben Studdert hit 32 in the last match of the season
that saw us lose, but bowled extremely well with explo-
sive pace. Saarthak Saxena got 4 wickets against Wim-
bledon College and George Prentice bowled well with
Tharusha always helping out on the batting front.
This year’s cricket season has been highly enjoyable
and I am looking forward to next year! Come on you
Mighty U14 Bs!

Jack Parker
UU1133 XIXI

The first match of the season was against Trinity who
after being put in to bat declared on 193-6. The main
focus of the Tiffin innings was for each batsmen to oc-
cupy the crease for as much time as possible and use
the opportunity to work on concentration and shot se-
lection. A brilliant opening partnership from Sharma
and Siddiqui meant Tiffin reached 50 without losing a
wicket, a perfect start, with the innings ending on 91-4,
drawing the game. The game brought up a lot of talking
points in the post-match team talk, and it was clear
which aspects of cricket the team would need to work
on if they were to have a successful season. The follow-
ing game produced the same result: however, this time
Tiffin had control for most of the match, batting first
and setting KGS a target of 107 to win. KGS were re-
duced quickly to 8-4 thanks to Manoj who finished with
figures of 4-18 off his 7 overs. Despite heroic efforts in
the field led by Sood, this was not enough to bowl out
KGS who limped to a final score of 89-7 with Tiffin fin-
ishing the more dominant side.
It was clear that the side were beginning to understand
what was required to follow through and win a game
and they made every effort to achieve this through su-
perb dedication to training and just by taking more time
to think and mentally prepare themselves. The boys
were rewarded with a victory in their third fixture
against Wimbledon College where Tiffin chased down

107 thanks to an opening stand of 64 by Vadgama and
skipper Manoj. A second wicket partnership of 37 be-
tween Siddiqui and Vadgama took Tiffin home comfort-
ably. The side were in great spirits moving on to the
next fixture but they were brought quickly down to earth
when they squared off against a much more organised
Rokeby team. Rokeby posted a total of 176-8 with Tiff-
fin only managing 71-8 in reply. Again a lot of talking
points were raised and the side bounced back with
back to back fixtures against Emanuel. The first of
these fixtures resulted in a Tiffin win by 36 runs after
posting 128-5 off 20 overs thanks largely to an opening
stand of 66 between Siddiqui and Vadgama while Mor-
lans Whitehead and Sharma finished the innings off
with cool heads. The batsman were backed up well by
the bowlers with wickets shared between Maxwell,
Manoj, Dasani and Siddiqui. The second fixture played
much like the first. Tiffin set Emanuel a total of 156 to
win after a superb innings from Vadgama, 67, which
included power strokes especially through the covers
that Emanuel’s bowlers simply couldn’t find an answer
for. Tiffin’s bowlers again backed up an impressive bat-
ting display, bowling Emanuel out for 80 with Maxwell
finding the kind of rhythm he’d been searching for in a
tight spell, finishing with figures of 4 overs, 3 for 9, sup-
ported by Sood, Iyer and Ismail who were also among
the wickets. The most testing fixture of the season was
against Hampton, and as hard as the boys tried to ap-
ply themselves, Hampton were in a different league
with a team that included a number of county players.
Even after losing by 8 wickets the boys were absolutely
brilliant in breaking down their performance and identi-
fying areas for improvement, and it was pleasing as a
coach to see the team coming up with their own ideas
and formulas for success.
One of the biggest improvements the side was making
by this point was their ability to start building innings of
significance and all the hard work in the nets even out-
side official training hours paid off in their next match
against Reigate. Tiffin produced an almost perfect dis-
play of batting, eventually declaring on 208-3, the kind
of score the side could only have dreamed about at the
beginning of the season. A massive opening stand of
128 between Siddiqui and Vadgama gave Tiffin the
perfect start. Vadgama eventually fell for 92, a brutal
knock that deserved a century with shots all around the
wicket. Morlans Whitehead got in on the act scoring 30
off 28 balls and Manoj and Dasani rounded the innings
off in style.
After such a fine batting display the side were keen to
make sure they left Reigate with a win. Tiffin took wick-
ets at regular intervals, but failed to break into Rei-
gate’s lower order early enough to force a win, leaving
both teams with a draw.
Once the side started winning, it became a habit and it
was fantastic to see the side enjoying their cricket and
each other’s company on and off the pitch. Wins were
to follow against St. George’s and John Fisher, with Sid-
diqui securing some quite outstanding figures (3 overs,
2 for 5 against the former, and 3 overs, 3-3 against the
latter). Vadgama was once again in the runs with a
quick-fire 48 that saw off John Fisher. The final fixture
rounded a fine season off with a crushing victory
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against Ewell Castle, who were skittled for 64, Maxwell
taking 3 for 3. Siddiqui decided to take his figures from
the last match to another level, finishing this game with
3 wickets from just 6 deliveries and conceding just the
single run. It was a great end to an incredible season.
The boys grew from strength to strength each week,
showing tremendous enthusiasm in training, and it was
a pleasure to coach such keen group of cricketers.
Each of the players put their hands up at some point
over the course of the season, and consistently impres-
sive performances from Manoj with both bat and ball
alongside very mature captaincy held the side together.
I would like to thank all the parents who supported the
group throughout the season and the boys themselves
for making conscious efforts all the time to identify
faults and take steps to improve individually and as a
team. Their many moments of success during the sea-
son were well justified and I wish them all the best in
the future.

RG
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This was a tough season for the U13B squad, with just
three victories from ten matches played. Seven losses
makes for harsh and slightly unfair reading, as some of
these were very narrow defeats that could easily have
been won with a bit more luck. Matches such as the
169 run loss against Trinity were a little more one-
sided!
Captain Palmer did a fantastic job in leading the side
from the front and played some brilliant innings. A very
powerful middle order batsman, he hit some beautiful
shots through the course of the season and was a very
quick and efficient runner between the wickets, too. A
run total of 130 with an average of 22 was great and
included some swashbuckling innings; 39 against St
George’s was the most impressive but 20 not out
against Wimbledon College and 20 in two overs against
City Freemen’s are also worthy of mention.
Unfortunately Palmer was rarely backed up in the bat-
ting stakes by other members of the team; other bats-
men were a little inconsistent. Rajan Sunda has a
beautiful on drive and played well in scoring 12 im-
portant supporting runs against St George’s and 10 not
out against Wimbledon. However, he played too many
risky shots across the line and was bowled too often.
Ben Williams also has a nice technique and scored well
against Hampton (17) and St George’s (12) but he
must learn to go on and turn these to big scores! Oth-
ers with potential include Stuart Kaufmann, who can hit
the ball incredibly hard, Kyle Patel , who is a good back-
foot player, Orlando Low, who played well against KGS,
and Sami Baig who was unlucky at times but again
must play straighter in his approach, which he did
against Wimbledon and reaped the rewards to score 15
runs.
In the bowling department, this squad was very strong.
Pace bowling especially was a real weapon. Shiv Ka-
pila, when playing, was always dangerous, bowling a
narrow line and a consistently good , full length. He
picked up three wickets on several occasions including
the matches against Trinity and Reed’s; these were
phenomenal spells of swing bowling – unplayable at

times. Kapila was well supported by opening partner
Ujjaval Dhingra, who picked up ten wickets through the
course of the season and also had the potential to
swing the ball into the right hander nicely. Adam Ismail
and Raul Mehta were also key in supporting the open-
ers, Mehta being the top wicket taker with 11 and Is-
mail proving to be deceptively quick in his delivery. The
latter came to earn a deserved promotion to the A team
where he continued to flourish. There was also the
highly reliable Rishab Chadha for Palmer to turn to, who
bowled the swing bowling spell of the season against
CLF, picking up 3 wickets for just 12 runs and bowling
with incredible precision and menace. Jawwad Khan is
a talented pace bowler who played well at times, such
as when defending the paltry total of 24 against Rei-
gate; he is very effective when going around the wicket
but must concentrate on his line, as this tended to be
erratic to say the least! Vice captain Anhad Oberai
bowled some useful overs of wrist spin, and took a fair
number of wickets, but tended to be a bit wayward
when trying too hard to emulate his hero, the great Har-
bhajan Singh. Mentions must also go to Kyle Patel, who
showed a tight orthodox style in the middle order and
bowled some vital spells of medium pace, too, particu-
larly at St George’s where he pitched the ball up really
effectively to take 3 wickets, Aaryan Sattani, who had
talent with the bat, Narmathan Rajeswaran who will be
a Malinga-esque fast bowler in years to come I am sure
and Alex Belemet, the side’s best fielder when he
played.
I would like to credit all of the boys who tried out for the
squad, and those who only played a match or two; this
group of players clearly loved their cricket and would
have done anything to represent the school in such a
great sport. Thanks also to all the parents of the boys
who came to support or ferried their sons between
matches – this was greatly appreciated and much
needed. Finally, a huge thanks to Mr Williams, who was
so vital a figure throughout in driving and rallying the
boys: Tiffin cricket would not be the same without his
spirited guidance!

BR
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Well, what strikes me when reflecting on this season is
how much of a pleasure it was to work with an enthusi-
astic and promising bunch of young cricketers. This is
not an unusual statement, but what was particularly
unusual about the U12s this year was the level of prior
experience amongst the squad. Considering the U12
sides that we have fielded over the years, the likes of
Ali Shah, Gary Pitman, Ishaan Pal and Khushal Jagota
would have walked into the A team. But they would
form the backbone of the B team and will have to await
their opportunity to break through into the As. As a
prospect for the future, the U12s of 2013 have as
much potential as any side that Mr Williams can recall.
From my experience at U12, an individual who scores
an aggregate of over 300 runs is remarkable, so a sea-
son in which both opening batsmen do is quite extraor-
dinary. Aum Joshi scored three half centuries and two
forties in his season’s tally, while captain Sami Shori
amassed over 450 runs including four fifties and an
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unbeaten century. In addition, Alex Step and Keerat
Khaira took opportunities to get in and score freely and
each of them enjoyed achieving their maiden half cen-
turies. The confident strokeplay of Huw Morris and
Jivan Singh complete a healthy batting order and one
that will continue to become more formidable as they
grow in confidence and experience. It is worth noting
that with an opening pair that scored so prolifically,
opportunities for lengthy innings in the middle order
and below were few, and there will doubtless be plenty
more chances for lower middle-order batsmen to shine
as U13s.
On the bowling front, honours were more evenly
shared. Awsaf Muhammad, Alex Step, Aum Joshi, Sami
Shori and Jivan Singh made up the seam attack, ably
supported by Kamal Oddy, Aashish Rajkumar and Dil-
lan Goss. Each of them have good actions and plenty
of potential. Furthermore, Jivan, Aum and Alex bowl
with a natural consistency and intelligence and Alex’s
pace proved a real handful even for our strongest oppo-
sition. In terms of spin bowling, Ravneet Kapoor and
Varun Ganatra provide leg and off spin options respec-
tively; each of them turns the ball and each worked
hard on flighting the ball up to the batsman to force
false shots.
The excellent ground fielding in the side completes a
very well-balanced outfit. Dillan Goss, Huw Morris,
Jivan Singh and Alex Step were superb outfielders
throughout the season, anticipating well and setting
high standards for others to follow. Wicketkeeping du-
ties were shared between Huw and Keerat and there
was not much to separate either on ability. Collectively,
they are a busy bunch that support and encourage
each other. They have an impressive understanding of
the game, but also a willingness to listen and learn,
which is the trait that will surely transform them into a
fine side and one that will enjoy competing with the
strongest teams on the circuit over the next few years.
As I think back to our opening fixture against Trinity,
which is always a daunting prospect, the way in which
our batsmen withstood all that the Trinity pace attack
had to offer and the way we did not capitulate chasing
a target that was always going to be beyond our reach
impressed me enormously. While Sami carried his bat
to score 51*, the dogged support from Huw Morris and
Jivan Singh offered early and encouraging insight into
the resilience of this team. From that point forward,
our batsmen played with belief and authority and
scored at a healthy rate, too.
The only defeats of the season were against Hampton,
where we struggled to push the scoring rate along
enough on a slow and sticky wicket, and against a for-
midable Whitgift side in the cup. Sami’s batting, Alex’s
bowling and Ravneet Kapoor’s catch on the deep
square leg boundary were the highlights in the only
game of the season where the difference in experience
and confidence in the two teams was so marked. Other
than in these games, the story of the season was large-
ly successful, with particularly impressive wins towards
the close of the season against Reigate, St George’s
College and RGS Guildford. In each of these matches
our top order scored heavily, Aum Joshi anchoring each
innings with scores of 60, 47 and 51* respectively.

While Sami’s runs accrued mostly in multiples of 4 as
he ruthlessly dispatched any short or wide offerings,
Aum adopted an elegant approach and found gaps in
the field in more deliberate style. Both prolific scorers
and difficult to uproot, they have a maturity and under-
standing of the game that makes them very effective
and intelligent players and Aum’s temperament is a
particular strength.
Largely, Mr Kennis and I were able to concentrate on
more technical areas of the game in our advice and
feedback, which is in contrast to the more usual philo-
sophical explanations that follow mis-matches against
teams of much greater experience. In fact, one of our
biggest problems this season was trying to ensure that
everybody got a fair chance to contribute with either bat
or ball. In cricket, if you are not getting a chance to bat
because your top order is scoring runs with the authori-
ty that they did this year, then enjoy the team’s suc-
cess, keep working on technical aspects in the nets
and patiently await the opportunity that will always pre-
sent itself.
Even more impressive than the nine wins of the season
in the regular fixtures, was our performance in the
Rokeby U13 6-a-side competition. In a format of the
game where being able to hit the ball to the boundary is
so key and as the only U12 side in the event, the addi-
tional year’s development and experience that we were
yielding was a disadvantage. That said, having confi-
dence to bowl consistent line and length and having
the confidence in technique to play attacking shots led
us to four excellent victories on the day and us winning
the plate competition.
I shall finish by reiterating what an enjoyable season
this was and what an infectious sense of fun these
boys approached their cricket and learning with. As
with any sport, plenty of practice, resilience and a sup-
portive team ethos are key for success and I have every
confidence that this side possesses them all. They
show such significant promise and it is with great ex-
citement that I look forward to seeing them develop as
cricketers through their school careers. My thanks go
to all of the squad, to the supportive Mums and Dads
and, as ever, to the wisdom and calm that Mr Kennis
offers.

CO
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LEADLEADINGING PEPERFORRFORMANCMANCESES
BATTINGBATTING

V.Samtani 117* v City of London Freemen’s 1st XI
V.Samtani 105 v Excelsior 20 CC, Rotterdam 1st XI
S.Shori 105* v Wimbledon College U12 XI
G.Grifiths 102* v Wimbledon College U14 XI
D.Bhatti 92* v Kingston Grammar U14 XI
D.Vadgama 92 v Reigate U13 XI
S.Krishnan 89 v Incogniti 1st XI
D.Bhatti 77 v St.George’s College U14 XI
V.Samtani 75* v Shirley High U15 Colts
K.Sachdeva 69 v Emanuel U14 XI
A.Rana 67 v Emanuel 1st XI
D.Vadgama 67 v Emanuel U13 XI
S.Shori 66* v Glyn U12 XI
B.Chandler 65* v Emanuel U15bXI
C.Fulton 65 v Ewell Castle 1st XI
K.Khaira 63 v Reigate Grammar U12 XI
M.Talman 64 v Emanuel U15 Colts
A.Hutcheson 62 v Ewell Castle 1st XI
S.Shori 62 v St.George’s College U12 XI
A.Hutcheson 61 v Kingston Grammar 1st XI
A.Joshi 60 v Reigate U12 XI
P.Chamberlain 59 v Kingston Grammar 1st XI
A.Step 55 v Emanuel U12 XI
K.Sachdeva 54 v Kingston Grammar U14 XI
A.Sivaraman 53* v Wimbledon Collee U15bXI
V.Samtani 53 v Epsom College 1st XI
A.Sachdeva 52* v Kingston Grammar 2nd XI
A.Anis-Alavi 52 v St.Paul’s U15b XI
K.Sachdeva 52 v Reigate Grammar U14 XI
S.Shori 52* v Reed’s U12 XI
S.Shori 51* v Trinity U12 XI
A.Joshi 51* v RGS Guildford U12 XI
V.Samtani 51 v Wimbledon College U15 XI
A.Joshi 51 v Hampton U12 XI

HAT TRIHAT TRICKSCKS

C.Fulton v Amsterdam C.C. Including 4 wickets in 5 balls 1st XI
Y.Jackson v RGS Guildford U14 XI

100 PARTNER100 PARTNERSHIPSSHIPS

135 C.Fulton & A Hutcheson v Ewell Castle 1st XI
132 S.Shori & J.Singh v Glyn U12 XI
128 D.Vadgama & H.Siddiqui v Reigate U13 XI
127 K.Sachdeva & D.Bhatti v Kingston Grammar U14 XI
126 K.Khaira & A.Joshi v Reigate U12 XI
115 S.Shori & H. Morris v Wimbledon College U12 XI
115 A.Joshi & A.Step v Emanuel U12 XI
111 S.Shori & A.Joshi v St.George’s College U12 XI
107 G.Griffiths & A.Borawake v Wimbledon College U14 XI
106 A.Hutcheson & P.Chamberlain v Kingston Grammar 1st XI

OTHEROTHER

154 A.Harinath v Derbyshire Surrey CCC 1st XI
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BBOOWLINGWLING

B.Bhatti 8-40 v City of London Freemen’s 1st XI
K.Sachdeva 8-45 v Emanuel U14 XI
R.Pitman 7-8 v Reigate U14b XI
B.Bhatti 5-9 v John Fisher 1st XI
Y.Jackson 5-12 v RGS Guildford U14 XI
J.Baugh 5-62 v St.George’s College 1st XI
A.Watkins 5-21 v Lord Wandsworth College 1st XI
I.Shokar 5-24 v Reigate U15 Colts
B.Bhatti 5-26 v HCC, The Hague 1st XI
C.Fulton 4-0 v Amsterdam CC 1st XI
A.Sharma 4-8 v Emanuel U13 XI
Y.Jackson 4-8 v City of London Freemen’s U14XI
V.Samtani 4-9 v Quick CC, The Hague 1st XI
A.Muhammad 4-9 v John Fisher U12 XI
B.Bhatti 4-19 v Ewell Castle 1st XI
K.Sachdeva 4-19 v Shirley High U15 Colts
A.Khanna 4-19 v Wimbledon College U14 XI
W.Brunt 4-21 v Kingston Grammar 2nd XI
B.Bhatti 4-30 v Kingston Grammar 1st XI
W.Sharp 4-36 v Kingston Grammar U14 XI
B.Bhatti 4-54 v Incogniti 1st XI

Arun Harinath brings up his 150 with a highly untypical shot for 6.
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CRICKET AVCRICKET AVERAGERAGESES
BATTINGBATTING

Name IName Innsnns N.O. RN.O. Runsuns HiHighghest Avest Averageerage
1s1st.XIt.XI
V.Samtani 16 3 465 117* 35.76
S.Krishnan 15 1 370 89 26.42
A.Hutcheson 20 2 414 61 23.00
C.Fulton 20 4 329 65 20.56
A.Rana 16 2 284 67 20.28
P.Chamberlain 13 1 210 59 17.50
J.Graham 17 5 202 28 16.83
J.Baugh 19 6 211 46 16.23
B.Carter 3 3 85 60* ∞

22nd.nd.XIXI
B.Carter 5 2 161 47 53.66
A.Sachdeva 7 2 152 52* 30.28
M.Sandford 8 3 122 31 24.40
S.Dougramaji 4 0 82 28 20.50

U15U15
V.Samtani 8 2 273 75* 45.50
A.Rana 8 2 152 49* 25.33
M.Talman 13 3 237 64 23.70
M.Abeykoon 16 1 194 56 12.93

U14U14
G.Griffiths 12 2 330 102* 33.00
K.Sachdeva 13 1 362 69 30.17
D.Bhatti 11 1 295 92* 29.50
W.Sharp 10 4 126 31* 21.00
G.Shori 10 3 143 33* 20.43
A.Borawake 7 1 75 43 12.50
M.Hinks 8 1 78 21 11.14

U13U13
D.Vadgama 13 1 370 92 30.83
M.Manoj 13 4 244 54 27.11
D.Morlans Whitehead 13 6 170 36 24.29
H.Siddiqui 13 2 154 35 14.00
K.Dasani 13 2 99 22 9.00
A.Sharma 13 5 62 24 7.75

U12U12
S.Shori 12 6 454 105* 75.66
A.Step 10 6 172 55 43.00
A.Joshi 10 1 307 60 34.11
J.Singh 10 3 126 42 18.00
K.Khaira 10 2 112 63 14.00
H.Morris 8 1 91 24 13.00
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BOWLINGBOWLING

NameName OvOvers Mers Maidaidens Rens Runsuns WickWickets Avets Averageerage
1s1st.XIt.XI
B.Bhatti 190.5 38 664 45 14.75
A.Watkins 155.3 37 589 36 16.36
V.Samtani 33 3 153 9 17.00
J.Baugh 145.3 17 576 25 23.04
P.Patel 159.4 24 683 24 28.45
A.Khanna 54 4 283 9 31.44

22nd.nd.XIXI
S.Dougramaji 19 1 91 7 13.00
W.Brunt 27.1 4 115 8 14.38
E.Ervin 31.3 6 89 6 14.84
T.Edgar 30 2 130 8 16.25
S.Jones 32.1 5 144 6 24.00

3rd.3rd. XIXI
A.Harrison 13 0 96 7 13.71
G.Yang 13 2 61 4 15.25
A.Siddiqui 17 2 95 5 19.00

U15U15
H.Bhamra 16.5 1 86 7 12.29
I.Shokar 50 7 254 19 13.37
J.Cook 27.1 3 143 9 15.89
A.Rana 26 2 140 7 20.00
T.Shuaib 62.4 3 335 13 25.77

U14U14
Y.Jackson 26 1 99 12 8.25
A.Khanna 43.1 6 178 17 10.47
W.Sharp 23.4 2 86 7 12.28
K.Sachdeva 90.1 12 334 23 14.52
A.Borawake 32.2 3 134 9 14.89
M.Hinks 42 7 166 9 18.44
P.Roy 56 19 149 7 21.29
D.Bhatti 47 2 207 9 23.00

U13U13
H.Siddiqui 45 1 183 19 9.63
M.Manoj 68 1 215 17 12.65
H.Maxwell 26 1 154 8 19.25
V.Ketheeswaran’ 37 0 189 9 21.00
T.Sood 13 2 92 4 23.00

U12U12
K.Oddy 7 1 18 2 9.00
A.Step 41 6 113 10 11.30
V.Ganatra 20 0 96 7 13.71
S.Rajkumar 16 0 85 6 14.16
A.Muhammad 37 0 167 11 15.18
J.Singh 44 1 179 10 17.90
A.Joshi 25 2 111 6 18.50
R.Kapoor 21 1 95 4 23.75
S.Shori 26 0 128 5 25.60
D.Goss 21 0 103 3 34.33
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11sstt..XXII LLEEAADDIINNGG AAGGGGRREEGGAATTEESS SSIINNCCEE 11995500

NNAAMMEE AAGGGGREGATE AVEREGATE AVERAGE YEARRAGE YEAR

D.Ottley 1,077 56.60 1962
C.Aworth 1,071 107.10 1971
G.Kennis 1,008 72.00 1990
P.Robinson 988 61.75 1981
G.Kennis 946 55.64 1991
N.Howell 902 47.47 1988
C.Aworth 871 48.40 1971
A.Morley-Brown 838 49.29 1985
R.Nash 819 63.00 1990
D.Ottley 810 50.83 1963
P.Robinson 806 50.38 1982
A.Stewart 782 55.80 1980
A.Baker 768 42.80 1971
N.Desai 757 54.07 2005
A.Morley-Brown 753 68.45 1984
D.Raw 735 38.68 1963
J.Matthews 722 38.00 1988
K.Balasubramaniam 719 59.91 2003
C.Aworth 688 40.50 1970
A.Wright 674 32.20 1969
N.Evans 672 51.69 1993
P.Ransom 670 35.26 1958
N.Bennett 649 38.00 1969
B.Deadman 648 36.00 1961
A.Harinath 642 64.20 2004
D.Ottley 626 39.10 1961
A.Harinath 621 56.45 2002
M.Briggs 619 32.57 1958
M.Coates 612 43.70 1967
N.Howell 611 32.15 1987
R.Nash 608 32.00 1989
R.Ward 604 40.26 1993

BEST MATCH FIGURES SINCE 1950BEST MATCH FIGURES SINCE 1950

M.Frater 9 for 6 St.George's College 1962
P.O'Sullivan 9 for 24 Wallington High School 1960
E.Evans 9 for 36 Headmaster's XI 1973
E.Evans 8 for 21 R.G.S. High Wycombe 1973
B.Bhatti 8 for 40 City of London Freemen’s 2013
P.Robinson 8 for 42 St.Benedict's 1982
M.Harinath 8 for 49 Emanuel 2008
P.O'Sullivan 7 for 7 Selhurst Grammar 1960
J.Linn 7 for 15 Surbiton Grammar 1960
C.Measures 7 for 15 Caterham 1977
T.Reeves 7 for 20 St.Benedict's 1962
J-C Gray 7 for 24 St.Benedict's 1993
J.Mellett 7 for 24 Emanuel 2004
B.O'Connell 7 for 25 Emanuel 1995
G.Perry 7 for 26 R.G.S.Guildford 1970
M.Hinton 7 for 26 Glyn 1971
A.Bell 7 for 27 Widger Match 1998
M.Coates 7 for 36 Latymer Upper 1969
Ravi Shankar 7 for 36 Reigate 1977
A.Hones 7 for 36 Kingston Grammar 1986
M.Bennett 7 for 44 Reigate 1994
T.Batin 7 for 45 Watford Grammar 1976
J-C Gray 7 for 47 Kingston Grammar 1993
M.Coates 7 for 57 K.C.S.Wimbledon 1969
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EEXXTTRASRAS

Amongst several instances of boys representing teams
above their age group, or usual side, YYususufuf JacksJacksonon
(Under 14) top scored for the Third Eleven; CCoonornor FuFul-l-
ttonon (Under 14) kept wicket all season for the First Elev-
en, latterly opening the batting, too; on one notable
occasion he found MMax Tax Talmanalman of the Under 15s,
2012’s Hansom Award winner, keeping wicket behind
him for the MCC – most impressively, they said. Colts
VVinayinay SamtSamtaniani, AArjrjunun RanaRana and BasBashirhir BhattiBhatti all en-
joyed a whole term in the First Eleven, and will appear
in Wisden’s next edition.

SSamam JonJoneses and BBenen CartCarterer (Second Eleven) toured The
Netherlands with the Firsts, performing with special
distinction; the Under 14 quintet of KrKrisishanhan SachdSachdevaeva,
DDanianiaalaal BhattiBhatti, GGeeororge Grge Griffitiffithshs, MatMattt HHinksinks and CConoronor
guested for the Under 15s in the County Cup.

* * * * * *

All 11 regular members of the First XI have scored suffi-
cient runs or taken the requisite number of wickets for
inclusion in the next edition of Wisden.

* * * * * *

On 27 April against Kingston Grammar KKrrisishanhan SachdSachde-e-
vava (Under 14s) and his brother AAneneeshesh (Second Eleven)
each scored a fifty for the school, the first sibling dou-
ble of such a kind since AArrunun and MuhuntMuhunthan Hhan Hararinathinath
(who both gained Surrey contracts) achieved it against
St. George’s College in 2005.

* * * * * *

ArunArun himself continued to prosper on the county scene,
his apogee 154 against Derbyshire, until a poor run
late in the season, and on his initial Yorkshire Bank 40
appearance scored 52 as Surrey overhauled a total of
294 to beat the same opposition.

He was subsequently dropped, as Surrey remain in
thrall to overseas Test stars and elderly journeymen
released from other counties. Two matches later, Sur-
rey suffered relegation to the second division of the
county championship.

* * * * * *

On 3 May 2013 Ivo Tennant, writing in The Times, stat-
ed “There were runs, too, for Arun Harinath, who has
the worthy Surrey credential of having been to Tiffin,
Alec Stewart’s old school in Kingston upon Thames,” a
cachet which caused several parents to email the
school in praise of MW, TM and the rest of the cricket
staff, and one to remark this “great accolade for the
school’s cricketing heritage”.

* * * * * *

Congratulations are due to the Tiffin Under 17 indoor
six-aside cricket team who won the Surrey Knock-Out
Cup at the end of the Spring Term. Particular plaudits
go to SSamam JonJoneses who captained and master-minded the

whole campaign. Certificates were duly presented to
Ollie Neely, Alan Hutcheson, Angus Watkins, Rathikk
Ramesh, Joe Baugh and Sam himself.

TM

CRICRICKET:CKET: FROFROM THE COM THE COMMON ROOMMMON ROOM
Our first non-Widger match for three years saw Honesti
C.C., the Whitgift parents, call successfully, decide less
successfully, and stumble to 20 for 6 under the on-
slaught of a rampant Marley (2 for 19, none off the bat)
and celebral IL (4 overs, 2 maidens, 4 wickets for 2,
three of them through edificial subsidence). This situa-
tion is irretrievable, even when Ed Leung bowls an over,
and with CO also disturbing the tripodal structure twice,
and Mallik Senior once, our guests succumbed meekly
for 77.
Openers Mallikaaratchi père et fils then equalled this
insubstantial accumulation in just 12 overs, the latter
blitzing 9 fours, and a six to maximise his score pend-
ing compulsory retirement on passing fifty (not 65).
There followed delightful cameos from Rob Forster (0)
including a reverse sweep, and Ali Watkins (0 not out,
without facing) before Mallik Senior, knees mutinying
from running Junior’s singles, hammered the four which
cleared the ground and filled Marney’s, where several
recent O.T.s and former Head of English Jim de Rennes
made for a convivial re-union.
Phoebus’ chariot careered across the heavens at the
Widger itself, the horses of the sun god verily stamped-
ing over Grist’s in a heat haze so severe that it changed
man’s rational behavioural patterns. Nothing better
illustrates this than the Ginger Ninja’s decision to bat
first in a game the Staff only needed to draw to retain
the Trophy. After associate member Kapilan Bal-
asubramanian had plundered 13 off an over he retired
to the welcome shade, and one school coach commit-
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ted an error more akin to his charges by running on the
shot: 29 for 2. The excellent Joe Baugh (12-5-37-2)
accounted for a third at 54.
Coach, meanwhile, after a huge scare first ball, had dug
in, negotiating a splendidly exciting passage of play
between five past three and quarter to four, during
which he unleashed all his shots in a desperate effort
not to score – and succeeded; But, helped considerably
by Captain Priyesh, he was really getting into his stride
and smashing the ball to all parts of the popping crease
when he inadvertently nicked one to ‘keeper Fulton, at
100 for 4, having crafted 24 off a mere 89 deliveries.
This, in retrospect, set up Staff success, for it provided
the platform enabling dominant dominus Watkins to
power to a brilliant 121 not out, matched all the way in
a 100 partnership by SC (8 not out), and carrying us to
undreampt of riches, 200 for 4.
Kapz shivered the timbers right away when the 1st XI
responded, and though Alan Hutcheson’s elegance
bespangled 5 fours, IL picked him off expertly. When
MW accidently psyched out poor Ben Carter (who was
making a late bid for Wisden) and Kapz ejected the non
-walking Deity, by the by providing TM with his 50th
dismissal of a Tiffin 1st XI batsman, the school were
teetering on 58 for 4, but spinners Patel (25) and
Baugh (46) added fifty, Josh Graham (19) helped carry
the total to 139 for 5, and a Tiffin team which had won
5 of their previous 6 games were back in it, needing 62
from 11. Until Rat used this desert of a pitch to sink
their ship, with AW and AM secure under the high ball.
When iron man IW stopped Will Brunt’s firm hit suicidal-
ly at silly leg slip to run out the over-eager Arjun Rana
by 18 yards at the non-striker’s end it was all over, and
the Widger Trophy retained: Langrish 2 for 45, Kapz 3
for 70, Rathulan 4 – 35. Thanks to umpires RS and
Mike Kennis and Al and Bev Morley-Brown for being
there on their day.

TM
TTIIFFIN INVITATION TOUFFIN INVITATION TOURING SORING SOCIETYCIETY

The 37th consecutive annual Devon tour, recast in its
truncated form, brought together sixteen Tiffinians –
Old Boys, current and past staff – for all, or part, of a
four day venture at the end of term. Fifties from RaviRavi
UUtthayhayasashahankernker, SujithSujith SubSubesesingheinghe, SafwaSafwann AAhmhmeded and
MWMW (his first for eleven tours, which carried him past
5,000 career tour runs) enabled a declaration at 271
for 3 in the all-day tryst at Tavistock, to which our hosts
replied with 253 all out, SSujithujith and COCO both capturing 3
wickets.
Day-tripping debutant MMililes Des Dililworthworth struck a fine 83 at
Kilmington, helping the astonishing KaKappililanan BalasBalasubrubra-a-
mmaniamaniam (145 not out, 23 fours plus 4 sixes) to realise
272 for 2 declared, but this time the locals proved un-
stoppable as they chased it down for the loss of just 4
wickets, 3 for 35 for the admirable ILIL who snared the
opponents’ overseas professional each day.
Budleigh Salterton batted first on Tuesday, beginning
strongly only to stall against the spin of KKapiapilanlan (2 for
38) and RRat Gat Gnanenanendrndranan (4 for 66): 203 for 8 declared
was a useful total which would have been rather more
save for a fine fielding display involving MMark Percark Percivalival,

MWMW, JJohn Hardohn Hardinging and NNigel Aigel Angngusus. The latter then
crafted an elegant 60 before the perky, pugnacious
PercPercivivalal produced a pulsatingly pivotal performance,
late cuts, straight and pulled drives proliferating as he
hammered 91 not out from 72 balls to carry the Society
to a 3 wicket win off the pre-antipenultimate delivery.
Many thanks to umpires MMike Kike Kennisennis and RSRS and, as
ever, tour supremo MWMW.

TM

TTHHEE WIDGERWIDGER
You might have seen the Autumn television series on
Harrow School, beloved alma mater of Winston Church-
ill (who reportedly said that the best thing about Eton is
that on a fine day you can see Harrow from it). If so,
you were, perhaps, struck by two aspects: firstly, that
Tiffin did not lose much by comparison with one of this
country’s iconic educational establishments, and sec-
ondly, the latter’s reliance for its mystique on a pletho-
ra of self-indulgent argot – which leads me to this arti-
cle’s rationale.
Tiffin is mercifully free from in-house terminology. But
when the Summer Term calendar appears I am increas-
ingly often asked “What is the Widger?” Hence my at-
tempt at a satisfactory explanation.
Andrew Maitland Morley-Brown joined Tiffin in Septem-
ber 1978 (where he was, in his initial two years, in my
form). As the youngest of three siblings he had ac-
quired the family soubriquet of “Widger” – this being
the term traditionally applied to the youngest crew
member of vessels sailing to New Zealand (with which
place the family had a connection).
And it stayed with him. In due course Widger scored
precisely 3,000 runs for the school,, some 2000 of
them for the 1st XI, latterly as captain, at an average of
46.5, including centuries against Latymer Upper, K.C.S.
Wimbledon, St. Benedict’s, Emanuel and Kingston
Grammar. Meanwhile with the ball he claimed 117
wickets at less than 10 apiece. He also toured Devon
with the Tiffin Invitation Touring Society. Then on Tues-
day 5 December 1989, when being driven back to
Plymouth College and his architecture degree, he was
tragically killed in a car accident.
As a memorial to this fine and so talented young man a
silver trophy, named “The Widger” and inscribed with
his remarkable cricket record, was presented inaugu-
rally on the occasion of the 1st XI versus The Masters
match by Andrew’s elder brother (and fellow Tiffin 1st XI
batsman) Matthew, who later guested in the Staff XI.
The willow – so apt for one whose use of this wood was
exquisite – planted by Martin Williams in his honour, in
the garden bordered on two sides by beech hedge and
on the third by the pavilion wall, has now grown into a
stately tree. His own willow adorns the South wall in-
side the tea room.
Additionally an Arts Prize, the Andrew Morley-Brown
Prize for Design, is presented annually at the Leavers’
Celebration.
Less well known is that that annual cricketing encoun-
ter, often previously a knifey occasion following an
acerbic build-up, underwent an almost magical transi-
tion immediately – it was as if Widger’s own relaxed
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and joyful personality had infused the day, and it is now
relished by both teams throughout play and long into
the evening; it is frequented by leavers on their final
Tiffin day; it has become a focal point for large re-
unions, and is the most discussed game of our term.
We are, moreover, privileged and pleased to enjoy the
company of parents Bev and Alastair Morley-Brown at
Grist’s on their, and Widger’s day.

Andrew Morley-Brown was just 23 at the time of his
passing. Summer 2013 marked the 23rd anniversary of
the inception of The Widger.
It seemed an appropriate moment to pen this.

TM

AATTHHLETLETICSICS
Each year Tiffin competes in the Borough Champion-
ships at Kingsmeadow Stadium. The Year 7s and 8s
compete on one day and the juniors, intermediates and
seniors compete on another day for the opportunity to
represent Kingston in the County Championships, or
Surrey in the English School Championships. This year
Michelangelo Buter represented Surrey in the English
Schools Championships and won the silver medal for
Shot Putt, losing to Rio Andrew, a London competitor,
by 14cm. Michelangelo then came back to beat him
with 15.93 m in the U15 England Athletics Champion-
ships later in the year. Michelangelo concluded the
season ranked number 1 with an exceptional distance
of 16.22 m in Ashford.
Brendon Liew also had a fantastic season competing in
the Biathlon British Championships which consists of a
500m run, 100m swim and a 500m run. He finished
3rd in the national championships and was selected to
represent Great Britain in the World Championships in
Greece where he finished in 9th place individually but
picked up the Gold Medal for the team event.

BBororoughough ChampChampionsionshiphip ResResultsults

YYear 7ear 7
NName Tame Timime / De / Dististance Pance Placelace
Sami Shori 16.91 sec 1st Discus
David Mason 29.7 sec 2nd 200m
Hayden Hyde 68.2 sec 3rd 400m
Soohaeng Lee 8.76 m 3rd Triple Jump

Hayden Hyde 4.09 m 3rd Long Jump
RResuesultslts
Richard Challoner 96
Coombe Boys 83
Southborough 70
TTiffiniffin 6868
Hollyfield 59
CCC 56
KGS 41
Canbury 15
YYear 8ear 8
100m Ali Butt 13.0 sec 1st
1500m Brendon Liew 4.59.1 min 1st
4x100m 52.7 sec 1st
800m Shiv Kapila 2.226.6 min 2nd
200m Lucas Strange 28.6 sec 3rd
400m Gavin Griffith 62.6 sec 3rd
High Jump Cameron Helsby 1.30 m 3rd
Shot Andrew Gilligan 7.69 m 3rd
RResuesultslts
TTiffiniffin 8282
Coombe Boys 76
Richard Challoner 73
CCC 73
Southborough 56
Hollyfield 52
KGS 45
Canbury 12
JuJuniornior Boys (YBoys (Year 8/9)ear 8/9)

MMAATTCCHH STATISTATISTISTICSCS

FIELDINGFIELDING
T. McCann * 32 (20 caught 12 stumped)
S. Cathcart * 11
T.Whittaker * 10

*Staff † School †* both

BATTING BOWLING
Runs Average Wickets Average

M. Williams * 543 28.6 T. Whittaker * 39 14.8
B. O’Connell † * 456 76 I. Langrish * 26 34.3
S. Cathcart * 452 37.7 M. Hickman * 23 22.7
G. Kennis † 272 90.7 R. Gnanendran † * 22 8.9
T. Whittaker * 269 22.4 B. O’Connell † * 17 15.8
C. O’Connell † * 186 15.5 K. Balasubramainiam † * 14 18.2
K. Balasubramaniam † * 109 13.6 H. Seaborn * 14 27.7

C. O’Connell † * 13 33.8

The staff have held the trophy twice as many times as
the School. Also worthy of mention are Alastair Wat-
kins’* 121 not out this Summer, Aidan Bell’s† 7 wickets
for 27, and TM’s* 3 run aggregate in 23 games.
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NName Tame Timime/De/Dististance Pance Placelace
400m Euan Traynor 58.0 sec 1st
Long Jump Euan Traynor 5.28 min 1st
Discus Andrew Siu 24.46 m 1st
Hammer Gurnam Grewal 15.7 m 1st
1500m Brendon Liew* 4.58.9 sec 2nd
*Indicates Year 8
RResuesultslts

Hollyfield 123
Coombe Boys 113
Richard Challoner 109
TTiffiniffin 108108
KGS 106
Southborough 92
CCC 87
Canbury 21
IIntermntermediateediate Boys (YBoys (Year 10/11ear 10/11

NName Tame Time/ Pime/ Placelace
DDististanceance

400m Ben Chandler* 58.8 sec 1st
Discus Alex Judge* 25.3 sec 1st
Steeple- Abhilash Sivaraman*5.50.6 min 2nd
chase
400m CK Khan* 68.7 sec 2nd
Hurdles
Long Jump Lucas Tischler* 5.24 m 2nd
High Jump Mahdi Murtaza* 1.55 m 2nd
Hammer Hugo Khan* 18.73 m 2nd
1500m Harry Jarvis* 4.45.6 sec 3rd
4x100m 51 sec 3rd
Triple Jump Daniel Vorley* 10.15 m 3rd
Shot Joe Mills* 8.69 m 3rd
*Indicates Year 10
RResuesultslts
TTiffiniffin 101101
Richard Challoner 97
Southborough 92
Hollyfield 88
Coombe Boys 86
KGS 46
Canbury 23
CCC 11

SSenienior Bor Boys (Yeoys (Year 12 & 13)ar 12 & 13)
NName Tame Timime / Pe / Placelace

DDististanceance
100m Sam Grant* 12.9 sec 1st
800m Tom Butcher 2.07.8 min 1st
2000m Ben Gibbons* 4.55.1 min 1st
Steeplechase
400m Matthew Elmore 69.4 sec 1st
Hurdles
4x100m 48.7 sec 1st
Long Jump Ben Delchiappo* 5.12 m 1st
High Jump Matthew Broderick* 1.65 m 1st
Discus Kiran Richards 30.06 m 1st
Hammer Rory Goldring 24.32 m 1st
200m Ben Delchiappo* 26.8 sec 2nd

400m Tom Butcher 61.5 sec 2nd
1500m Oliver Garner 4.53.0 min 2nd
3000 John Burchill 11.52.5 min 2nd
Hurdles Harry Griffths* 23.7 sec 2nd
Triple Jump Matthew Elmore 10.5 m 2nd
Javelin Praniith Selvaranjan 31.43 m 3rd
Shot Harry Griffiths* 10.23 m 3rd
*Indicates Year 12

RResuesultslts
TTiffiniffin 134134
Richard Challoner 109
Coombe 27
CCC 16
Hollyfield 7
CCountyounty ChampiChampionsonships (reprhips (represesentingenting KingstKingston)on)
JuJuniornior BoysBoys
Michelangelo Buter, 1st Shot Putt, 14.30m
Gurnam Grewal, 2ndHammer, 16.20m
Andrew Siu, 7thDiscus, 24.69m
Brendon Liew, 11th 1500m, 4.55.80 min

IInternter BoysBoys

CK Khan, 6th 400m Hurdles, 74.71 sec

SSenienior Bor Boysoys

Ben Gibbons, 2nd 2000m Steeplechase, 6.46.7 min
Kiran Richards, 2nd Discus, 32.88m
Matthew Broderick, 3rd High Jump, 1.65m

EEngnglishlish SchSchooools Atls Athlhleticsetics ChChampampionsionships (Ahips (Alexlexanderander
StadiStadium,um, BirmiBirmingngham)ham)

Michelangelo Buter, Silver Medal in the Shot Putt
15.04m (Gold won in 15.18m)

EEngngland Atland Athlethleticsics ChampChampionsionshipships

Michelangelo Buter, Gold Medal 15.93m (beating the
English Schools champion who putt 15.14m)

WM
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK: HINDU TEMPLES

Baps Shri Swaminaravan Mandir

Shri	Knanaga	Thurkka	Amman	Temple
[photos:	LF]
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The	boys	winning	the	Inter	Borough	Cup

Boys at the Papaya
[photos:	LF]
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BBAASKSKETBAETBALLLL
The Basketball Club suffered many blows this season
particularly in the senior team. Many of the players had
abandoned the team this season and left behind 5
years of hard work, their teammates and a high winning
percentage. Going into the season the current senior
team recorded 75 wins and 12 defeats, a very impres-
sive record, and possibly the best basketball team to
come out of the school. However, the seniors failed to
progress beyond the first round of the nationals, losing
2 of their 3 group games against teams they should
have easily beaten. There was one rewarding win dur-
ing the season when they defeated a much improved
Richard Challoner team having lost to them in the Sur-
rey League, by 20 points a month earlier. The seniors
defeated Challoner in the National Cup in double over-
time 57-55. Star performances throughout the season
came from Alex Williams-Baffoe, Daniel Eke, Tim Edgar
and Joseph Baugh.
Other basketball teams had more success and the
U13s did very well with over 20 players fighting for the
10 places on the team. Sam Jefferies, Karam Rai, Layth
Mehdi, Stuart Kaufmann and Thomas Johnson Price
helped put Tiffin 3rd in the Surrey league losing only to
Coombe Boys’ School by 7 points who then went on to
win the play-off final.
The U14s also had some success, winning matches at
home and away with ease. Michelangelo Buter played
very well as did Ali Fouladiasl, Abijan Pakiyaraja and
Andrew Siu.
Other players who deserve a mention were U12s Hay-
den Hyde and Ben Fosker. U15s Daniel Wheatcroft, Ira
Shokar, Sami Siddiqui and Minul DeAlwis, and in the
U16s Edward Burrell.
The new focus for this season is the U12s who have a
‘2020 target’. This is to reach the last 4 of the National
Championships by 2020, and from the talent identified
in the year group so far there is a great chance of this
happening.

WM

BBaskasketbetball Tourall Tour of Chof Chicicagago, Io, Illillinoisnois

What better way to educate English basketball players
than to take them on a basketball tour of America?
There is no better place in America than home to six
times World Champions Chicago Bulls.
Every year Tiffin basketball teams travel to America to
play matches against Town teams, take part in high
quality training sessions and get fully involved in the
American culture. This was another great tour that
started on the last day of term and ended a week later.
We arrived at Heathrow terminal 1 a little later than
expected after the coach driver took us to Terminal 4
from Birkenhead Avenue. However, this was the only
hold up we had and after a smooth flight and quick
immigration check we boarded the ‘Windy City’ coach
to our hotel. There was plenty of time to freshen up
before heading out for some food across the street.

The first full day on tour was tiring for the squad. Travel
fatigue had set in and there was a 2 hour training ses-
sion in an amazing facility called ‘Fitness Formula’
ahead of us. If you can imagine a luxury basketball
court, next to cardio and weights equipment (a gym),
surrounded by a two lane athletics track, that’s what
the squad had for basketball training. This was followed
by a trip to the federal money museum where students
had a full tour and received $100 (shredded). They also
got to hold a million dollar cube and stand on $50000
of coins. We then went to the Willis Tower, one of the
tallest towers in the world. The exciting thing about the
Willis Tower is that it has a glass floor, and students
can stand on it and look 40+ floors down to the ground.
Day 1 ended with a 3 hour shopping trip to one of the
local Malls. The boys seemed to have more energy for
this than the basketball training session for some rea-
son.
At 7.30am the following morning we travelled across
state to Milwaukee. We had a full tour of the Harley
Davidson Museum which was amazing, even for those
pupils who had previously no interest in motorbikes. We
then headed to our first 3 fixtures against a team called
‘LaVarnway’. The matches started with the national
anthem, presentations and a prayer. Unfortunately we
needed more than a prayer, and we lost all 3 matches;
however, the squad learnt a lot and they made some
new friends, friends that they would see later on that
evening! There may be some link in the future with rug-
by as they also play rugby and would love to play us in
the future. MVPs for the three games were Sam Jeffer-
ies, Abi Thavajothy and Daniel Wheatcroft.
Straight after the match we travelled to the Milwaukee
Bucks Stadium where we had exclusive courtside tick-
ets to watch the Milwaukee Bucks and Oklahoma City
Thunder warm up before any other spectators were
allowed in the stadium. This was an invaluable experi-
ence as the squad were able to see the professional-
ism of world class basketball players and their warm-up
routine. At half time the squad had a surprise and were
able to go down to courtside and high 5 players from
the Bucks and OKC before they went on court. Some of
the players from LaVarnway were at the game and
managed to sneak into the high five tunnel with us, an
experience they were told they would never have had
the chance to do if we weren’t there. Vanilla Ice was
also performing at halftime; apart from Vanilla Ice eve-
rything else was perfect! On tour each player had a
bright, aluminous yellow hooded top, which again was
invaluable when we left the stadium at 10.30pm to try
and find our parked coach back home. With 21000
spectators all leaving at the same time it could be very
easy to lose 20 youngsters, but almost impossible to
lose them in these hoodies!
The following day we stumbled upon Chicago Fire De-
partment and asked if we could take a look around.
“No problem” said one of the firefighters and gave us a
tour of the fire department, vehicles, equipment, cloth-
ing etc. The boys were very grateful and enjoyed going
in the fire units. The only other activity this day was an
early morning run for some of the squad, a few games
of basketball on the hotel Wii and some chill out time
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which gave the boys time to eat the Easter eggs the
staff had bought them. There were also two quizzes in
the evening for the boys to get involved in.
An all you can eat breakfast is always a bad thing on
tour, but you may as well get your money’s worth, and
the boys certainly did. After breakfast we travelled to
the United Centre to watch the Chicago Bulls play and it
was an amazing game where the Bulls were trailing to
the Pistons throughout the game until the last few
minutes when Nate Robinson scored a 3 pointer, which
blew the roof off the stadium as all the fans and Tiffini-
ans cheered and screamed. Tiffin School’s name also
appeared on the scoreboard at half time, which you
could argue from this picture looks as if Tiffin School
are playing in the stadium in front of 20000 fans!
The following morning we headed to our next training
session in a very deprived area of Chicago. You would
never believe that such a deprived area would have
such a nice basketball court hidden in one of its build-
ings, most of which was donated by the LeBron James
foundation to inspire youth and get them involved in
basketball. The squad received a session from the
Head Coach of the facility and it gave him a chance to
see how our players would square up against his teams
the next day. It was a great session and I learnt a lot
from the Head Coach as did the players.
On our way to the shopping Mall the following day many
of the pupils managed to get themselves involved in a
street show, where Layth Mehdi found himself the star!

This was followed by a trip to Lake Michigan and the
Planetarium.
Our last 3 matches in Chicago against ‘Beyond the Ball’
took place in a massive school. The school was mostly
populated by children who have never met an English
person before which led to small groups of these stu-
dents following us around and talking to us, which was
great and they were very friendly. The U12s did very
well and came away with a narrow win by 7 points. The
U13s and U15s had much tougher opposition and un-
fortunately didn’t win but again learnt a lot about what
they need to do to improve and be better basketball
players individually and as a team.
At the award ceremony on the final evening MVPs for
the final 3 matches were awarded; these were Layth
Mehdi, Thomas Johnson Price and Ira Shokar. The Most
improved Player on tour was Chinmay Joglekar and the
Best Sportsman on tour was Sam Jefferies.
This was a very tiring but an amazing tour. A big thanks
to Mr McKenzie and Mr White who gave up their time to
go on tour. Hopefully the next tour will be in Atlanta in
2015 (fingers crossed!)

WM

BBOATOAT CLUBCLUB
The year of 2012-13 was another busy one for TSBC
and one that saw all kinds of weather except for the dry
kind! The end result was that we invented every con-
ceivable flavour of biathlon / duathlon and triathlon
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known to man (and woman) kind. Bicep curls with sit
ups….run and weights 9read bicep curls, run bike and
more bicep curls and so on. Seriously, the dire weather
and extreme flooding gave a chance for those who did
the land training and stuck with the programme to
shine.
Winter events were limited with most falling victim to
the weather; however, we proudly took first place at the
prestigious National Indoor Erg Championships with
Tim Livingstone coming first in the Year 12 boys and
securing the best time of the day with a 2k score of
6.17.3. With the long winter head season behind us
and ergo matches between Tiffin and KGS becoming
“de rigger” (pun) it was time to move on to the potential
warmth of the summer sprint regattas.
One crew was outstanding last year in all aspects of
rowing, that of the J15 quad, Cormac Molloy, Joe Will-
son, Matt Entwistle and Joe Everest coxed by Alexander
Kirkup. Each regatta they entered they finished top 3
and won more pots and medals throughout the year
than most crews win in their entire school rowing ca-
reer. They fared so well that all were awarded school
colours – the first time a crew had been awarded such
at this level. Sahib Sidhu saw a sneaky opportunity to
win a pot whilst Alex Kirkup was off on D of E duty at
Chiswick Regatta – although they did have to beat local
rivals Kingston to do so which they did admirably and to
much fist pumping! (In a discreet fashion, of course).
With the boat club growing, we were fortunate enough
to have 2 crews enter Henley Qualifiers – this was very
much a building year, with qualifiers being viewed as
experience gaining for those concerned, especially the
J15 quad. Other stars began to emerge, the J14 quad
of Edwin Jarratt Barnham, Hugh Leary, Arthur Morris
and Laurence Ellis coxed by Greg Tucker did extremely
well, whilst the departing 6th form (Neil Patel) and Guy
Thomson tried and tried again to win those elusive IM3
singles pots at Thames Ditton with the final taking
place without Guy making it to the event start – hmm!
The other crew or threesome who made their mark well
and truly felt were the “no longer new” lower 6th of Bert
Bricusse, Charlie Penny and Anurag Chandrasekhar,
who took rowing to their hearts and fully embraced it,
even if Bert was a footballer in a former life!
The boat naming saw much new activity from parents
and boys and this time round girls. Three boats were
named, Karma (wishing for calmer waters) from the
girls, Johnny Todd from the Evertonian side of the Matt
Entwistle family and Poppa from Alex Harmer in
memory of his granddad. All have been put to excep-
tional use to keep the now officially “full” boat club on
the water.

CL

CROSS CCROSS COUNTOUNTRYRY
SSenieniorsors
As we returned to school in September it was great to
see many returning faces turning up alongside the new
faces committing themselves with immeasurable suc-
cess to the cross country team for a new season. The

aim was to continue the success achieved in previous
years under the able leadership of Mr Shaw and cap-
tains Nikolaj Schubert, Adam Curran and John Birchall
and vice-captain Aravinden Ratnakumar. The season
opener saw us at John Fisher this year, and it was great
to see such a large turnout, with many in the school
getting their first taste of cross country racing. A great
performance at John Fisher set the tone for the year
ahead.
It is always a pleasure to welcome other schools to Tif-
fin and we got this opportunity early in the season. Our
home race was a great success, superbly run by Mr
McDonnell and Mr Shaw, with brilliant performances
from many Tiffinians in summiting Grist’s Everest. The
racing continued at Croydon Harriers before the senior
team travelled to Wimbledon Common for the first
Wednesday fixture, the King’s Trophy. The King’s Tro-
phy is raced on one of the best (and hardest) courses
of the year over various gradients and mixed terrain,
from gravel tracks to grass and mud, including the fa-
mous river crossing. It saw a great team performance
with three teams getting round in 5th, 4th and 2nd
place respectively. The race also saw many individual
debuts in the senior squad, with notable performances
from debutants James Conder and Alex Kenny. The
next big fixture followed on quickly with Charterhouse’s
race (where it is widely known that you get the best
tea), raced on a tough course, featuring “that hill”,
drawing superb performances out of the team present
with the senior team finishing 4th and an excellent indi-
vidual position of 10th for Tom Butcher.
After a well-earned break over half-term we returned
with an incredible team performance at the Borough
Championships, finishing as the first team including
individual positions of 2nd for Tim Livingstone and 3rd
for Ben Gibbons, meaning nine of the ten in the King-
ston Borough team selected were Tiffinians. Congratu-
lations go to Tim Livingstone, Ben Gibbons, Tom Butch-
er, James Condor, Edwin Harris, Joe Klein, Nikolaj Schu-
bert, Alex Kenny and Adam Curran.
Now well into the second half-term, it was time for the
relays to begin, starting with the Haskell Cup, the venue
of one of last year’s biggest triumphs, and with four
teams entered it was great for all involved to return
with each team finishing in 7th, 6th, 6th, and 4th posi-
tions respectively. An excellent autumn term concluded
with the second home race of the year in the form of
the Tiffin 4x1 mile relays.
Returning after the Christmas holidays, we were
straight into racing with the Surrey Club Champion-
ships, and a great performance from the team, in terri-
ble conditions, saw us finish 4th club and 1st school.
The cold weather continued throughout the remainder
of the season and that made the performances at the 6
mile Knole Run even more remarkable, with an espe-
cially impressive individual performance from Ben Gib-
bons.
The team kept going training and racing hard through-
out the cold winter and into the even colder spring,
building towards one of the highlights of the year, the
King Henry VIII National Relays in Coventry, and with
strong performances up to this point, two teams trav-
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elled up there. The first team came in as the 9th
school out of 75 entered, due to the exceptional perfor-
mances of Cameron Edgar, Tom Butcher, Oliver Garner,
Tim Livingstone, Ben Gibbons and an especially strong
run from Year 9 Euan Traynor. The second team put in
an equally strong performance to finish as 9th B team,
with strong runs from John Birchall, James Conder, Ed-
win Harris, Nikolaj Schubert, Joe Pennycook and Mi-
chael Moore.
Our last Wednesday fixture was the Eltham College re-
lays, and unlike previous years, was incident free. The
final race was the traditional season ender, Oxted Re-
lays. In a snow-covered section of Surrey there were
great performances throughout the school in closing
out the 2012-2013 cross country season. It was fitting
to end the season in sub-zero temperatures, given the
continual cold weather that had been heroically en-
dured throughout the season.
Thanks to all who represented the school this year, and
well done for all that was achieved; it was certainly de-
served. However, the biggest thanks must go to Mr
Shaw and Mr McDonnell for running the Tiffin cross
country teams, putting in unthinkable hours for training
sessions and races alike throughout the season. Best
of luck to all future Tiffin cross country representatives!

John Birchall

YYear 10ear 10
This season the Year 10 team exceeded all expecta-
tions with silver in the Surrey Relay series which, if you
ask any member of the team, is far from an easy
achievement. Christian Beattie, who has not
(voluntarily) missed a race since Year 7, led the team
magnificently, through utter determination and rigorous
training. Abhilash Sivaraman ran extremely well this
season, on several occasions representing the senior
team on Wednesdays, and was able to compete with
runners up to three years older. Unfortunately Reuben
Dracup was injured for most of the season, but when
he finally made his comeback, Reuben was able to
show everyone his incredible natural talent. But to fill in
for Reuben was our new signing Aranan Wijayasooria,
who after weeks of deliberating, finally decided to run
for the team. After a shaky start, including running 2km
off course in his second race, Aranan proved to be a
very strong runner for the team. And last but by no
means least is Kirusanth Murugaiah. Sadly Kirusanth,
a talented runner, ran very rarely, but when he did, he
was a great addition to our team. As a result of the
hard work throughout the season the team was also
able to defend its title at Kingston and Polytechnic Har-
riers, with ease. Our outstanding season has now put
us into a great position as we move up the ranks to
take on the seniors. Lastly we need to give huge thanks
to Mr McDonnell and, of course, Mr Shaw, without
whom there would be no cross country season.

Abhilash Sivaraman
YYear 8ear 8
Cross country will always be difficult and this year was
no exception. However, the enthusiastic members of
the teams persevered throughout the season through
rain, sleet, hail, even snow, ultimately to collapse at the

finish after a gruelling swim in the mud that caked al-
most every course. The Year 8 team, being the more
senior in the junior category, proved its status with top
performances and high-octane drama. The straight rac-
es were tough, especially when the majority of the run-
ners you see on a weekly basis! Friendly rivalry
amongst peers also builds the pressure of a higher po-
sition, giving we adolescents adrenalin-fuelled kicks!
Relays were also a struggle, notably because the first
leg was also assigned to me! No pressure! The team
showed grit in the fields and although winning was rare,
we were never out of reach of the silverware on offer.
Notable performances came particularly from Alex Line,
Ishak Islam and Humphrey Allen, the first of whom con-
sistently coming in the top 15 of each individual race
and the latter two hot on his heels. Narmathan Ra-
jeswaran, Malachi Saccomani and Thomas Johnson
Price (code-named T.J.P.) ran consistently throughout
the season, solidifying the team’s heroic efforts and
continuing their legacies from the previous year.
Races ranged from 1.5k sprints at Oxted to the gruel-
ling Knole Run lasting 10,000m. Again, Charterhouse
was the highlight of the season; 5km of hills, a lot of
them, too! Other races that require recognition were
John Fisher, Trinity, Sevenoaks, practically every school
south of the M25 and, of course, our fantastic grounds
at Grist’s. Knee-deep mud for sure round the back of
the tennis courts, but definitely the best grounds I have
ever run in (that is speaking for the whole team as
well)!
Finally, before you go on to read some rugby report, I
must bring up the Boroughs at Richmond Park. Not the
best outcome on my part (I think we got the pacing
wrong – cough, cough) but other runners that struggle
to rise on a Saturday morning gave an excellent perfor-
mance, despite running against Year 9s. Stuart Kauf-
mann and Cameron Helsby ran with conviction as did
Year legend Brendon Liew (“Slowbie”), who came 4th
out of 60 runners, despite his ‘bad start’, consequently
reaching the counties, running for the borough!
Of course, the only reason all of us strive in the races
and prestigiously cross the finishing line is to receive a
traditional biscuit or three from Nikolaj!
On behalf of the whole team, I would like to thank John
Birchall and his hit-squad of cross country prefects
deeply for their support, and above all Mr Shaw for or-
ganising/coaching/ chauffeuring/ encouraging/pinning
numbers onto vests - “Into the number and vest, miss
the chest, out through the number and vest”- through-
out the season!

Shiv Kapila

Shiv himself had a great season, running well to the
fore in many a Saturday League match. His infectious
enthusiasm has meant a good deal to a strong Year 8
side.

RS

CrossCross CounCountry Actry Achievemhievementsents: 2012-: 2012-1313
CCovoventry,entry, King HKing Henry VIIIenry VIII. National 6 man relay
Seventy five teams entered
9th school in the country
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Cameron Edgar, Tom Butcher, Oliver Garner, Tim Living-
stone, Ben Gibbons & Year 9 Ewan Traynor
9th B team in the country
John Birchall, James Conder, Edwin Harris, Nicholaj
Schubert, Joe Pennycook, Michael Moore

KKing’s Tring’s Trophy,ophy, South East Long Course Championships
As 5th, Bs 4th. B, Cs 2nd C

HHaskaskelell Cup,l Cup, Guildford South East Championships
4 man relay A 7th, B 6th, C 6th, D 4th

CharterCharterhousehouse Greater London Schools Championships
4th school; individual Tom Butcher 10th

WWelellingtolington,n, Southern
5 man relay 19th school of 100 teams entered

KKingstingston Boron Boroughough
1st team. Individuals Tim Livingstone 2nd, Ben Gibbons
3rd

SSurreyurrey ClubsClubs ChampChampionsionshipships
4th out of 11 clubs, first school home

BBororough sough selelectecteded
Tim Livingstone, Ben Gibbons, Tom Butcher, James
Conder , Edwin Harris, Joe Klein, Nichoaj Schubert, Alex
Kenny, Adam Curran
Kingston Borough Team 4/10

IIntermntermediatediateses

Charterhouse 7th School Greater London Long Course
Championships
Borough 4th Year 10 team v Year 11s due to exams
Silver medals Surrey schools sub one mile relay series

Borough selection Tristan Perera. Borough Team 6/10
at The Counties
County Clubs 9/16 club teams, 2nd school home

JuJuniorsniors

Charterhouse 6th school, Euan Traynor 7th
Wellington 6th school
Borough 1st, Junior Euan Traynor 2nd Individual, Bren-
don Liew 4th though a year young
Year 7 borough 2nd Individual Alex Step 4th Anish
Hussain 5th
Borough selection to Kingston junior team at Surrey
Counties finishing 5/11: Euan Traynor and Brendon
Liew
Clubs 9/16 clubs, 2nd school

YYear 7ear 7

Borough selection Year 7 team finishing 2nd/11 Alex
Step, Anish Hussain, David Mason.

RS
TTENNENNISIS

SSenieniorsors
Tiffin senior squad once again made finals day this
year; however, the route there was not quite as de-
manding as it has been in the past. Both Ibstock Place
and Dulwich College conceded their fixtures with us,
mainly due to their players’ GCSE, AS and A2 exam
timetables clashing with the agreed dates, a problem
that occurs every year with the Seniors, so plenty of

preparation is needed both on and off the court! We
had Reed’s School in our group and were firmly put in
our place, losing 0-9, a beating we have become used
to when they put their strongest side out! The crunch
match was against King’s College Wimbledon, as it was
the winner of this that would go through to the finals as
runner up in the League. After a real nail biter, Tiffin
won the match 5-4 and we were through again following
some excellent play by the team. If ever there was a
year to win finals day then this was it, as Reed’s had 3
or 4 of their best players at Roehampton trying to quali-
fy for Junior Wimbledon. We drew St George’s College in
the semis, but try as we might, they gained revenge on
us from last year, deservedly beating us 6-3. My thanks
to Brian Wang, who captained the side this year, and to
the rest of the squad for their effort and contribution.
They are Alan Hutcheson, Nikhil Kapila-O’Shea, Victor
Glovnea, Harry Meatyard, Edward Hubner and Daniel
Eke. I would also like to extend my thanks to the mem-
bers of staff who manage the teams lower down the
school….Miss Cooke, Miss Orchard, Miss Shirley and
our new recruit Mr Wilson. The future looks bright, par-
ticularly for our Year 7 team.

MT
YYear 7ear 7
Tiffin had great success with the U12 tennis team this
year, as Tom Dalby, Alex Step, Laurie Kenney and Gary
Pitman made up a strong 4 man team. Although there
were only a few games in the season, the boys did not
fail to produce excellent individual and team efforts,
even if this did not always translate into overall wins for
the team. The first match against Hampton was proba-
bly the most nerve wracking as Tiffin narrowly lost on a
tie-breaker set against very tough opposition. The team
dominated Ibstock Place in the next group game; then
came the most anticipated encounter of the season –
against King’s College, Wimbledon, in which Tiffin pre-
vailed with a score of 29 games to 25. It was especially
satisfying to beat KCS at their own game! Unfortunately,
Hampton were the only unbeaten school to go through
to the next round, but overall the team performed admi-
rably in what I’d like to call the Surrey Schools Lawn
Tennis Association’s very own ‘group of death’. Tom
Dalby and Alex Step also represented the school su-
perbly in the St George’s open competition, making it
through to the semi-finals as a pair, all of which bodes
very well for this team as they move up the school. Well
done on an excellent first season.

FC
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HousHouse Chae Championshmpionship 2012ip 2012 –– 1313

DDRAKERAKE
Matteo Probert and Midge Ashwell, as the senior repre-
sentatives of the outgoing Year 13, can be rightfully
proud of their service to Drake House. Both decent and
thoughtful young men, they proved to have positive
influence over and be very approachable to junior
House members, which made them very effective in
their roles as House Captains. Matteo, in addition to a
very heartfelt message of thanks, presented me with a
photograph, taken at the Old Tiffinian Rugby 7s tourna-
ment, of himself alongside recent Drake House Cap-
tains Callum Fraser, Erik Tate and Ben Mellett. Erik is
the only one without a broad grin in the photo, display-
ing two fingers to indicate the second place finish in the
House Championship in his tenure, which is in contrast
to the other three smiling, victorious ex-captains.
Whilst I realise that not everyone can fully engage in
House activities, it is a very touching memento of some
who certainly did, and one that acts as a nice reminder
that the semi-organised chaos every fortnight in the
Drama Studio is effort well worth making.
2012/13 was another enjoyable and successful year.
The campaign began gently for Drake; a 3rd place fin-
ish in Chess matched a 3rd place in Public Speaking,
which was a reasonable return given that Jack Hawkins
was the only Drake representative on finals night. With

no sign of C/G, K/M or Livingstone at the races, Raleigh
enjoyed their usual strong start in the performance
events, but it was Scott that took everyone by surprise
with a revival from the ashes.
As the year progressed, we continued to compete and
stay within reach of the leaders. No harm was done in
the Basketball and Football competitions and tremen-
dous House-wide efforts were made in the Grist Run.
Meanwhile, excellent performances in Badminton, par-
ticularly from our senior pairs of Alan Hutcheson and
Nikhil Kapil-O’Shea and Josh Loyd and Charlie Skirrow,
led to our first event victory.
The Spring Term saw the annual cajoling of Year 7 and
8 into unison choirs. Jack Hawkins was a glutton for
more punishment in this regard, but once again proved
himself to be more than capable of bringing the Drake
juniors together into a cohesive group. He got a very
impressive sound out of them in their performance of
‘At the End of the Day’ from Les Misérables, which ar-
guably deserved better than 4th. He did, however, en-
joy a first place in the Part song, as did Rob Singleton in
the ATB solos.
Tom Bain and Guy Thomson featured prominently, as
they always have done, in General Knowledge and the
Literary Quiz and they helped the senior teams fare well
in both. Midge Ashwell took the reins for the House

C/G DC/G D K/M L R SK/M L R S
Public Speaking 10 20 30 25 15 5
Chess 5 20 10 15 27.5 27.5
Drama 10 25 20 15 30 5
Badminton 15 30 10 5 25 20
Literary Quiz 7.5 22.5 22.5 7.5 15 30
Bridge 5 15 20 10 27.5 27.5
Carrom 15 5 25 10 20 30
Basketball 20 12.5 12.5 27.5 27.5 5
Grist's Run 22.5 22.5 30 12.5 12.5 5
Rugby 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5 17.5
Table Tennis 30 22.5 22.5 15 7.5 7.5
General Knowledge 5 10 30 25 15 20
Soccer 17.5 17.5 10 5 27.5 27.5
Singing 15 20 5 10 25 30
Tennis 20 30 25 5 15 10
Cricket 20 25 10 15 30 5
Swimming 15 30 25 20 10 5
Rowing 10 30 5 20 15 25
Athletics 30 25 20 15 10 5

POINTSPOINTS 290 400 350 275 372.5 307.5

POPOSITIONSITION 5th 1st 3rd 6th 2nd 4th
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Drama performance. He played the role of an insur-
ance fraud, who faked his own death and then, in dis-
guise, represented the heir to his estate in court. Billy
Bobak was well cast and convincing in his role as the
duplicitous philanderer and sole beneficiary to the es-
tate. In a whirlwind play with plenty of twists, it was
deserving of its placement behind K/M in second.
So, by Easter, Drake were 30 points behind Champion-
ship leaders Raleigh. Good all-round Cricket and Table
Tennis performances, including an emphatic win in the
senior competition from specialist Lewis Kean, saw us
placed 2nd in both events. In doing so, we reduced the
deficit on Raleigh to a catchable margin going into the
last week of activities. For Scott, the wheels didn’t so
much come off, but spontaneously combust, reducing
the competition for top spot to just two Houses.
I was delighted to arrive at the Rowing Regatta to find
that, in addition to Tom Hodson, Joe Willson and Mat-
thew Entwhistle, there was sufficient strength in depth
for us to win our second event of the year. House Cap-
tain Probert and Harry Eaton ensured entry points by
competing in the ergos, Matteo performing surprisingly
well given his arrival at the Boathouse was straight off
the plane following a week’s debauchery in Eyia Napa!
Maximum points for Tennis came the following morning
as Alan Hutcheson and Rathikk Ramesh formed a win-
ning partnership and other outcomes worked in our
favour. I genuinely took no pleasure in seeing hope
visibly fade from Mr Marley and the Raleigh entourage,
as news of the Tennis reached Blagdon Road and their
hopes were shattered further as Drake secured a more
predictable victory in the Swimming Gala. The Year 9
team of Stefan Frost, Elijah Cho, Hosouk Lee and Jo-
seph Ahan were particularly dominant, winning every
event and breaking two relay records for good measure.
Sam Turner, Tyler Danno, Ritwik Jhingran and Josh Lam-
bert also won events on the day.
Mathematcally not safe, but realistically with an unas-
sailable lead, the commitment and effort on Sports Day
from certain participants was superb. Alan Hutcheson
won the sprint Hurdles, the 100m, the 200m and ran
the final leg of the 4 by 400m, fittingly crossing the line
in first. Angelo Buter demonstrated his explosive attrib-
utes, launching heavy projectiles much further than his
peers and later breaking an age old 100m sports day
record. Ben Chandler, Jogi Sidhu and Abhilash Sivara-
man also won well in their middle-distance track races
but the most special mention must be saved for Ben
Gibbons. He began the day with a win in the 1500m
then, after lunch, broke a 15-year old 2000m steeple-
chase record, followed that with a 30 minute breather,
then victory in the 800m and rounded the day off with a
leg in the 4x400m relay. This was a truly awesome dis-
play of endurance. I look forward with interest to him in
action next July as he appears to have grown another 6
inches and therefore further increased his stride length
by a couple of yards! (Shall I leave room for a comment
here Ed?)**
Of the 11 events that followed or completed in the Sum-
mer term, we won 3 and finished 2nd in 4. And so the
2012/13 Championship belongs to Drake, which is not
only a second in succession, but a fourth in 5 years. I

believe, in addition to the contributions of a few key
personnel, such achievement reflects an ethos amongst
the House of having confidence in our ability to com-
pete with a refusal to accept finishing in the bottom 2
Houses in any event.
As I take this opportunity to thank Matteo Probert, Mat-
thew Ashwell and the rest of the outgoing Year 13 for
their support and commitment, I welcome Jack Haw-
kins, Lucas Vicary and their team to the helm as exam-
ple-setters for the coming year. Raleigh will doubtless
come back stronger, for Nitesh Nagrath and Charlie
Harrison surely leave a legacy of enjoyment and cohe-
sion. Under new leadership, the Scott revival is ex-
pected to last beyond Easter, as too are K/M who are
expected to operate with military precision and organi-
sation. I look forward to it with confidence and enthusi-
asm.
** is a so on sho d oo to t th n
again, who isn’t?) Ed

CO
RALERALEIGHIGH

So close yet so far; even thinking about it now, six
months from when we lost the championship to Drake
on the final day, I still get teary eyed. How do we put
into words the year we had? Some call it a revolution,
others a miracle. All we know is that this year Raleigh
came close to doing the unthinkable. Boundaries were
broken, boys became men, Raleigh members became a
family.
Notorious for being slow starters, this year we were de-
termined to change this and with thundering victories in
the Chess, Bridge and second place in the Carrom,
whisperers began whispering, gossipers gossiping,
could this be the year of Raleigh? If Raleigh’s year can
be summed up in a single event, the House Run must
be considered a testament to the determination and
grit that engulfed the Raleigh family this year. With over
50 Raleighians attending the sixth form run, three times
more than any other House, and with the younger years
having equal attendance, seeing the Raleighians run
through the treacherous thunder, the Antarctic ice and
the cyclonic winds would be enough to make even the
most anti-Raleigh concede that victory was deserved.
Then came the Drama, which was truly a joy to write
alongside Sideman (co-director) Rich Marvin. Through
this we began to see the true heroes of Raleigh. Credit
must, however, go entirely to the actors. Sam Hasler-
Winter was incredible in his role as a benevolent head-
master, Adam Mirsky excelled in his natural role as a
creep, Rich Marvin the lovable poet, Charles Jordan
managing to recite the entire periodic table in thirty sec-
onds, and how can we forget Mr Marley, the adorable
oaf? Following the transition of Niffit School, from a
place of enlightenment to an exam factory (sound
slightly familiar to our sister school?) the play was re-
ceived with rave reviews. The fact that even Messrs.
O’Connell, Howes and Martin were quoted to have said
that ‘if Raleigh doesn’t win, it’s shambolic’ was a testa-
ment to how brilliantly the play went. This personally
was one of the highlights of my Tiffin career and I’m
sure there was more than one teary eye in the theatre
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when realising that seven years later we had just com-
pleted our final House Drama.
In House Singing, the dates were against us, with us
missing one of our most talented singers, Will Brunt…
to the French Exchange. However, Charlie Harrison,
Sam Hasler-Winter and Adam Mirsky soldiered on with-
out their talisman, guiding Raleigh to a third place fin-
ish with beautiful renditions of ‘Down to the River’. Ex-
tra credit must again go to Adam for his masterful solo
performance getting him third place.
Even sports this year went surprisingly decently for Ra-
leigh, normally a house of intellects: first place in the
Football and House Run, second and third places in the
Cricket, Basketball and Badminton, and not coming last
in the Table Tennis shows how far Raleigh has pro-
gressed into a family of alpha males. A special mention
must also go to Mr Marley for ensuring that the Rugby
results were voided.
Yet however hard we pushed, the Bumblebee that was
Drake were constantly buzzing behind us with Mr
O’Connell and Matteo Probert waiting for the final week
to sting us with their venom. Credit must, however, go
to Drake; their consistency for the last five years can
certainly not be questioned and coming either first or
second in all four events of the last week meant that
even the 50 point lead we had accumulated going into
the final week was easily beaten. If Raleigh had to lose
to anyone, it’s fair to say a House led by the ever smil-
ing Mr O’Connell (not Matteo) would be our first choice.
Yet although events are certainly the most important
thing in a House Championship to other Houses, they
are not to Raleigh. This year’s Raleigh meetings con-
sisted of things never been seen before in Tiffin House
meetings. No House meeting involved staying seated
with particular highlights being Carrom Board Boxing
with Mr Hameed, Rugby on the Muga, a human chess
game, knighthoods for the hero of the week and quiz-
zes (certainly not rigged) against the teachers. It can
certainly be said that everyone in Raleigh participated
at least once in a House meeting this year. And how
can we forgot the chanting and mottos of the year? In
hindsight, we definitely believed and we most definitely
did ‘kiss the tie and touch the sky’. And at 10.30 every
Wednesday week B, the weary bricks of Tiffin were
weakened by the bellows of Raleigh doing its now infa-
mous chant. So loud were these chants that Ms Clarke
would occasionally rush in wondering if someone had
died and Mr Cathcart was disgruntled by the fact that
he could never get work done for the five minutes of
shenanigans.
Every member of Raleigh must be credited, for this
amazing year was down to all members of the family.
Special mentions must go to all upper sixth who played
such a huge role in organising meetings and encourag-
ing the younger years to get involved. Cameron Edgar
played an incredible role in all activites related to
sports with a second place in the House Run and domi-
nation on sports day, Basketball and Football. Rich
Marvin was eternally present at House meetings and
always providing entertainment in addition to his huge
contributions to the arts. Will Brunt, like Rich, was ever
present for Raleigh and always ready to be involved in
any event possible. Krishan was excellent in organising

the Bridge, Literary Quiz, Chess and Carrom, whilst
James Gledhill and Tim Baker provided great banter
and contributions. Hameedy was always willing to help
and get involved and Mr Marley, as he does every year,
provided us with all the support we needed and was
always encouraging the students to take control of
House meetings. Without these people our standing
would certainly not have been possible!
And there we have it. Although these 1000 words defi-
nitely won’t do the year justice, Charlie and I would like
to thank everyone who supported and made our role as
House Captain so easy in the year. For us, it was one of
the most rewarding things we have done at Tiffin and
even though it kills us that we couldn’t help guide you
all to victory we know that there was nothing more any
Raleighian could have done and we sincerely hope that
the foundations we have set will become long lasting.
Maybe in our lifetime, Raleigh could, dare I say it, even
win a House Championship! That leaves us with just a
few fitting words to end this emotional report… Ra-
Leigh, Ra-Leigh, Ra-Leigh. Revolution of Raleigh- Kiss
the tie, touch the sky.

Nitesh Nagrath and Will Brunt

KINGKINGSLEY-SLEY-MONTGMONTGOMEOMERYRY
With the new school year came the start of the House
championship and with newly appointed House Captain
Rory Goldring, we fancied our chances of getting anoth-
er podium finish for the year’s campaign. The year
kicked off with public speaking, which was led by our
resident expert, Louie Mackee, giving us a 1st place
finish and a perfect start to the year. Public Speaking
proved something of a formality for K/M with the House
dominating the final and comfortably winning the com-
petition. Drama, meanwhile, was led and written once
more to great effect by Elias Rebeiz and Max Funcheon-
Dinnen whose play chartered one humble man’s at-
tempts to save the world from the wrath of the Titans.
Although the play was a clear crowd favourite with
laughs throughout its duration, particularly at the plight
of Jack Bazalgette, the judges declined to recognise its
popularity, granting us only 3rd position. This was a sad
way to end what had been a glorious experience for all
those involved, but the cast was nevertheless delighted
with its performance.
Over the course of the year we carried this momentum
through, obtaining strong finishes in most events, in-
cluding 1st place in General Knowledge and the House
Run (4th consecutive year). We also finished 2nd in the
Carrom, Tennis and Swimming. House meetings would
usually include some form of game such as
‘Killer’ (basketball) made possible by having our for-
tress, the sports hall, at our disposal, adding a touch of
fun to our meetings.
The House Championship ended with a 3rd place podi-
um finish behind Drake and Raleigh, not bad consider-
ing the huge number of mistakes that were made dur-
ing the year.
Unfortunately this year, Mr Martin had to say goodbye
to take over as Head of Year 13, after transforming K/
M from the underdog House in the canteen to the suc-
cessful and envied organisation it is today. As we wave
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goodbye to a much beloved House Master, we say hello
to a new era of glory and prosperity under the watch of
Mr Ingall.

Ben Williamson and Sam Grant

Another year, another House Competition and another
House Master departs. I have thoroughly enjoyed lead-
ing K/M for 4 years and my fondest memory was the
2.5 point win of the Championship over Drake. My in-
tention was to take K/M to the top in 4 years and I
achieved that. Now with Mr Ingall in charge I can see
them reaching the top again if not this year, then the
following year. I wish Mr Ingall all the best success with
K/M in the future.

WM

SCOTTSCOTT
What an incredible year it has been for Scott
House! After a tumultuous finish last year that left us
in joint 3rd place, it was as if the entire House was de-
termined to do better. It was, of course, the final year
for the Upper Sixth; the last remnants of the triumphant
Scott House who helped to win the House Champion-
ship back in 2007, breaking a 15 year dry patch! Thus,
with the blood of Champions and ‘Grizzly Bears’ cours-
ing through the House’s proverbial veins, we launched
ourselves into the new Championship ready to win, with
our ever enthusiastic leader, Mr Howes, rallying us with
the cry that filled a thousand souls and triggered thirty-
four unexpected pregnancies: “Just turn up”. Having
promptly come in last place in the first minor House
event of Public Speaking (sorry editor)*, we raised our
game, coming third in House General Knowledge and,
buoyed by this success, achieving first place in both the
House Literary Quiz and the exotic House Carrom! How-
ever, with our confidence raised by these early success-
es, we lost sight of our rallying cry of “just turn up”,
leading to a plethora of disappointing last place finish-
es in House Basketball, the House Run, House Rugby
and House Drama, despite the talented Louis Norris
writing “the best written entry” from Scott in recent
years. With the New Year came a ‘New Scott’, akin to
Blair’s ‘New Labour’ only in its wish to rise, phoenix-
like, from the ashes of the Old Scott towards victory
and a vehemently negative outlook on the increase of
income tax. Under the strong leadership of House Cap-
tains Matt Elmore and Alex Hawkings, “ScottChat™”
was reintroduced to an adoring audience, boosting mo-
rale. Spurred on by this, Scott won House Singing for
the second year in a row, under the leadership of the
dashingly handsome and rambunctiously pulchritudi-
nous (and renowned sesquipedalianist) Nicholas Wong,
who retained the esteemed ‘Conductor’s Baton’ prize
for the best conductor from last year’s competition
(Dear Ed- this is going to be anonymous right?) †. It was
the most comprehensive whitewash in the history of
the competition, with Scott winning three of the four
categories. On the back of this victory, strong perfor-
mances in House Chess and House Bridge resulted in
us achieving joint first place in both, with a special
mention going to the talented House Captains for their
huge involvement. Following this was a string of excel-
lent commitment from the House, leading to great re-

sults in House Badminton and Rowing, as well as a
joint first place in House Football! This brought us to
Sports Day, where we regrettably lost out to very strong
competition from the other Houses, which left us in
third place overall, which, whilst disappointing after a
strong year of “just turning up”, was a solid and pro-
gressive result that was well deserved. Unfortunately,
this was the last year in the reign of the illustrious Mr
Howes, who has since left the school, with many tears
shed. He will be missed as the strong figurehead of
Scott House, the Blair to our New Labour as much as
Mr Keary was our Thatcher. Mais oui, a new leader stirs
in the MFL office, bringing with him a Parisian sense of
humour and a well groomed beard...

Nick Wong

* It carries the same points total as all the others, Nick!
[Ed]
† As if you wanted that… [Ed]

CHURCHCHURCHILL-GILL-GORDORDONON
Through the year at Tiffin, Year 7 students massively
contributed to the success of the C/G House. One of
our main successes was on sports day where we had
excellent sprinters (David Mason and Jason Noone)
competing in the finals of the 100m and 200m whilst
other good runners made it into the finals of the 400m,
and the 1500m. The field events were equally as suc-
cessful with boys doing particularly well in the throwing
and high jump events. Almost every other sport turned
out successful as well, as in the likes of tennis, table
tennis, swimming, football, rugby, basketball and many
others. However, sport wasn't the only thing we suc-
ceeded in. We also did well in activities outside of the
pitches and the tracks. For example, we came in the
top three for singing, did well in bridge with two Year 7s
playing as intermediates, competed in intellectual activ-
ities (e.g. general knowledge, and the literary quiz) and
much, much more.

o a ,

Last year, Year 7 had a year of ups and downs. Some of
the great sporting successes of the year are as follows:
2nd in House basketball, 3rd in House football, 1st in the
4x100m relay and 3rd in House tennis. To add to this, in
the Year 7 and 8 House singing C/G came 2nd. We also
came 2nd in the literary quiz. It was tough as the Year
7s had to get to know each other whilst having to com-
pete in House events. The Year needed to learn that
having a go at each other will not make things better
and that people in the House actually need to try to-
gether, in a collective manner, if they want to win.

a id ason,

2012/2013 was a good year in terms of sporting
events where the Year 8s won almost all of them, but in
contrast the year did not show the same levels of inter-
est or enthusiasm in the non-sporting events where our
average placing was unfortunately in the lower half. We
enjoyed early successes with House rugby where we
were undefeated. This success was followed by a close
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2nd place in the House run. This, however, was bal-
anced out with our lack of enthusiasm and our slightly
untoward, lazy attitude towards prose and verse read-
ing, as well as public speaking. The sporting success
was continued by a win in House football. Unluckily, our
losing streak in non-sporting events was continued by
an un-inspiring performance in House singing and then
a disappointing loss in both literary quiz and general
knowledge. In comparison to this, we bagged a good
performance from two people within the House in the
table tennis semi-finals. Towards the end of the year
our winning streak in sports ran out but we still man-
aged to maintain a top 3 position in most of the sport-
ing events. This cannot be said for drama, chess, car-
rom or bridge where top half places were unusually
held by non-C/G members. However, for sports day we
pulled it together and our year did very well in all of the
events. Last year was a big lesson for most of us be-
cause in sports we can see what happens when we
work together and put some effort in, and we can also
see what happens when we have very little enthusiasm
or motivation, which was most obvious in the non-
sporting events, over the past year. Hopefully we can
improve on this.

a a ison,

There are a lot of things to be praised for C/G’s perfor-
mance last year. For the Year 9s specifically it is a good
point to note that we excelled in the competitions when
everyone had to participate, for example, House run
(where we came first) and also sports day (1st once
again). We must not forget the commitment some peo-
ple have shown to the House, James Hunter for his con-
stant enthusiasm for the maybe slightly lesser regarded
competitions and Euan Traynor for his great perfor-
mance on sports day. Also, our year group felt the suc-
cess we achieved, was because of our organisation,
such as the year reps and competition reps. Something
we can learn from last year is that everybody does
count, the effort you make doesn’t go unnoticed. So if
you slack off and do not participate to the best of your
ability, it will affect our overall score but if you do well
and participate fully, it will also make a positive impact
no matter what the outcome. Another point we could
learn from, is how tremendously bad missing out on
your event is, whether it be sports day or the House
literary quiz. There really is no excuse for any year
group not to have the required number of people for
any competition, and so greater care in organising extra
people for each event is a must, so that if someone
unfortunately twists an ankle or falls ill there will be
someone to fill the space.

osh a i ,

As a group Year 10 excelled at the sporting events
(winning the House run) and finishing in the top 3 for all
the other sporting events. On sports day, the House as
a whole did very well as we provided key points. There
was noticeably less participation on the more academic
events like chess, literary quiz but we still had enough
entrants to compete. This is something this year we
hope to change and put right. Overall, we learnt key
skills like teamwork, leadership and trust last year and

the aspect I would like to highlight is the surplus of en-
thusiasm shown by most of the members of our House.

a is in,

Churchill-Gordon grew enormously in 2012, not only in
character, but also in strength – the House had sub-
stantial moral victories in some creative events such as
Singing and Drama, where Year 10 in particular either
took charge or greatly contributed to the productions.
As always, C/G typically did incredibly well at sports
day, with no less than four 1st places being awarded to
Year 10s alone. Although C/G might not have topped
the board, we developed dramatically and fantastically
over the course of the year, thus preparing us to fight
stronger battles in the future.

it a ,

The Year 2012-2013 was interesting for the Year 11s.
As always we finished strongly with a brilliant perfor-
mance on sports day. Rugby and football were can-
celled but the Year 11s filled in where the seniors
couldn’t make it by being great wingmen, which actual-
ly led to some solid performances. Well done to all in-
volved but there were definitely a few performances to
improve on this year!

nd w ood,

The 6th form had a mixed year in the House competi-
tion, with strong performances in events such as the
table tennis. However, C/G’s lack of participation in
the senior year once again proved our weakness, cost-
ing us points unnecessarily. This was evident in our
shorthanded House cricket and basketball teams. How-
ever, for yet another year sports day was our true high-
light, with a well fought overall victory, which proved the
C/G House superiority when the effort was put in by
every single member.

a Fernando,

LLIVIVINGINGSTSTONEONE
It’s probably wise to start at the end since it was in the
balmy late summer days that the House began to see
some success for its efforts. Indeed, if the order of
events had been reversed, Livingstone would have
reached the half-way point in 2nd position. It’s such a
shame that the House made such a poor fist of the
Easter term, characterised by a failure to turn out a
complete team for the Senior House cricket final – a
final that we should surely have won with a full comple-
ment of players. Indeed, the Christmas term kicked off
in 2nd place in the Prose & Verse and Public Speaking
competition with wins for Edward Driver and Zack
O’Dowd in the Prose & Verse sections and a second
place for Gurnam Grewal. The House is great at portray-
ing the philandering Flashman, great at pointing up the
inimitable humour of Milligan and fluent in the York-
shire of Gervaise Phinn but this year it needs to find
some entertaining public speakers, too. Chess, Bridge,
Drama, Singing and Literary Quiz competitions came
and went without really scratching the surface of any of
them – despite the gargantuan efforts of our musical
and dramatic managers. Carrom was simply awful, Bad-
minton, where we once reigned supreme, even worse
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and the Grist’s run a desultory 4th=. The House may
lack the strength of others in the more muscular events
but there is really no excuse for coming last in anything
– that just reeks of poor organisation and/or lack of
desire. Last year the House came last in 3 events and
5th in 3 others. It can and will do better in 2014 with
proper organisation and with a more hands on ap-
proach from the seniors which Josh Graham and his
team seem already to have brought to the fore. No
competition was won out-right by Livingstone but there
were some highly creditable 2nd places in Prose &
Verse, Basketball and General Knowledge. Livingstone
should do equally well in these events this year; it just
needs a little more encouragement in the other direc-
tions to bring it back to the top end of the House Cham-
pionship. The rowers and virtual rowers performed he-
roically on the water in the last week whilst Issei Kuzuki
and Ahmed Yousef were simply brilliant in the water.
Diptarko Chowdhury ran in just about everything at
Sports Day and covered a huge number of holes that
had appeared in our senior programme. It is not unusu-
al to suffer shortages. Other houses fared worse than
Livingstone. Tim Livingstone, again, was probably the
classiest athlete on show whilst there were wins
throughout the programme for Hayden Hyde, Aanshul
Luthra and Anish Hussain. Indeed, our class of 2012
Year 7 boys are in a class of their own.
We say farewell to Connor Bingham, last year’s House
Captain, and we say thank you to both him and his
team of out-going prefects who gave so much of their
time and energy towards making Livingstone a cohe-
sive unit. Interviews for this year’s team took place in
June and it is with enormous pleasure that we welcome
Josh Graham to look after the House along with his
outstanding team of deputies, Zack O’Dowd, Ben
Delchiappo, Angus Watkins, James McGrath and Tim
Livingstone. They are a highly talented bunch and we
look forward to sparks flying.

MW

INTINTER HER HOUOUSESE LITLITERAERARYRY QUQUIZIZ
We have had a hotly contested series of events again
this year. The senior quiz was a hotly contested and
noisy event as always, Livingstone and Raleigh just
missing out in getting to the final; however, the result-
ing victorious Scott team won by a resounding 81
points followed by K/M on 74.
The intermediate event in the spring was again a lively
affair; K/M and C/G were knocked out in the first round
leaving us with Drake eventual winners with 75 points
and Scott with 68.
This made the final two junior rounds with all to win all-
round as there were so many points to be had. The
Year 8 Raleigh team were eventually victorious with 76
points followed K/M on 69.5. The final Year 7 event
was extremely noisy as many of the players had been in
several events outside school this year and were all in
opposing teams, Livingstone and Raleigh got knocked
out in the first round, with K/M running away with the
win with 64 points, Scott second with 51.

Overall winners eventually were Scott, followed in equal
second by Drake and K/M, Raleigh fourth with Living-
stone and C/G in equal fifth.

LF

HHOUOUSESE PUBPUBLIC SPLIC SPEAEAKINGKING
After three weeks of heats involving seventy competi-
tors, twelve finalists produced an evening of marvellous
expertise and entertainment in the hastily re-arranged
venue of the JLT on 29 November under the vigilance
of adjudicator Sam Hawkins (Tiffin and Hertford Col-
lege, Oxford), himself thrice finalist in the recent past.
But tragically a mere 8 staff (including myself and two
thirds of the senior Housemasters), 14 parents, a sib-
ling and -out of 1080 on roll – ONE boy attended. The
resulting audience of 26, the smallest in the 26 years
over which I have been organising this event was,
frankly, an insult to the quality and industry of the
above twelve. This has become a soul-destroying task;
what can I do to interest the English department, for
example, or indeed any other area of Tiffin?
On consideration, however, not soul-destroying, be-
cause of the reaction of the connoisseurs who WERE
there, and their fulsome comments on what we try to
do, and how these so meritorious exponents of the pub-
lic platform do it.
First mention in dispatches must be for CChihinmnmayay JoglJogle-e-
kkarar, an eleventh-hour stand in for the unfortunately ill
RobRobert Byert Bywaterwater, who opened the proceedings with a
passage totally unfamiliar to him, adding perennial fa-
vourite h sson by Roger McGough as his poem.
EdEdward Drivward Driverer, observed by ex-staff member Ben and
his wife, next interlaced the junior prose passage from
Gervaise Phinn’s h th id o h a with a
multiplicity of valiantly sustained accents, before anoth-
er McGough poem to clinch the initial verdict in this in-
house Livingstone clash.
Spike Milligan’s quirky oon extract was delivered
“clearly and well” by GurGurnam Grnam Grewalewal (L), whose rendi-
tion of the wickedly reworked itt d iding ood
and h o by Roald Dahl proved “exceptionally ac-
complished”. But the “sharp, punchy, staccato” style of
EdEdan Umran Umrigarigar “captured the whimsical theatricality of
the prose” and, supported by a sad and complicated
now h h ag d i d ings (Maya Angelou), took
the intermediate guerdon for K/M.
“Different interpretations of the same piece” – ScScar-ar-
llettett’s successful uphill cavalry offensive at Balaklava
from ash an t h ha g by George McDonald
Fraser – “both brilliant”, ignited the senior reading sec-
tion. Zack O’DoZack O’Dowdwd (L) then extracted “the rhythm and
music of Luke Wright’s verse; K/M’s LLouieouie MackMackeeee
countered with a “measured and understated” treat-
ment of Wilfred Owen’s t o Est – diffi-
cult, as it is so famous -and a tie ensued. LLoouieuie leaves
us with this, five outright victories, and one runner-up
spot – what a phenomenal tally!
Two equally animated and gesticulatory juniors intro-
duced the public speaking half of the evening. AAddityaitya
DDeshpeshpandeande (S) launched an impassioned campaign
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against GM foods (our adjudicator was amazed that
anyone could raise such vehemence on this topic!) with
“elegant, classical delivery,” before HHememanth Vanth Veleluruuru (C/
G) waxed eloquent in his “sophisticated, mature” and, I
would add, professorial argument on that tantalising
question, which came first, the chicken or the egg?
Both were “excellent”, but for all the latter’s erudite
evidence, AAddityaitya’s ambition carried the day.
An “excellent start” from the intermediate speaker LLau-au-
rrence Eence Ellisllis (K/M) followed as, suitably accessorised in
spectacles, he considered whether people wearing
glasses were more intelligent, or simply perceived by
others to be so, in doing which he revealed a genius for
“making serious points humorously”, and vice versa.
His adversary was the inimitable TTom Mom Mitcitchellhell of C/G,
who expounded hilariously on cycling and its enthusi-
asts, a subject our adjudicator “had considered done to
death – until tonight.” This wonderful tryst was shaded
(an apposite word?) by the Specosaurus!

Under the silkily satirical suavity of JJack Haack Hawkwkinsins (D)
the tears generated by the Christmas television adver-
tisements of John Lewis metamorphosed into lacrimae
of laughter – he was stunning, as well as shrewd. That
anyone could cap this seemed impossible, but in the
final delivery of the night Raleigh’s AdAdamam MirskyMirsky did, as
he glibly luxuriated in extolling the virtues, comparing
the constituents and assessing the subliminal messag-
es carried by each of six different, familiar chocolate
bars (one partially devoured on stage, as the audience
slavered). Thus was the theme of advertising contin-
ued, each senior being a supreme advert for the
school’s public speaking facility.
Sam remarked that the ability to communicate fluently
in public is a rare skill in the world of work, and congrat-
ulated all finalists on their achievement in a balanced,
insightful adjudication to conclude a memorable occa-
sion.

TM

Churchill-Gordon win Sports Day [ hoto E
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AA CECE
TThe Brhe Britit chochoolol ance rance rojectoject

ast year the Year 8 dance company was lucky enough
to take part in a collaborative dance project with The
BRIT chool to e pand and hone our dancing skills.
Over appro imately two months, we created a piece
with the older BRIT school students with the theme
peer pressure. This included various styles such as
Contemporary, Tutting and ip- op alongside some
interesting partner work.

The BRIT chool students, of whom there were about
16, created a dance featuring many different styles.
Each session, we would work on a particular section of
the dance and then modify it with our own ideas to help
it reflect our own interests and improve our choreogra-
phy skills. tudents from the BRIT school were very
helpful and came round assisting us to perfect certain
moves and techni ues and answering uestions. Con-
se uently, we developed a very positive relationship
with them, allowing it to be as fun an e perience as
possible.

Alongside the BRIT school students, their dance teach-
ers also watched over the group, offering advice where
necessary and correcting us when they spotted some-
thing that a BRIT student hadn’t. Furthermore, they
helped us to convey different emotions and create at-
mospheres during the piece by varying body language
and the way we did moves for e ample being fluid and
graceful, or sharp and staccato.

Throughout the dance we e plored different ways of
dancing as a group, using a range of patterns, dancing
with partners to perform lifts and flips, with synchroni-
ation sections and canons to name but a few. After
completing the dance, we practised it many times dur-
ing lunch breaks, after school and even during school
periods with the help of our dance teacher Mrs. Brit-
tain, making it as good as we could with the time we
had.

Finally, on the day of the performance we went up to
the BRIT school by coach to have a technical rehearsal
beforehand. aving done this, we went on to perform in
their studio with the BRIT students who added their
own more advanced moves to make it an even better
piece. Overall it proved to be a great and enjoyable e -
perience that improved everyone’s dancing ability by
large margins. We all look forward to doing similar
dance projects in the future and we thank Mrs. Brittain
for her time, enthusiasm and e pertise.

Cameron elsby

YYear 11ear 11 ancance Reve Reviewiew

Year 11 is the last year at Tiffin chool where you can
participate in ance as a lesson, so for the 1 of us
who took dance GC E it was our last year as a
class.....and it was our most tiring class by a mile. Every
form time, break, and lunch we had spare was spent at
the dance studio choreographing. We had to choreo-

graph a pair of Year 1 s who volunteered to perform
for us, as well as a solo for ourselves, and another
group choreography for a group of us to perform. es-
sons were spent learning the very difficult set study to
our best technical standards and then going back over
every movement in the tiniest detail repeatedly, be-
cause this piece was videoed and then sent off to the
e am board: we wouldn t know what we achieved until
results day. That was rather worrying to say the least.
There were school performances during this period at
which both of each student s choreographies were per-
formed, and then came the day we had all been dread-
ing, erformance ay. The whole day was spent at the
dance studio where all 1 of us had all of our choreog-
raphies performed in front of an e ternal e aminer. It
was one of the uickest days to pass that I remember
as uickly as it started, it was over. By the early after-
noon there was nothing more that could be done and
we received our final performance marks, and thankful-
ly it went well for everyone After that our dance lessons
were spent revising for the e am, learning dance theory
and studying famous dance works such as Matthew
Bourne s Nutcracker Unfortunately we didn t do much
more practical after that we all went through so much
stress that year, but I think I can safely say for all of us,
we wouldn t have changed a single moment.....
well....maybe the theory

Ash Grover

RAMARAMA
The academic Year 1 - 1 was another very busy
one for the drama department with three productions
taking place. icking off the year In style was Posh by
aura Wade. The play satirises the legendary Bulling-
don Club and there are a few characters within the play
who have more than a passing resemblance to current
political figures. The play was produced in a mere si
weeks and was a huge success with some outstanding
performances from a number of students including Billy
Bobak’s unforgettable rogue ‘Alastair’ and Matthew
Ashwell’s hilarious bumbling idiot ‘George’. We also
welcomed a new actor in the shape of Upper i th stu-
dent am asler-Winter who stepped in at the 11th
hour and produced a really memorable turn as Toby.
Without a pause for breath we moved on to the main
school production, The Government Inspector by iko-
lai Gogol, featuring a cast from across the year groups.
The play deals with a corrupt small town mayor and his
band of hapless cronies as they come up against the
might of the ‘supposed’ Government Inspector. This
farcical play had a fantastic cast, ably led by the talents
of ouis orris, Akshay hanna and Adam Mirsky who
took the physicality of the comedy to great lengths. A
special mention also has to go to Year 11 student Joe
rentice whose help in set building was invaluable in
both these productions and to whose father we owe a
huge debt.
ess than a month passed by when we had the ouse
rama competition, which was outstandingly judged by
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actor and playwright Joe arke from Bear Trap Theatre
Company. The competition was deservedly won by Ra-
leigh which also featured best actor winner Adam
Mirsky. It was an incredibly diverse evening of perfor-
mances, all of which were original and highly creative in
style, but there was definitely something memorable
about Mirsky’s psychotic student with designs on run-
ning the school.
We rounded out the year with Miss O’ Connell’s lower
school production of Animal Farm which had an out-
standing cast of players from Years , 8 and taking
on the roles of the animals in this allegorical play about
the rise of communism and totalitarian rule. The boys
dealt very well with the challenging material and I feel
that a special mention has to go out to Christian Ras-
mussen and the Appleby brothers Will and Ollie for their
mature and dynamic performances in the title roles. It
was a great year for the department and with produc-
tions of Macbeth and The Real Inspector Hound in the
offing for ne t year it looks to carry on so for the fore-
seeable future.

GGIGIG IG TIG T
Every year, the Tiffin gig night rolls around, transform-
ing the Main all into the backroom of a Camden pub:
headmasters of old ga e down from the walls upon the
jostling, thronging crowds bellowing along, cheering on
their friends as they take to the stage for their fifteen
minutes of rock roll notoriety. And if they had ears,
who knows what those oil-rendered, illustrious gentle-
men of days past would make of the selection of
sounds on offer Well done to all those boys involved
who were responsible for arranging, rehearsing and in
many cases composing all of their own music with no
input from staff. With the room filling up nicely, Zain
Ahmed took to the stage for a rendition of Feeling
Good, followed by the inimitable stylings of aurence
Ellis, Tiffin’s own acoustic rock troubadour, before the
moody balladry of Reuben Green and Callum Fernando
and the teacher-supported Jamal Al-Araimy Jamal
stuck around to lend some guest vocals to Year 8’s Just
lay – Oni and okholan making their Gig ight debut
with a jangling version of Oasis’ Wonderwall: a song
some si years older than they are Following the e cel-
lently named id ath and the Machine and an appear-
ance from Youtube sensation osouk ee, the rock
kicked in with U6’s Mael starting a wave of crowd-
surfing eagerly picked up by Y11’s Jalapeno Whispers
and Fluid Cactus (nice band names…). A brooding rap
set from Zayd Mehdi and indie anthems from U6’s The
Undergraduates (only if you get the grades, boys )
brought the evening to its much-anticipated pinnacle:
the now customary set from the staff band The emer-
its who this year rolled out not one but two renditions of
Foo Fighters’ Monkey Wrench and a demonstration of
free-fall under gravity from a certain physics teacher

M
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Societies, Courses and Other Activities
UK MATHUK MATHS TRS TRUSUST MATHT MATHS CHS CHALLENGESALLENGES

I am pleased to report on the year’s achievements in
the Junior, Intermediate and Senior Maths Challenges
and Olympiads. Nationally, the Senior Maths Challenge
is aimed at strong A level Maths students, the Interme-
diate Challenge at the top third of students in Year 11
and below and the Junior Challenge at the top third of
students in Year 8 and below. In each category, the top
40% of scores are awarded Bronze Certificates, the top
20% Silver and the top 7% Gold.

Nationally, about the top 1000 scorers in each of the
JMC and SMC are invited to sit the follow-up Olympiad
papers, which are particularly demanding. As a follow-
up to the IMC, the top 500 scores in each of Year 9,
Year 10 and Year 11 are invited to sit the respective
Intermediate Olympiad Papers and a further 5000 or so
invited to sit Kangaroo papers.

SeSeninior Mathsor Maths ChallengeChallenge

Of the 120 sixth form and Year 11 mathematicians en-
tered for last year’s SMC, 20 achieved Gold Certificates,
42 Silver and 49 Bronze. Kiran Richards, Alex Harrison,
Daniel Eke and Ruben Green all qualified for the British
Maths Olympiad with Alex Harrison achieving a Distinc-
tion in this paper. A further seven boys qualified for the
Senior Kangaroo. They included Aiken Cairncross, Tho-
mas Butcher and John Birchall from the Upper Sixth
and Jack Pearce, Michael Morris and Isaac Jarratt
Barnham from the Lower Sixth.

InIntermediatermediate Mate Maths Chths Challengeallenge

All boys in Years 9, 10 and 11 sat a practice IMC paper
and the top 120 scorers were given the opportunity to
sit the real thing. Of the 120, 41 boys achieved Gold,
47 Silver and 22 Bronze. 7 boys qualified for their re-
spective Olympiads: Adam Hillier in Year 11, Bemin
Sheen, Cameron Ruiz and Thuva Mathetharan in Year
10 and Jonghyeo Lee, Hosouk Lee and Oliver Tse in
Year 9. Remarkably, all of these boys managed to
achieve at least a merit in the Olympiad but the best
performance came from Bemin Sheen who was
awarded a Distinction and a prestigious medal.

A further 21 boys qualified for the Kangaroo. They were
Aneesh Sachdeva, Harris Robinson, Ben Baker, Sam
Turner, Abhishek Datta, Jonathan Cheung, Conor Man-
ning, Edward Offer, Doveshan Arasilango, Danvir Sehmi,
Devun Mistry, Josh Loyd, Dylan Danno, Alex Deme-
trescu, Myuran Visuvathasan, Rohit Chennupati, Sanjot
Dhaliwal, Sid Nath, William Andrews, Azim Ahmed, and
Sanchith Nadanakumar. Of these, Abishek Datta, Sam-
uel Turner and William Andrews were awarded certifi-
cates of merit.

JuJuniornior MathsMaths ChalleChallengenge

All boys in Year 8 are entered for the Junior Maths Chal-
lenge and fifty selected boys form Year 7. Of the 190
boys entered, 71 achieved Gold certificates, 54 Silver
and 44 Bronze. George Jose, Orlando Low and Cam-

eron Helsby from Year 8 qualified for the Junior Maths
Olympiad as did Vincent Trieu and Kanishk Gupta from
Year 7. Vincent Trieu was awarded a Distinction, a
medal and a Book Prize (there is no higher award at
this level), while George Jose was awarded a Distinc-
tion and medal – both remarkable achievements.

AI

HANSHANS WOYDAWOYDA 2012/132012/13

Two years ago, whilst also winning Countdown, Ollie
Garner was one of the stars of the Tiffin Hans Woyda
team that enjoyed success in the plate competition.
This year, as the Year 13 team member and captain,
the ambition was to emulate this success. He, a vari-
ety of Jack Pearce and Daniel Eke, Adam Hillier and
Hosouk Lee made up the team and, as ever, gave their
best in the competition with plenty of enthusiasm.

Unfortunately, the fairy tale end for Ollie wasn’t to be.
The mighty St Paul’s beat us in round 1, a strong King-
ston Grammar team narrowly beat us in round 2 and
our state of dejection worsened in defeat to Tiffin Girls’
in round 3. There ended both our involvement in the
2012/13 event and Ollie’s 5 years of involvement in
Hans Woyda. Whilst it was a shame not to have pro-
gressed beyond the group stage, it is fitting to pay trib-
ute to Ollie’s reliable and significant contribution to the
Maths department and extra-curricular Maths competi-
tions generally. We wish him every success as he pro-
ceeds to develop his interest and passion for problem
solving and logical reasoning further in his study of
Economics at Cambridge.

CO

THTHE DEMPSEY CENTREE DEMPSEY CENTRE
Near the beginning of the Autumn Term J K Rowling’s
publishers asked Year 7 and 8 Tiffin Boys and Tolworth
Girls to help with the launch of the Pottermore website;
they would be the only students involved in the launch
from the UK which would look as if it was live streamed
on the internet. They had to film being interviewed by J
K Rowling along with students from America as it was
being launched there. They all got a bag of books from
Bloomsbury as a treat and the LRC got £100 to spend
on books, too.

We entered the Kids Lit Quiz with boys from Year 7 and
8. This is a competition run internationally with the
same age students from the USA, South Africa, China,
Australia and New Zealand entering. The UK winners
compete with the other countries to win the world
championships in the summer. We took two teams and
the A team this year came 5th in the South East heat,
losing by a very few points.

In International Week the study was Sri Lanka this year,
so the LRC organized a trip for the whole of Year 8 to
two Hindu temples. Both gave us a very warm welcome.
The Baps Shri Swaminaravan Mandir in Neasden is
indeed the largest temple outside India. They have an
exhibition on the history of Hinduism that we visited; we
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had a presentation on the history of the Mandir and
then spent some time in the Mandir itself experiencing
an Arti Ceremony by the Monks. The boys had a sketch
book in order to draw some of the amazing hand carv-
ings in marble and wood as well as the shrines and also
had work to do on Hinduism as well.

At the Shri Knanaga Thurkkai Amman Temple we were
shown around all the shrines by a parent who actually
works there, witnessed a ceremony, were treated to
some fruit and were all blessed; we watched some la-
dies making the flower garlands that are used in the
shrines. This Temple is used by many of the students
at Tiffin with their parents.

All this preceded a wonderful lunch at the Papaya Res-
taurant whose friendly and incredible staff managed to
feed all 1 3 boys and 10 staff a typically Sri Lankan
meal of chicken, aubergine, mango and lentil curries,
with rice and Paratha bread followed by a special cele-
bratory pudding and a drink, all in an hour and a half.

During February boys from Year 7 to Year10 competed
against all other participating schools in Kingston to be
selected for a Borough team to compete against Lady
Eleanor Holles, Hampton Boys and Hampton Communi-
ty College in an inter-borough Literary uiz Challenge.
Tiffin Year 7 and team got through to represent King-
ston along with Kingston Grammar. This and the Finals
were held at Tiffin with Kingston winning both the Junior
and Senior events again.

As part of the Authorised Festival run with Kingston
Library in the summer, Year 7 went to the Rose Theatre
to a talk by the author Justin Richards, the L6th Drama
students had a workshop with Lyn Gardner, the Guardi-
an Theatre Critic and author, and all of Year 9 and Year
10 Drama students went to the Rose Theatre to see a
production of John Steinbeck’s The Pearl.

LF

BBIOLOGY FIEIOLOGY FIELD TLD TRIPRIP
For the Sixth Formers involved, the Biology trip to the
Orielton Field Centre in South Wales was another
chance to demonstrate our collective incompetency in
anything relating to real life and the great outdoors. The
trauma involved in dealing with an intermittent 3G con-
nection, and a phone signal consisting of just a single
lonely bar quickly reduced the majority of the year
group to a downtrodden bunch of out-of-place misers,
with only the small 5-a-side football pitch offering any
respite from the bewildering countryside environment.
Everyone was slightly cheered after a night’s sleep and
a good breakfast - it was discovered that, by eating
quickly and repeatedly joining the back of the queue,
one could have up to a four course meal before being
kicked out of the dining hall - and eventually we got
round to some actual science. But when we first arrived
on the beach, we spent a necessary moment or two
paying our respects to those who have died protecting
our freedom – we had found ourselves at the very place
where Dobby had passed away only a couple of painful
years ago (that’s a Harry Potter reference for any Trog-
lodytes reading this). After that, we spent a strangely

enjoyable day measuring hundreds of pieces of grass in
the name of science, followed by intensive lessons, and
early the next day we were on another trip, this time to
the Rocky Shores. The immense oil refinery next to the
beach ruined the illusion of the wilderness somewhat,
but we were all too preoccupied in catching crabs to
notice. It was a great opportunity to learn about a famil-
iar environment in a new way, but studying seaweed
proved to be a distressing experience: the discovery
that they are mostly composed of testicular sacs taint-
ed my childhood memories of playing in seaweed just a
little bit. When Mo fell in the sea, the teachers decided
that their day was complete and we went home (us in
the coach, he in a bin bag). It had been an exhausting
couple of days surveying the seaside for Barnacles and
Marram Grass, but we didn’t have much time to rest
because we were to carry out our first ever authentic
scientific experiment the next day, so we had to spend
the evening planning / occasionally thinking about it
whilst watching the Spain - Italy Confederation Cup
semi- final. It should be noted that no chairs were bro-
ken during the celebrations when Spain won.
On the Saturday, we dispersed into our separate loca-
tions like seaweed-sperm disperses into the sea, and
we spent a long time getting all the data we would
need. Even if our investigations completely failed, it was
fun to get a genuine result without ending up fabricat-
ing all our information to fit the expected result (the
wonders of our scientific education…), and it was an
immersive introduction to the world of real science. On
our last day we went on a walk around some of Pem-
brokeshire’s coastline, which proved to have some
stunning scenery, and finished with a few games of
football, rugby or rounders on the beach. Some of us
may have started with muted expectations, but the trip
had been a fun and memorable experience - some of
us had even learnt a thing or two – and everyone was
more knowledgeable, happy , and best of all, asleep, on
the coach journey home.

Ben Gibbons

CLACLASSICSSSICS
2012-13 constituted another successful, action-packed
year for the Tiffin Classics Department. This year’s co-
hort of public examination students are to be com-
mended for their efforts with Latin and Classical
Greek. Our continued collaborations with Tiffin Girls’
School and Kingston Grammar School secured excel-
lent results and we very much enjoyed welcoming them
into our school community again. We wish all of this
year’s leavers well, particularly Sahib Sidhu and Alex
Collier who have gone on to read Classics at University
College London and Royal Holloway respectively.
The Department again led 3 separate trips to Italy dur-
ing the course of the year. In October 5 Year stu-
dents enjoyed a long weekend in Sorrento visiting Pom-
peii, Herculaneum and Vesuvius, and eating copious
amounts of Italian gelati. Our U6 Classicists also sam-
pled the varied delights of the Bay of Naples at Easter
but ventured further afield to sites such as Paestum,
Pozzuoli and Capri. They even squeezed in a home
game at Napoli’s famous San Paolo Stadium. The tri-
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umvirate of Italian sojourns was topped off by the L6
Special Programme Trip to Rome in July which incorpo-
rated expeditions to sites of classical interest as well as
many Renaissance wonders. This year the Department
also visited Tunisia in February Half-Term which was
simply breath-taking. We were dazzled by incredibly
well-preserved classical ruins, such as those at Sbeitla
and El Djem which we virtually had to ourselves, our
desert safari in x s to the Star Wars set was an unfor-
gettable experience, and the laying of a wreath at the
grave an old Tiffinian who lost his life in WWII was a
truly unique and special occasion. My thanks as ever
go to Andrea Bolton and Fran Cooke for their dedication
and commitment which enable such trips to go
ahead. I am also very grateful to Mr Mrs John King
who accompanied us to Tunisia.
In addition to the aforementioned globe-trotting, the
whole of Year visited the mosaics at Fishbourne Ro-
man Palace and participated in the ever-popular Ro-
man Technology Workshop. In addition, Year 9 Latin-
ists spent the day at the Roman Baths in Somerset and
experienced a handling session with one of the cura-
tors. Our Key Stage and 5 students attended various
lectures and conferences, and also had the privilege of
being invited to the Kingston Grammar Classical Socie-
ty Dinner in March. Not only was this a convivial even-
ing and opportunity to mix with other Classicists, but
the students enjoyed a very engaging talk from the best
-selling author and popular historian Tom Holland.
This year also saw the departure of our dear colleague,
Andrea Bolton, who has done so much for the Depart-
ment and for Tiffin students over the last four
years. Her infectious enthusiasm for Classics and her
concern for students’ academic progress and wellbeing
will be sorely missed. We owe her such a debt of grati-
tude as a School and we wish her all the very best as
she embarks upon a new chapter in her life.

CC

CLACLASSICSSICS TS TRIP TO ROMERIP TO ROME
Our July trip to Rome was a memorable adven-
ture. Being decorated with many buildings from the
Romans right up to modern day, Rome invited our
troupe into its arms with a nest of tourists shouting,
classic baths, lofty restaurants and the odd rabbit or
two.
Our trip to the Eternal City started well – because of a
small delay in our flight, we missed the last train into
the city. We had to engage in a small wild goose chase
in order to find some way to get into the city. Fortunate-
ly, Miss Bolton’s bilingualism allowed us to get a mini-
cab, and we reached the hotel at about midnight. Fol-
lowing this we went to the only food place that was still
open. Finally, we returned to our Hotel, and slept. Ex-
cept that we couldn’t sleep because either the room
was unbearably hot with the window closed, or horribly
loud with the window open. Vish also had some theo-
ries about our fate...
We woke up and made our way to the nearest cafe, our
breakfast place for the next few days. Mrs O’Connell
and Miss Bolton’s four-digit combination on their safe
was far surpassed by Garrett and Tom’s nine-digits.

After Garrett finished his tea, we made our first journey
through the depths of Rome – to the Roman Forum. We
were notified that the pleasant temperature that morn-
ing was due to the fact that it was only just warming up,
and we were walking in the shade! As we ventured
through the rising heat, Miss Bolton provided an inven-
tory of interesting facts, including the many water foun-
tains, still run by the aqueducts, dotted around, and
brimming with cool water (probably the most useful
feature in all of Rome).

In the Circus Maximus, or what still remained of it, we
sat down and watched as ia and Jasper attempted to
run a lap of it - well, ‘attempt to run’ is an exaggeration
in itself.... Our encounter with the bunny-rabbit started
at the baths of Caracalla. Blue skies, resonating sounds
from bands practising for an upcoming concert blended
together to form the tranquil atmosphere that Roman
citizens would have enjoyed in those water filled halls.
Thanks to the restoration project happening at the
time, we were able to visualise the magnificence of the
architecture, whilst taking plenty of photos. It began
with Mrs O’ Connell talking about the height of the
baths, flooding light into the chambers and producing a
radiant atmosphere. At this point, two of the gang
shouted for the rest of us to follow and after much huff-
ing and puffing, a fat black animal sitting motionless
next to one of the mosaics greeted us. Not literally, but
the sight was surprising enough for some of us to burst
into chuckles. Unfortunately, not everyone found the
day as amusing, for Miss Bolton that day had been bit-
ten by a bunch of non-lethal yet quick red ants.
Mrs O’ Connell, on a mission to fit as many sights as
humanly possible into very little time, made sure our
feet ached at the end of every single day. However,
from the majesty of the Colosseum to the more sombre
capuchin crypt there was never a dull moment. A high-
light for some was when we hired pedal carts in the
Villa Borghese and had a little race (won by some
‘competitive’ driving by Jasper).
The third day provided some respite from the treks of
the previous day, as we paid a day trip to the more re-
laxing Villa D’Este and Hadrian’s Villa, in the town of
Tivoli. Our visit to the Villa d’Este proved to be well-
timed, as we were present for a performance on the
water-powered organ. After a relaxing walk around the
gardens, admiring the incredible number, scale and
beauty of the fountains, we went to a restaurant with
one of the best locations ever – it looked over the Villa
Gregoriana, and its incredible man-made waterfall. The
restaurant didn’t just have a fantastic view, it had deli-
cious food as well, and we shared a huge antipasto that
consisted of many different small dishes. After such a
fantastic meal, we made our way to Hadrian’s Villa,
which proved to be surprisingly difficult to find, since
we had to ask for directions. When we finally found the
villa, we found that it was not just Tivoli that was diffi-
cult to navigate, Hadrian’s Villa was equally confusing,
and we found ourselves wandering around in circles. It
was well worth the effort, though.
We also visited the Pantheon, a large building dedicat-
ed to the gods. Despite the day becoming increasingly
hot, the interior was quite cool, as well as being
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adorned with amazingly beautiful decoration. The roof
also had a large hole, providing a spotlight in the cen-
tre.
We then made our long journey towards St. Peter’s Ba-
silica in Vatican City (‘where Latin is the official lan-
guage!’ exclaimed Mrs O’Connell excitedly). Vish was
also excited to travel into a new country, albeit a much
smaller one, and we all admired the wonderful, ridicu-
lously extravagant walls, whilst trying to translate the
inscriptions.
Our thanks go to Mrs O’C and the ‘Bolt’ who accompa-
nied us on the trip, especially Miss Bolton for whom this
was her final Tiffin sojourn.

Tom Rushton members of U6 Latin set

CLACLASSICSSICS TS TRIP TO POMPERIP TO POMPEIIII
The trip to Pompeii was an immense success and we
who were lucky enough to go thoroughly enjoyed it.
There were many unique chances that we were afford-
ed, such as climbing Mount Vesuvius, the volcano that
buried Pompeii and Herculaneum alive in AD 79, and
looking into its steaming crater. We also got to visit the
homes of many characters we have grown to adore in
the Cambridge Latin Textbooks, mainly the beloved
Caecilius, whose house we actually saw, as described
in the books. It does not do the trip justice to describe
it as fantastic! We went for Italian meals out, stayed at
the fantastic Hotel Il Faro, and visited beautiful local
night markets, getting tremendous bargains on many
products. Mrs O’Connell was even kind enough to buy
us all proper Italian ice cream. The local town of Sorren-
to was lovely, and taught us a lot about Ancient Rome,
especially that Pompeii and Herculaneum were ex-
tremely erotically charged; we were not short of post-
cards with nudity to take home with us! The flights
there and back were brilliant and it was a unique
chance to have an amazing time abroad with all your
friends; we got to know most of them much better than
before. Although only three days in duration, the trip
was jam packed with amazing visits such as the excur-
sion to Herculaneum, an historical Pompeian town, and
going to delicious Italian restaurants – eating the real
Italian Pizza (not the stuff you get in Pizza Hut)! We
didn't have one minute’s break from the fun and the
trip has formed memories that we will never forget.
Overall the weekend was incredible as well as informa-
tive and a great way to ignite our interest in Latin and
Classics – sort of the reward for studying it in the first
place, don’t you think?

Alexander Line, Tom La Frenais and Orlando Low

CLACLASSICSSICS TS TRIPRIP——BABAY OF NAY OF NAPLESPLES
Following last year’s trip to Rome, the Classics cohort
embarked on one final trip to the Bay of Naples. Accom-
panied by the teachers and honorary teacher Jamie
‘Jambo’ Tabbert, we arrived in Naples at midnight fol-
lowing a couple of delayed flights and were greeted by
a few of the traditional things associated with Naples:
the late night pizzerias, the bars, the ‘ladies of the
night’, the cafe culture and of course the Italian custom
of ignoring all traffic signals! A rapid inspection of the

rooms was quickly followed by our first taste of true
Neapolitan pizza in the early hours of the morning.
After a night of very little sleep, we met our tour guide
for the day. Some say he does yoga every day to main-
tain his ever youthful look. Some say he wears palm-
tree-printed jeans in order to seduce the ladies. All we
know is he’s called Roberto! He gave us an extremely
lengthy tour of the city, including a look at the stratifica-
tion of buildings, the castles of Charles of Anjou, as well
as a tour of the city’s underground tunnels.
The next day we journeyed outside the city to Pozzuoli.
There we were kindly shown around Solfatara by the
wizened and decrepit looking Bruno with his antique
megaphone and scientifically accurate experiments
involving rocks and smoke. Following this we walked to
the Flavian amphitheatre – the third largest Roman
amphitheatre in Italy. The amazing condition of the ru-
ins allowed for an entertaining game of hide and seek
before heading down to the seafront for lunch. A large
variety of seafood was on offer and special mention
must go to Alex Collier and Aiken Caincross for having
the squid! The afternoon consisted of a boat tour of
Baiae (cue Titanic poses) and cocktails on the beach,
having decided to forego any further sightseeing. That
evening we descended upon Napoli’s football stadium
to see them take on rivals Genoa. A comfortable 2-0
victory for the home team, along with the deafening
chants and flares, allowed for an amazing experience.
The following day we set out for Capri. The journey to
the island was made by hydrofoil, much to the discom-
fort of Sahib and Wafiq, who each put in a shift throw-
ing up into the toilets. This harrowing ferry journey was
immediately followed by another boat tour around the
island, taking in the small caves despite not being able
to go into the Blue Grotto due to rough water. Back on
land we took the funicular to the top of the island,
where we made our way to Tiberius’ villa after a small
lunch. The villa was situated on one of the highest
points of the island and we were able to see the cliff
from which the Emperor threw any of his slaves who
made the mistake of bothering him. We then journeyed
to the other half of the island and took a ride on the
chairlift to the highest point on the island which gave
us an amazing view of the entire bay area. Having re-
turned to Naples we ate dinner at the Cantina del Gallo,
one of Naples’ oldest family run pizzerias, and were
treated to a feast of all manners of Italian delights. De-
spite our small lunch earlier, we were unable to finish
the ridiculous amount of food we were served with and
returned home with large bags of food.
On our last full day of sightseeing we took the train out
to Paestum where we were able to see the remains of
three temples, which were still in amazing condition,
dating from the 6th Century BC. After a quick look
around the archaeological museum, we took the train
back to the site of Pompeii. We were able to visit the
remains of many buildings, including the house of Cae-
cilius, the brothel and the amphitheatre. We pulled a lot
of poses for the camera, as well as a group re-
enactment of the characters from the Cambridge Latin
Course outside Caecilius’ house. Finally, we returned to
the hotel and went for our last meal of the trip.
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On the final day we went to Oplontis to visit the Villa of
Poppea. The amazing condition of the villa meant that
many of the frescos on the wall were some of the best
preserved of any in the area. After a brief look around
the villa we returned to the hotel to take an exhilarating
taxi ride through the streets of Naples to the airport.
After a lunch consisting of a lot of mozzarella, we
boarded the plane and returned home.
I think it is safe to say that we all enjoyed what can only
be described as the best school trip possible. None of
this would have been possible if it was not for Mrs
O’Connell, Miss Cooke, Miss Bolton and Jambo and we
would like to say a massive thank you to them for set-
ting up the best trip in the school!

Sahib Sidhu and Alex Collier

CLACLASSICSSICS TS TRIP TO TUNIRIP TO TUNISIASIA
With great expectations for the highly anticipated trip to
Tunisia, the Tiffin Classicists were positively brimming
with swagger as they strode mightily through the bus-
tling throng that had amassed at London’s Heathrow
Airport. In what some might call an unexpected twist,
there was absolutely no necessity for anybody to wake
up at three o’clock in the morning this time around;
instead, we were faced with a full morning of taxing
mental labour, as we were forced into attending the
routine lessons of our quotidian timetable.
I’ve come to realise that there is no point in talking
about the plane journey in these reports; they all seem
to be rather similar. The flight usually consists of many
people sitting together in an uncomfortable position for
a number of hours and dining upon the nondescript
putrescence categorised by airlines as food. Reluctant
to eat food wrapped with wet cling-film, these pitiable
passengers are united by their desire to leave this god-
forsaken arena of chaos as soon as they possibly can.
For the first time in my life, I personally experienced the
misery of having to sit in front of a child whose legs
have grown to just the right length to be able to kick
and push on the chair of the poor unfortunate creature
that has the displeasure of sitting in front of him. It was
truly an abysmal experience that was saved only by the
company of the other Tiffinians.
Leaving the airport, there was not a single person not
wishing for a long and fruitful rest as soon they got to
the hotel and once we had arrived at the Hotel Le Sul-
tan in Hammamet, it was clear that this was precisely
what we were going to receive. The Tiffin Classics trips
are not often associated with fancy hotels; on the con-
trary, seeing as it is a school trip, one would expect
something a little more suited to students. I can safely
say that this was one of, if not, the greatest hotel at
which I have ever stayed. It had abstract art in the en-
trance, along with staff that were dressed in demean-
ing sailor costumes; truly the height of class, as one
might expect from a hotel of that calibre. And as if that
wasn’t enough, we had the distinct privilege of sharing
the hotel with the Tunisian national handball team; not
many people can say that they’ve done that!
The next day, we were introduced to our new travelling
companion, Mahdi the tour guide, a charming person
and verily an authentic Tunisian man. With him, we

ventured into the heart of the capital city of Tunis, spe-
cifically to its oldest and most traditional quarter, the
medina. A walled area that comprised centuries-old
residences, shops, mosques and a hospital, the medi-
na both impressed and intrigued, giving us an insight
not only into how the city operated in a more ancient
context, but in a modern one as well. We were also for-
tunate enough to see some of the medina’s most
unique offerings, such as a fez shop and a cat on a dirt
bike. Before we left the medina, we had time to view
the President’s palace, heavily fortified with tanks and
barbed wire. Considering that the country had only re-
cently emerged from a massive political upheaval, it
was reassuring and somewhat inspiring to see that the
palace was the only location that we saw throughout
the entire trip that required any military force to be pre-
sent; the country’s new governmental system seemed
to be going down very well with the people.
We then made a trip to the Bardo Museum, home to
one of Tunisia’s largest and richest collections of an-
cient artefacts, the most spectacular of which are mo-
saics. In fact, when first entering the museum, visitors
are greeted by what is certainly the largest mosaic that
I’ve ever seen; instead of being laid out on the ground
in its original format, the mosaic has been displayed on
a wall. The mosaic’s length spans three floors and is
truly a sight to behold, so much so that the mosaic is
one of the few exhibits that the museum actually charg-
es its visitors to photograph. Looking around, however,
we were not only astounded by the many carvings,
sculptures, statues, pots and various other household
items, but also the architecture of the museum itself.
The museum was originally a palace that dates back to
the thirteenth century; however, the palace was built
upon in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to
house some sort of official of the Ottoman Empire, who
was in power at the time. This stage of the building’s
construction was its last major work, providing many of
the halls and rooms in which the museum housed its
pieces. The visit culminated with a very surreal viewing
of the utterly glorious mosaic of Virgil that the GCSE
and A-Level classicists were very familiar with, having
become accustomed to a rather blurry, photocopied,
grayscale version of the image in their literature book-
lets.
But of course, it wouldn’t be a Classics trip if there
weren’t so many things packed into a truly minuscule
amount of time. It wasn’t long before we were off to see
the ruined city of Carthage. As we arrived, we were in-
stantly captivated by a view of the sea that none of us
had really expected. The state of Carthage, as opposed
to the city, had been at war with both Greece and
Rome, but the wars with the latter, known now as the
Punic Wars, are probably more notable. Carthage was
razed and reformed many times, but finally fell to the
Arabs in 637 and, since nearby Tunis was growing
more and more successful, there was little point in re-
building. However, despite what remains of the city not
being great in either quality or quantity, walls and foun-
dations had survived, providing a means of understand-
ing the scale of the city. The Carthage Museum housed
a selection of items found at the site, ranging from pots
and vases to sculptures of lions’ heads. We ended our
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tour of Carthage by visiting the burial site of the many
children sacrificed by the Carthaginians, an accepted
and essential part of their society. Just down the road
from there (on ‘Rue Hannibal’) was the site of the an-
cient port, that was once home to a navy to rival even
that of the Romans.
After making our way back to the hotel, those of us who
either had the energy or had nothing better to do went
down to the bar area, where we were treated to the
hotel’s cabaret performance. The trio of dancers show-
cased a variety of exotic dances, the most memorable
of which involved one balancing a long, thin stick upon
her breasts while moving about to what looked like the
dance to the ‘Cha Cha Slide’. The show was very well
received by the local men and similarly well received by
the Tiffinians; however, the best was yet to come. Once
the women had curtsied and left the stage, we were
treated to another round of dancing from a rather ro-
tund woman and her troupe of vacant children, who
emerged from the audience, seeking to show the pro-
fessionals how it was really done. After a pitiful display,
Tiffin offered its own dancing guru, Dhru, to put them to
shame, and he performed valiantly, so I hear; I think I’d
returned to my room by this point, since the child-lady
had been dancing for a good ten minutes, with no signs
of tiring…
The next day of our African escapade brought with it a
trip to Thuburo Majus, a site that we were given an ex-
pert tour of by the wonderful Mahdi, with whom we had
already become rather friendly. Among the more im-
pressive of the remains at the site was the temple dedi-
cated to Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva which we came
across just prior to leaving the site, positioned in the
forum, reminding us of the elevated status that religion
had in Roman society; the structure will be remem-
bered for its looming columns, as well as the chiastic
photographs taken nearby it and the dead, headless
bird that lay on the ground behind it.
On a rather more serious and poignant note, the next
stage of the day brought us to the Massicault Common-
wealth War Cemetery, where we visited the grave of
William Henry Greenhalgh, an old Tiffinian who served
and gave his life in the Second World War. We spent a
sombre few moments laying a wreath in his memory
and took some time to walk around the cemetery and
pay our respects not only to him but to the many men
who valiantly fought and sadly fell for their countries in
both of the Great Wars.
Once our time in the cemetery had come to an end, we
took a trip to Hotel Thugga, known throughout the trip
only as “The Hunting Lodge”, a bizarre and ‘rustic’ take
on the classic hotel system, serving wild boar as a meal
on more than one occasion, and with what seemed to
be a building site, concrete as far as the eye could see,
making up the courtyard at the very centre of the com-
plex. Certainly a step down (or perhaps more accurately
a good flight of stairs down) from the absolute treat
that was Hotel Le Sultan, the hunting lodge was quite
possibly the worst hotel that I have ever had the dis-
pleasure to stay in. Finally, we had returned to the gritty
and dirty side of the Classics trip; arguably the one fac-
tor that we enjoy the most.

Once we had given the wild boar a few prods and decid-
ed that we were probably better off making a meal of
our cheap duty-free sweets, we were off to Dougga,
where we were spoiled by an absolutely marvellously
preserved theatre that was sure to delight even the
least enthused of our holidaymakers. We also found
such archaeological wonders as a public toilet, a de-
capitated statue (which proved to be an excellent photo
opportunity), the magnificent Lybico-Punic mausoleum,
which is one of very few Punic architectural sites re-
maining this day and of course, the obligatory phallic
images in the middle of the streets, pointing in the di-
rection of dirty delights…
After an intriguing night of fun, games and the local
delicacy of Tunisian olives at the hunting lodge, we
were off to Bulla Regia, a place that had a particular
resonance with many of the classicists, since the site
had once been home to a community of troglodytes.
Although there was an array of standing structures on
the surface of the site, including baths and a small the-
atre, the true wonder came when one ventured under-
ground, where magnificent homes had been construct-
ed so that the people might escape from the stifling
heat of the summer. One can not only see the incredi-
bly well preserved, impressive mosaics that adorned
the floors, but also, in sections of the wall that have
fallen away, the intricate system of pipes that lined
them, which kept the rooms cool in the warmer sea-
sons.
Makthar was the next stop on the list; expecting a view
not dissimilar from that in our informative pamphlets,
expertly crafted by the members of the Classics depart-
ment, we were instead greeted with grey, thundering
skies above the ruined Roman remains, truly a premo-
nition of the coming apocalypse if I ever did see one,
made even more terrifying by the hooded figure of Mrs
O’Connell, mortified beneath her deathly black gar-
ments. The site boasted a massive triumphal arch and
an amphitheatre, in which Mahdi gave a vivid descrip-
tion of the gory antics of the gladiators.
After a night of careful planning ahead of the much-
hyped talent competition, we were off to Sufetula, the
site of a trio of temples dedicated to Jupiter, Juno and
Minerva, set behind the Arch of the Antonines. Howev-
er, the clarity of my memory of this site is somewhat
sullied by what was to happen just after our visit.
We made our way to Tozeur, where many would argue
that the greatest activity of the week occurred. For no
sooner had we arrived, than we were bundled into four-
by-four cars and driven off across all kinds of terrain,
right into the middle of scenic nowhere, Onc El Jemel,
better known as the filming site for the Star Wars de-
sert planet, Tatooine. We were driven up the wall, liter-
ally, by the cars, speeding through the Tunisian heat
and dust, up and down sand dunes and all over the
place. After seeing one of the locations of the pod-race
in Episode I, we were taken to the town of Mos Espa
itself, where we saw such landmarks as Watto’s shop,
Sebulba’s Café and that one place in Episode IV where
that spy followed C3PO and R2-D2. I think.
After taking some great photographs and making some
unforgettable memories, we were off in donkey-drawn
carriages to a natural spring and oasis, which, providing
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ideal conditions for growing fruit trees (especially
dates), had been the source of Tozeur’s economic suc-
cess since its humble beginnings.
However, the good times kept rolling; that evening
brought with it the talent competition, which displayed
a diverse variety of acts, from musical experimentation
to theatrical adaptations of ‘In Aula Domitiani’ and
‘Sagae Thessalae’. Notable performances came from
Brendon and Marco’s ‘snake-charming’ act, which went
on to win the show, along with the suitably dramatic
portrayal of Domitia by Dhru and the ‘Hoes of Fessaly’,
which turned a classic piece of ancient literature into
an edgy and modern look at gang culture, the disre-
spectful treatment of the elderly and deceased and the
growing belief in the occult amongst the working class.
The morning seemed to come far too soon for many of
us; some of the older boys had spent the night drinking
‘Boga Menthe’ and dancing with Spanish girls. The last
full day of sightseeing was certainly emotional, knowing
that the next day we would be departing to return to our
dull and dreary lives back in London. We were taken to
see Kairouan, where we saw the Great Mosque, a feast
of Islamic architecture, which delighted the troupe and
saw the female staff dressed up in full head-to-toe
robes. Looking around the medina, Mahdi pointed out
the best places to buy sweets and bread and took us to
see a camel-powered well.
Finally, we saw the downright majestic and completely
fantastic colosseum at El Djem, the largest of its kind in
North Africa and the second-largest in the world, beat-
en only by the one in Rome itself. We had a great time
clambering about the ruins and holding fights between
the younger students in the main arena, as well as buy-
ing authentic Tunisian headgear.
Before heading off to the hotel, we were given the op-
portunity to visit the shopping district of Sousse, a last
chance to buy fezes before the trip back home, a
chance that many took advantage of. The hotel itself
boasted pinball and arcade machines, as well as a pool
table, a humongous pool and a breath-taking view of
the city from the balconies.
We bade Tunisia a fond farewell after a night of sweets,
sweet-gambling and very little sleep. Another delightful
surprise was that our return flight was similarly well-
timed; we woke up at a regular sort of time and even
managed to have breakfast with the rest of the hotel
guests (and a very good breakfast it was at that). Back
in Kingston for 17:30, the Tiffin boys’ Tunisian romp
had reached its conclusion, opining unanimously that it
would be a week to remember for the rest of their lives.
If I were to rate this trip as a percentage, it would have
to be 99.5 , as the trip was absolutely magnificent; I
honestly cannot imagine a better experience among
better company than that which I was treated to on this
magical and exotic voyage. My only niggle is the sheer
and utter shame of the meticulously scripted ‘Hoes of
Fessaly’ losing out to two boys, a pipe and a wooden
snake. On behalf of everyone else who joined me on
the trip, I want to thank the members of staff, Mrs
O’Connell, Miss Cooke, Mr King and Mrs King, who put
such an incredible amount of time and energy into put-
ting together and overseeing what I’m sure will go down

in the department’s history as one of the best trips that
it has ever coordinated.

Euan Carter

GGEOGEOGRAPHY IN THRAPHY IN THE FE FIEIELDLD
As ever, we managed to get every year trip in the field
covering a number of dangerous activities including
fording and measuring rivers, standing by active land-
slips, disturbing angry rutting deer, crossing icy seas,
climbing steaming volcanoes in Iceland, and wandering
the streets of London and Paris. Resorting to a variety
of forms of transport including trains, planes and auto-
mobiles as well as ships, we had the dubious distinc-
tion of holding up a Eurostar departure for 5 minutes to
await the late arrival of a 6th form student (the sort of
thing I curse as a passenger and now here I was re-
sponsible for that delay!).
Thanks must go to my colleagues Messrs Brittain and
Langrish, for their patience and commitment to the joys
of 2am starts and delivering sixteen long, continuous
days of teaching and evening supervision: a Herculean
task that tested even the most avid geographer. To
help us through the trauma and add their charm and
wit to the proceedings I would like to thank Mr Rennie
and Miss Shirley for their participation, who made the
trips possible and, inevitably, Mr King. Only last year I
made reference to the end of an era: “after a long and
distinguished contribution to the Geography teaching
staff, we saw Mr King making his last excursions as
part of the fieldtrip team”. JK having then decided to
add his experience to yet another 6th form trip I will be
far more reluctant ever to say something of that nature
again.
Abiding memories of the year, other than the laughter
and fun that so many students seemed to find in learn-
ing so much geography, will be overhearing very odd
student discussions through paper-thin Youth Hostel
walls, feeling the rocks hot beneath your feet as you
ascend Heimaey Volcano, sleeping in a tent pitched in
a barn in the middle of a cold and frosty Dartmoor for
three nights and sharing the experience with bats and
other cute animals including sixteen very smelly stu-
dents. But perhaps the most startling and even disturb-
ing of all was the head-to-head, or should I say nose-to-
nose, snoring competition in the foresaid barn. Mr Brit-
tain, the acknowledged staff champion following re-
ports from previous trips and innumerable ones on
DofE, was up against student legend Anthony Fong: and
yet again the staff were humbled by the extraordinary
abilities of our students as witnessed by many a weary
person in the morning, deprived of a good night’s sleep
by the noise of battle. But all in all, for my part, the
hardest aspect of the trips is writing this report; or is it
the trip application forms?
As always, I want to offer a big thanks to all the staff for
their help and/or forbearance. The students could not
do so well in the subject without these expeditions, and
the expeditions could not take place without staff sup-
port!

MH
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FRENFRENCH E CHANGCH E CHANGE 2013E 2013
As a famous Frenchman once said: “Tout arrive en
France” (everything happens in France), which I sup-
pose goes some way to explain how we 21 Brits man-
aged to find ourselves at the famously sunny Mediterra-
nean coast, bizarrely feeling an extreme “froid de ca-
nard” in our bones. However, coming from London, the
sun itself proved enough to win our love of Aix-en-
Provence and Marseille.

Led by Miss Shirley, Mr M. Williams and Mr P. Williams,
we departed in the early hours of the morning from St.
Pancras Station, on a train headed for the Parisian
‘Gare du Nord’. After a quick métro connection, we
boarded a train from the ‘Gare de Lyon’ to our home for
the next week: Aix-en-Provence. Whistling through the
countryside, we enjoyed the kind of scenery which sadly
TFL fails to offer. From the rural villages dotted through-
out the picturesque French countryside, to the rolling
plains of golden shrubbery, the views were magnificent.

As we entered Lycée Georges Duby, the correspondent
school, our partners awaited. And after several games
of “guess which one’s mine” we were eventually paired
off. That evening, every one of us was given a taster of
the great ‘cuisine française’ with our host families,
which certainly had us yearning for more.

A day was spent following our partners at school, the
most humorous anecdote of which being when our par-
ty was shut away in what appeared to be a very large
cupboard during a French lesson. The reason for said
eviction is still unknown to us (and probably even to the
French students as well).

Over the course of the week, we fully experienced the
many wonders that the centre of Aix had to offer, visit-
ing the studio of the famed painter Paul Cézanne, the
‘Musée Granet’ art gallery and the many markets of
this highly unique city. I’m certain that we contributed
greatly to the local economy through these. Our only
slight regret was that we couldn’t have visited the city
for a week.

Our day trips also took us to a ‘cave coopé-
rative’ (vineyard) hidden deep within the region’s lus-
cious countryside. Here we spent the afternoon becom-
ing connoisseurs of Aix’s finest wines; for some this
was the highlight of the trip. Mysteriously, at the end it
was discovered that the spittoon we’d been given was
still empty…

Marseille was the other big city on our schedule and
didn’t disappoint in the slightest. Even a rather un-
pleasant (and we assumed not traditional) greeting
involving eggs flying towards us from a 2nd floor win-
dow couldn’t put a dampener on things.

The city marvelled in the sunshine; stretching round the
bay with the shrouded hills in the background. Rising
above the rest of the city, the ‘Notre Dame de la Garde’
statue stood majestically at the centre. Guided by the
ever enthusiastic Monsieur Gosselin (of Lycée Georges
Duby), there wasn’t much we didn’t see. Our hunger
for regional specialties was satisfied by the ‘Bar de la
Marine’ restaurant, where plate after plate of delicious

cuisine graced our eager palates. Unfortunately our
planned voyage to the ‘Châteaux d’If’ had to be aban-
doned due to bad weather. However, we instead took a
ferry to the ‘Îles du Frioul’, where we spent a few hours
exploring the beautiful cliffs. We were pleased to find
that the island was home to a fabulous café, where the
waffles were simply ‘magnifique’.

By the end of the week, as tired as we were from all the
early starts, there was still some slight discontent in our
departure, given all we’d experienced. It seemed some-
what melancholy to be leaving behind the many new
friends we’d made, even if we would be seeing them
again in a month’s time when they came to London.

We’d all like to give a huge thanks to the wonderful trio
of Miss Shirley, Mr M. Williams and Mr P. Williams for
making such a fantastic trip possible. We look forward
to an equally brilliant experience next year.

Oliver Neely

GGERMANERMAN E CHANGEE CHANGE
wwitith the Dh the Deutsceutsche Sche Schulhule Lone Londodon (Dn (DSL)SL)

We continue to work very successfully with DSL. In No-
vember Year 12 students from Tiffin visited the
‘Oberstufe’ (equivalent to Sixth-form). Boys participat-
ed in German lessons and then worked on a project in
small groups with the German students. The project
concluded with a return visit to Tiffin. During the after-
noon the two Year 7 classes learning German took part
in a range of activities, quizzes and games which were
led by Tiffin Sixth-Formers and DSL Students. Great fun
was had by all; in particular the Year 7s enjoyed work-
ing with German natives and the older boys at Tiffin.

FAFAMILY VMILY VISITISIT E CHANGEE CHANGE
wwitith Dh Deueutsch Sctsch Schulehule London (DLondon (DSL) anSL) and Td Tiffiniffin

ScSchoolhool
Over two weekends in December 2012 and February
2013 the 5th Family Visit Exchange between Tiffin
School and DSL took place. The event commenced
with a reception for the German pupils at Tiffin and
then the boys took their exchange partners home for
dinner, a sleepover and a well-planned Saturday pro-
gramme. Activities included ice skating, laser quest
and tennis training.
In between this and the second visit pupils all stayed in
contact with their exchange partners via email. A few
weeks later, at the start of the New Year, the German
families reciprocated the hospitality. Tiffin boys were
welcomed by their German friends, experienced Ger-
man food and family life first hand and also had an
opportunity to practise some of their German.
Overall the programme has been another success and
participants seem keen to keep in touch with their new
friends!

LM

GGERMANERMAN E CHANGEE CHANGE
Our partnership with Rhein-Wied-Gymnasium (Neuwied,
Rheinland-Pfalz) continues to develop very successfully
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for the 5th year running. In January 27 boys from Years
10 and 12 travelled to Germany with Mr Courtin, Miss
Bolton and Miss Monroe to spend a week with their
exchange partners.
The visit provided boys with an opportunity to practise
their German skills whilst experiencing family and
school life firsthand. During the visit they immersed
themselves in the target language and visited Bonn,
the Beethoven Haus and Haus der Geschichte; Co-
logne, the Cathedral and the Lindt Chocolate Museum.
The group was also fortunate enough to spend a day in
the school lab at the German national aeronautics and
space research centre (DLR).
For many boys participating in the exchange required a
step or two out of their comfort zone, but this seemed
to be a risk well worth taking. Alongside gaining in con-
fidence and making tremendous linguistic progress,
this was of course a great opportunity to make new
friends.

LM

DD of E AWAof E AWARD SCHEMERD SCHEME
BrBrononze Aze Awardward

After having our DofE trip postponed to the next school
year our hopes for the trip were not too high, but one
dreary Tuesday in the middle of September we were
told we would be going that Friday, so all of us, a bit
shocked, went out to Tesco as quickly as we could to

prepare our meals. When the day came, all of us ready
outside the sports hall, we finally felt prepared. After a
long coach journey we got to the campsite and went to
sit down where we would be pitching our tents. It was
at this point we all realised that most of us had eaten
most of our food already and now had to survive the
next three days on 3 breakfast bars, a pack of bacon
super noodles and packet of Haribos. We pitched our
tents, went on a quick walk, cooked up our food and
then hit the hay.

We awoke the next morning to a surprising bout of
alertness: getting our breakfasts cooked, tents packed
and toilet breaks done, we were finally ready, or so we
thought. We trekked off into the unknown, and after
some time our group came across some chairs outside
a house. They were some sort of dining table chairs
and they had signs saying ‘free chairs’ on them. At this
point we had a good four hours’ walk left ahead of us
but we thought, why the heck not, and decided to carry
two of the chairs back to camp. After hours of walking
through thick brambles and mud we arrived back at
camp with our chairs, we plonked them down in the
middle of an empty field and sat down to the feel of
victory: not only had we just completed our walk but we
had completed it carrying chairs half the way.

When it came around to the next morning we awoke
fatigued but raring to go. We went on a short walk but
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this time at the end we were faced with the ‘man mak-
er’, a hill dubbed with the name by Mr Brittain to instil
fear into our hearts. We came around to a monster of a
hill with a very steep ending; trudging our way up the
climb we finally made it to the top, and with that had
finished the expedition. After a quick wait we went back
down the hill and headed back home on the coach, all
in all a very fun trip with some memories which will not
be leaving me any time soon.

Richard Hearne

SSilvilver Aer Awardward

In March 2013, a motley group of 20 or so boys set out
to the Brecon Beacons for the qualifying expedition of
their Silver Duke of Edinburgh Awards, their colossal
backpacks heaving with rudimentary cookware, spare

clothes and bags of chewy trail mix. Having completed
our practice expedition in the wet and muddy South
Downs the previous weekend, we left the motherly
arms of our comfortable 3 day haven cramped in the
seats of rickety minibuses on Thursday morning, pray-
ing that the weather and conditions would be a smid-
gen better.
They weren’t. We arrived at our first campsite on a chil-
ly Thursday night, and things already looked bad. The
ground was partially waterlogged, and the forecast for
the coming days didn’t seem too promising either. Nev-
ertheless, we buckled down and got to sleep, expecting
a fairly standard D of E ordeal.
The next morning was achingly frigid, and we began
walking in groups of six. Our trails led us over the undu-
lating hills and mountainsides of the Brecons, slipping
and sliding up muddy ridges and trudging along sodden
pathways. It was already very cold, and as our altitude
increased the conditions worsened. By the time we
made it to a looming mountainside about halfway
through the day’s journey, rain began to fall heavily in
rippling, icy sheets. We were soaked from head to toe
and shivering violently, as the strong winds whipped
and tossed us around like lint in a cyclone bag. Barely
able to navigate, we somehow managed to reach the
valley side where our next campsite was and hastily
erected our tents. We opened our bags to discover that
the rain had soaked everything – sleeping bags, tents,
normal clothes and spare clothes, and the low temper-
atures refused to dry them out. We slept a harsh and
frigid night, that is, if we slept at all.
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After seemingly eternal darkness, morning arrived. I
remember being the first to get up, unzipping my inner
tent doorway in a lethargic haze and being stunned by a
white substance impinging upon our outer door, slink-
ing in through the gap beneath the zipper. I laced up my
boots in nervous apprehension, and opened the outer
door, standing up to take a look at the valley beneath
us.
A layer of pure, untainted snow coated everything, as
far as the eye could see. Cries of dismay echoed in the
wintry silence from around the campsite as one by one,
people awoke to the deep, frosty blankets that en-
meshed the now glacial landscape. Despite the adverse
conditions, we soldiered on with the expedition, teeth
clenched as we lumbered through an arctic abyss. The
day’s route involved going over a mountain, but upon
arrival it was clear that any attempt to cross it would be
futile. There was absolutely no trail in sight. After an
anxious, blind trek through the knee deep snow, we
saw groups ahead stop, turn around and head back
down to the mountain base, unable to traverse the icy
terrain. We scrambled across to converge with them,
and were given a new trail that led back to the
campsite. After a short orienteering activity in the after-
noon, we settled down once again for the night, our
original plans to arrive at a new campsite having been
disrupted by the arrival of our bitter friend. We slept yet
again in our soaking, freezing bags, begging for the
morning to hasten with its arrival.
The next day was like rebirth. The joyous news that no
more walking had to be done was announced, so we
promptly packed our things up and hopped onto the
minibuses, revelling in the first morsels of warmth we
had experienced since leaving home. We journeyed
back in silence, our bodies recovering and defrosting. A
short trip to the Burger King of a sleazy service station
was melancholic as we sat in contemplation of the fro-
zen horror that we had just endured, pensively licking
our wounds. We had left as feeble, naive boys two
weeks earlier. Now we returned as men of steel, tem-
pered in the unholy furnace of the Welsh countryside, in
dire need of a thorough washing.

Mustafa Majeed
GGoold Ald Awardward
The DofE scheme has always been known for its ability
to bring people together and provide a basis for volun-
teering and trying new things. In the winter of 2012 it
was announced that the Gold DofE award would take
place once again, with the practice expedition in the
Isle of Skye happening mid-July 2013, and the as-
sessed expedition in September 2013 in Snowdonia
National Park. This is their story.

The DofE team this year was pretty small, with only 11
of us ‘originally’ taking part. In many ways this was per-
fect, with the group split into 2 teams. What wasn’t per-
fect was the travel plans to the Isle of Skye, which is
one of the most remote places in Britain – an island in
North Scotland accessible by only one bridge. After sev-
eral proposals as to how to travel there, we (stupidly)
settled on the cheapest option, a ten hour coach jour-
ney on the standard National Express to Inverness, fol-
lowed by a two hour minibus journey. Despite the bril-
liant tunes from Mr Howes blowing out of the speakers,
the general mood of the group was not high, although a
quick yoga session from Mr Plummer did change the
feeling slightly.

It was hardly ten minutes after setting up our tents for
the first time before Thaddeus Umrigar had decided to
chat up the land-owner by talking about her fossil col-
lection, and Sanjaey Mohanaraj had cracked open his
first of many tins of food. This proved to be the start of
a series of problems surrounding Sanjaey, who in fact
only lasted 3 minutes of relatively gentle walking be-
fore collapsing on the floor, supposedly tying his laces,
in a fit of coughs. He did, however, soldier on bravely
for another couple of hours to lunch, before the teach-
ers decided his walking days were up – the Gold Expe-
dition had claimed its first victim.

With Michael Moore, as the group’s official photogra-
pher, taking many breathtakingly beautiful pictures of
the best Scottish vistas, the walk remained uneventful
until we were greeted at our second campsite, which
was on a beach (a wild campsite with no toilets or run-
ning tap water one hour’s walk away from the nearest
road), by Mr Plummer and Mr Howes (who was with an
interesting German lady…). The evening was one of the
group’s best ones, with stone skimming and mussels,
caught by “Plumsey”, all making for a pleasant evening
despite the numerous midges – the curse of Scotland.

The next couple of days were fairly uneventful, with the
exception of Sanjaey being reunited with the group at
our third campsite with tales of him staying in a tent
outside the teachers’ cottage, occasionally being given
scraps of their food through the window, as well as his
new-found friendship with a dog named ‘Bitey’ (they
connected very well!) The Isle of Skye, however, will be
remembered for the scenery and gorgeous weather,
Declan Drewett busting out the tunes on his mini
speakers and the ridiculous journey there and back,
made only bearable by the Domino’s Pizza beforehand
and the entertainment of a couple of drunk Glaswe-
gians sitting behind us on the coach home.

However, if we had good weather for our Practice, the
Assessed Expedition spat out the complete opposite! It
started well, with the school minibus refusing to start
and thus delaying our departure by even more than it
already had (Josh Graham was still shopping for food).
This meant that when we finally reached Snowdonia
National Park, night was quickly falling, which made
reading the map very difficult. To make matters worse,
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Miss Cooke had decided that it was time for her to
make a start in her Formula 1 career, with some bril-
liant swerving and drifting around corners earning her
the name “Lewis” for the rest of the trip. Yet it seemed
that motor-frenzy was gripping the nation, for a car sud-
denly pulled over out of nowhere with its boot fully
open and the driver, completely oblivious to this, not
believing a word we said…

Our first day of walking involved the tackling of the
monster that is Snowdon – the highest mountain in
England and Wales. The day was fairly clear and made
easy map reading for navigators Jasper Goddard and
Lucas Vicary, although the actual climb was a struggle
for most. Despite James Askew almost carrying his bod-
yweight in his bag, he along with the rest of his group,
managed to reach the summit in good time, enjoying
the leisure of the café at the top. It was surprisingly
pleasant to see the teachers actually do a bit of exer-
cise this DofE instead of driving around the place prac-
tising their J-turns, although we suspect that Mr Courtin
and Miss Hughes took the romantic train up!

Our next day’s walking, however, was far from roman-
tic, and will forever be remembered as the worst walk
on any DofE scheme Tiffin had run, and from some
people, “the worst day of their lives”. We found our-
selves in the bizarre situation of the rain making it too
dangerous to do even our back-up ‘wet’ route, so in-
stead the teachers gave us a lift to another, less ex-
posed path. Yet this didn’t stop James Gledhill’s leg
seemingly disappearing into the mud, or Declan
Drewett falling into a freezing river. There was not a
single part of the body or equipment which was still dry,
including the food which, as you can imagine, greatly
distressed Joshua Graham and Tom Ingledew (our
group’s top chef who was prepared for anything but
this). It was with great relief that we reached our penul-
timate campsite under the shadow of Mount Tryffan;
with our clothes and sleeping bags all either hanging
on trees or in the minuscule ‘dry room’ which we had
hijacked off the owners, the rest of the evening ran as
normally as one can imagine, although the cooking was
confined to take place in the stables with dodgy chick-
ens roaming close by…

Despite Benjamin Vicary not owning a single piece of
dry clothing, the group set off for the penultimate time,
on a relatively uneventful walk, although the weather
had improved somewhat, and a lunch by the shores of
a large lake and dam was a pleasant experience. Set-
ting up camp for the last time got everyone’s spirits up,
allowing all to battle through their blisters and the cold
with relative ease. We awoke in our tents for the final
time in our school lives, and immediately set out on our
last journey; a very short walk to the minibus which
ended with Ben, Thaddeus, Tom, James, Josh and Lu-
cas all linking arms and skipping to the finish line! The
day was made even more special for twins Ben and
Lucas Vicary as they turned 1 , and despite the pint Mr
Brittain promised not materialising, the teachers were

kind enough to stop for a cake on the way home, giving
everyone else the chance to spend a fortune at Burger
King! With some more erratic driving on the motorways,
it was with relief that we returned to school and depart-
ed on our separate ways – the Duke of Edinburgh
dream complete…ish.

Dedicated to the loving memory of Sanjaey Mohanaraj.
Lucas Vicary

ICEICELANDLAND
On a Friday in October after having travelled to school
as normal, we left for Gatwick with Mr Brittain, Mr Hor-
wood and Mr Langrish on a warm coach full of sweaty
and excited boys. We were travelling to Iceland, an ex-
perience that none of us would ever forget; boarding
the plane and sitting in our seats was one of the first
adventures that we had let ourselves in for. We did not
know that the flight aboard WOW Air’s ‘WOW Force
One’ would be so turbulent, but maybe this was down
to the rowdiness of the flight crew. We walked out of
Reykjavik Keflavik airport with our stomachs turned
upside down with the blast of bitter cold air. Our coach
driver Jakub drove us at hurtling speed through rocky
plains and unforgettable views which we would have
seen if we had not been asleep; eventually we arrived
at the Blue Lagoon, a lagoon naturally heated by the
volcanic heat below. The only problem was we were
wearing swimming trunks during the sprint from the
building to the pool in the sub-zero temperatures of the
Icelandic night-time.

On our first morning in Iceland, we left for the
Thingvellir National Park where we saw the rift between
the European and North American plates; at one point
we were touching both America and Europe at the
same time. It’s also home to the first ever recorded
parliament as a result of the feudal blood loss brought
about by the infamous Icelandic ‘Sagas’. We then trav-
elled on to see the Great Geyser which erupts every 6
to minutes; it shoots water to a height of 15 metres.
The next stop was Gullfoss, which is an enormous wa-
terfall; this was one of the most memorable moments
of the trip.
During the trip we encountered Basalt columns rising
from black volcanic sands in Vik, the most southerly
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FIFTFIFTY YEAY YEARS AGORS AGO

TThe Chhe Choiroir

Without doubt this has been the choir’s most ambitious
and successful year since Mr. Walker arrived on the
conductor’s rostrum in 1956. It seems almost unbe-
lievable that in seven years he has transformed a
small group of inexperienced singers, which took a
term to master one anthem, into a flourishing choir
which, under his careful guidance, not only performs
the ‘Verdi Requiem’ with honour, but excels even fur-
ther to give an outstanding performance of the “Dream
of Gerontius” in St. Paul’s Cathedral.

TThe Dhe Debatebatinging SocSocietyiety

The highlights of the year were, as usual, the debates
with other schools, and we enjoyed two meetings with
Tiffin Girls’ School (on the weighty topics of meritocracy
and of Christian duty). A debate with Surbiton Grammar
School provided some of the most amusing speeches
of the year, since the motion, the party system, was
debated by some light-hearted members as though it
had social rather than political connotations.
The last meeting of the year was the annual debate, at
which we were the hosts, with Kingston Grammar
School, and which was the first we have held in the
School Hall. The motion, “That Dr. Beeching should be
shunted into a siding”, was carried decisively.

TThe Lhe Libraribrariesies

Although the lending library has no opportunity of re-
newing its rather old stock of 5,000 books, it neverthe-
less remains extremely popular with the lower school.
Indeed, the main problem this year has been restrain-
ing the exuberance of the 300 members who periodi-
cally gathered in protest against the restricted opening
hours and threatened to storm the library and its belea-
guered staff. Otherwise it was an uneventful and there-
fore, in the world of libraries, a successful year.

TTWWENTY-ENTY-FIVFIVE YEAE YEARS AGORS AGO

TTiffiniffin MedMedievievalal Fair 19Fair 19

All of the hard work that goes into the Fair over the pre-
ceding weeks and months helped to ensure that, de-
spite the very considerable level of rainfall, the day
could still be adjudged a financial success. Attractions
included medieval “battles”, archery displays, medieval
music, exhibitions on medieval Kingston and contem-
porary costume and many other entertaining specta-
cles, such as fire-eating, a ducking stool, the stocks
and the rack!

Mr. P. M. Jones has become House Master of Kingsley-
Montgomery. He succeeds Mr. T. C. McCann, whose
unflagging enthusiasm has helped K/M to victory in the
coveted House Championships over the last eight
years.

Icelandic town. We saw every type of waterfall imagina-
ble, stunning vistas from every angle and lots and lots
of geothermally heated outdoor swimming pools.
In my experience, the third day was probably the most
memorable moment of the trip. This was where we em-
barked on an Icelandic ferry bound for the Heimaey,
part of the Westmann Islands; there we climbed an
active volcano. On the top of the ‘active’ volcano
‘Eldfell’ we had a clear view of Eyjafjallajökull, the vol-
cano that spewed ash in 2010 causing delays to air
travel. The volcano we were standing on had caused, in

its volcanic eruption in the 1973, its own bit of history
when it erupted unannounced, destroying hundreds of
local fishermen’s housing with ash and lava. In the
evening we were given a treat to eat by our coach driv-
er: originally labelled as ‘chocolate’, it actually turned
out to be sheep’s brain, and it is fair to say it was re-
ceived with mixed appreciation!
Overall the trip was fantastic and shall not be forgotten
by any of us!

Alex Harmer
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HHoonounoursrs, S, Succuccessesseses, App, Appoiointmntmentsents
and other Newsand other News
NAV N ANANDA MARNAV N ANANDA MAR (200 ) re-
cently returned to the school to talk to
pupils about his work as an architect
in the regeneration of Sri anka.
Following the ceasefire of the 30 year
long civil war in Sri anka, new oppor-
tunities have arisen for town redevel-
opment in the hardest hit areas of the country. at-
tankudy is a small town based in the astern District,
where annual flooding and a history marred by events
of the war present a situation where both infrastructur-
al and cultural regeneration is required.
In discussions and workshops with the local communi-
ty and town representatives of attankudy, the idea of
a new cultural zone to create more public space,
whilst employing landscape orientated flood mitigation
tactics, were raised as being desirable options. Due to
the high population density of the town (the highest in
Asia), such measures would need to be coupled with
smart strategies for housing accommodation which
incorporates the existing ability to have one s own culti-
vatable land, whilst achieving a level of high density
living that is sustainable in accommodating the grow-
ing population
CHCHRISTO H RRISTO H R BABARN SRN S (19 ) who
starred in and co-directed the produc-
tion of Stella , a play about women
and astronomy, at the Rose Theatre,
ingston on th June 2013. Stella is
on a tour at present and will be
performed on 29th, 30th and 31st
August at Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud
Mill Studio. More information can be
found at www.takethespace.co.uk
A B TTISONA B TTISON (19 1) The leader of
Bracknell Forest Council has been
honoured as an ‘inspiration’ when he
was recognised for dedicating 20
years to local Government. He won the
Judges’ Special Award for Contribution
to ocal Government at the National
2013 Councillor Achievement Awards
in Westminster City Hall, ondon, in
February, being among 3 outstanding councillors
throughout the country selected to proceed to the final
of the awards. Judges were impressed by aul, de-
scribing him as ‘an inspiration across the local govern-
ment sector’ because of the scope and diversity of his
achievements.
Having spent ten years with S based Rockwell Inter-
national and set up a business supplying printing
equipment to the newspaper and general printing
industry, aul went into local government. He has led
the council for 1 years.

DDAAVVIIDD BRICBRIC (200 ) was one of the four members of
the team which won the final of niversity Challenge
on 29 April 2013, representing Manchester niversity.
Manchester niversity is now level with an Oxford col-
lege as the most-successful niversity Challenge en-
trant after winning the trophy. The three-man, one-
woman team beat niversity College ondon ( C ) by
190 to 1 0 in the final. The victory was the fourth in
seven years for Manchester, which won in 2012, 200
and, more controversially, in 2009 after the original
winner, Corpus Christi, was disqualified. The triumph
puts Manchester level with Magdalen college, Oxford.
This year s Manchester squad had an inauspicious
start to the season. Despite going in as favourites,
halfway into their first-round match,against incoln
college, Oxford, they were on minus 10 and risked be-
ing the lowest-scoring team in the programme s history.
David Brice, 2 , an economist said the win was satisfy-
ing, but so many of his friends had already lifted the
trophy that he did not feel particularly special.
Through taking part, I ve made friends with so many of
the past contestants that we are surrounded by other
people who have won .
DAN D SO ADAN D SO A (2009) sang the baritone solo in
Vaughan Williams s Rise, heart as part of aster at
ings.
AAR N HAR N HARINATHRINATH (2005) made a career best with 15
for Surrey when they played against Derbyshire at the
Derby ground. He had a certain Ricky onting as his
batting partner! He’s interviewed about it here - http
youtu.be ijy vn9HzlM
GAGAR THR TH JOHNJOHN (2003) the ditor of
Tiffnews and a Trustee of the Tiffinian
Association, won Britain’s most pres-
tigious singing award, the Ferrier
Award, on 2 th April 2013 at the Wig-
more Hall, ondon. His winning pro-
gramme consisted of songs by
Vaughan Williams and Wolf and an
aria from Tchaikovsky s ugene One-
gin. Gareth was a choral scholar at St. John s College,
Cambridge before going on to study at the Royal Acad-
emy of Music. After winning the award, Gareth gave his
debut recital at the Wigmore Hall on 1 th May.
The first Ferrier Award competition (named after the
famous British singer, atherine Ferrier) was held in
195 and is open to singers of any nationality who
have completed at least one year of study in the .
They must be aged 2 or under at the time of the final
audition. Winning the prize gives the winner instant
international recognition.
Geoff Brown, the Times newspaper’s critic said of
Gareth’s performance at the Ferrier Award ‘the last of
his four sections from Wolf’s Italian Songbook was
caressed with such delicate control and tenderness
that my knees started to give way’.
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AA AASTAIR TTSTAIR TT (2001) musician and composer, is cur-
rently working on a piece commissioned for the on-
don Symphony Orchestra, which will premiere in the
summer of 201 . utt is inspired by mathematical
processes, and uses them as material for his music.
His new work, still untitled, ‘is governed quite strictly by
a spiral-shaped form in which the successive sections
become shorter and faster, giving the sense of a coil-
ing screw.’
RA HRA H STR TSTR T (2009) is one of two runners who will
make their debut for GB in the World Orienteering
Champs - Find your flow in Finland - th to 13th July
2013. Since graduating from Sheffield niversity last
summer Ralph has been living in Sweden to work on
his orienteering. You can view a clip of him being inter-
viewed on a very cold day at aster at http goo.gl
O 0H
ITHITH SWA OWSWA OW (19 ) has lived on

the south coast for the last 20 years.
Still working as an internal auditor, he
is currently with the Highways Agency
and spending half the week working
from home and the rest travelling. He
remains involved with local football and
has also rediscovered the joys of marathon running.
Over the past 15 years, eith has been working on a
book - The Book of Syn - which has now been pub-
lished. This covers the life and times of actor writer
Russell Thorndike (brother of Dame Sybil) and his leg-
endary creation the pirate smuggler vicar Dr Syn. This
was recently launched at Rye s world-famous Mermaid
Inn. He’s currently working on another book, exploring
the history of the pubs of Romney Marsh. This is a sub-
ject very close to his heart - he is determined not to
skimp on the research.
AIDAN ANGAIDAN ANG (19 ) who has served as general direc-
tor of New ealand Opera since 200 , has been ap-
pointed the next general director of Seattle Opera.
With his tenure set to take effect on September 1,
201 , ang will be only the third general director in
Seattle Opera s history.
ang will relocate to Seattle with his wife, former so-
prano inda itchen, and their daughter, leanor in
order to join Seattle Opera in the capacity of general
director designate on March 10, 201 . pon his arri-
val, ang will be involved in planning Seattle Opera s
2015-1 season, while the company s 201 -1 sea-
son will be the first fully programmed under his leader-
ship.
A XA X S INN YS INN Y (200 ) has just graduat-
ed from the Royal Academy of Music
with a ostgraduate Diploma in Musical
Theatre. rior to this, he studied Music
on a Choral Scholarship at the niversi-
ty of Cambridge. Alex is currently mak-
ing his professional debut in the
Tour of Our House the musical with music and lyrics
from Madness. The production is just starting a tour of

Ipswich, dinburgh, Bath, Coventry, Brighton and lym-
outh.
GGAAVVIINN HHAA (1995) Recently completed an MA with
Distinction in Terrorism, International Crime Global
Security at Coventry niversity and is presently consid-
ering options for undertaking a hD specialising in
Cyber-Warfare and Cyber-Security.
S.G.HODGS.G.HODGSONSON (1915) ast year the
Tiffinian Association was contacted by
the niece of Sidney Graham Hodgson
who had been a pupil at Tiffin school
between 1912 and 1915. She in-
formed the School about his involve-
ment in the Second World War. After
Tiffin School he joined the Royal Navy
as an ngine Room Artificer and from
1915 to 19 0 had continuous service in the Royal
Navy. He was commissioned as an officer in 1939 but
died when his destroyer (actually a French ship we had
taken over) sank in the nglish Channel on 1 Decem-
ber 19 0. His name is on the Southsea Common Na-
val War Memorial and now the Tiffinian Association
has added his name to the Tiffin School Memorial. The
School was delighted that his niece, son and daughter-
in-law attended the School’s Remembrance Day Ser-
vice.
THOMASTHOMAS SO OMONSO OMON (199 ) is now an Associate ro-
fessor at niversity of Copenhagen carrying out re-
search into diabetes.
RON RRON RRYRY(19 ) retired in Decem-
ber last year after 1 years in the Aus-
tralian ublic (Civil) Service. His retire-
ment year was marked by an Australia
Day honour - a ublic Service Medal
(in the British Honours system some-
where between an MB and an OB )
for outstanding public service and his
contribution, through the Department of the rime
Minister and Cabinet, to intergovernmental relations in
the Australian federation. At the time his award was
announced he was approached about assisting the
Bishop of the Anglican Diocese of Armidale in northern
New South Wales in the administration of his Diocese
and assumed the reins as Registrar of the Diocese in
early February this year. The Diocesan seat is in Armi-
dale, an education centre on the northern tablelands
of New South Wales.
ATATRICRIC MI NMI N (2011) is now at Cambridge reading
Music and, by all accounts, making a profound impact
on musical life there. He gave a concert in West Road
Concert Hall in November with an orchestra he found-
ed and trained himself. You can
see the whole concert (which
includes him directing Mozart’s
D minor iano Concerto
from the piano) online at http
goo.gl Fio uN .
It is rather special.
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S ORTSS ORTS
Old TOld Tiffiniansiffinians RuRugbygby ClubClub

2012 13 was a transitional season for Old Tiffs the
integration of many highly-talented, young players con-
tributed to some scintillating performances and great
wins, however inconsistent availability and some cru-
cial injuries meant that that we couldn’t build on a plat-
form of six wins from the first seven games. Critical
defeats during the winter meant a th place finish for
the 1st XV, but with players representing the 1st XV
in one season, there is clearly strength in the squad.
The season ended with consecutive wins, including
beating rivals ingston whilst being a player short em-
phasising the great spirit within the club.
It was a similar season for the 2nd XV seven wins from
the first seven games in Surrey Conference 2, were
followed by two defeats and an abandonment. This
spell meant the 2nd XV fell just short of their target,
finishing 3rd. A number of players performed exception-
ally and earned a place in the 1st XV, highlighting the
quality in the 2nd XV and the “one club not two teams”
approach within the club. Both sides, although satisfied
with their performances know they have the ability to
perform better and double promotion is the target next
year.
As always after a tough season it’s vital the players re-
lax - and in May 0 players gathered for the th Old
Tiffinians RFC tour of recent years, this year traveling to
the sun and sea in Malaga. The tourists landed in the
Andalusian sun, devoured a quick brunch of sardines,
squid and sangria then played in a tournament featur-
ing hosts Axarquia RC, strecho from ortugal and
Didsbury from the exotic surroundings of Manchester.
After the semi-final against strecho, the final, Old Tiffi-
nians versus Axarquia kicked off just as the afternoon
sun began to fall behind the beautiful Ronda Moun-
tains. 0 minutes later Old Tiffinians were celebrating
the finest win on Spanish soil since inford Christie in
‘92. Despite their loss, our hosts treated us to an even-
ing of outstanding hospitality all-you-can-eat aella,
litres of the local beer and some interesting entertain-
ment. After the hospitality continued at a beach bar
sampling the not-so-local Jagermeister , the tourists felt
they’d earned the Sunday off and took to the beach to
replenish their Vitamin D, do some essential tanning
and prepare for the traditional evening Court session.
In one of the most picturesque environments imagina-
ble, with the glorious, baroque, Cathedral of Malaga as
a backdrop, Cheers bar hosted an evening as noble as
the surroundings as everyone enjoyed some much-
needed hydration. To have 0 players, including 1
first-time tourists represent the club is a great achieve-
ment and one which we hope to continue when the
201 tour is arranged. Beach again, please!
Ali Watkins, who represented both teams and was
youngest on tour, sums up his year “my first season
with the club was an awesome experience on and off

the pitch. Tour in particular was an amazing laugh with
many generations of Old Tiffinians.” Thanks Ali, who
seemed to enjoy telling certain members of the club he
was younger than their driving license a bit too much.
The 2013 1 season has been a great season so far
23 games played, 22 games won, records being bro-
ken, traditions being restored. The first part of the
2013 201 campaign has been genuinely wonderful
for everyone at Old Tiffs RFC.
Coach Andy Blackburn’s decision to start pre-season
earlier into the summer has been instrumental in the
scintillating form of both teams this season. With every-
one well drilled in the structure and style of play (the
video analysis sessions with the i ad definitely
helped!). So far this year the 1st XV have won their first
9 games of the season scoring an incredible 292
points and conceding just 100, with highlights including
a huge - victory away at Thames Ditton rivals Old
aulines and a 59-5 thumping of New Malden’s Old
Blues, which saw some of the best rugby ever wit-
nessed at Grists played.
The 2nd XV have been equally impressive despite suf-
fering the only club loss of the campaign in their first
league game, they have gone on to notch-up eight
straight wins, a feat based on formidable defence
which has seen them concede only three tries in their
last five games.
With such good form there is a tremendous spirit
around the club, highlighted by some fantastic socials
including a fancy-dress Halloween special, a world cup
ten year anniversary quiz and most recently a raucous
Christmas court session at our official club pub, the
Charles Holden in Colliers Wood, followed by a trip to
the classy establishment, Infernos in Clapham.
It’s not just team achievements that have been the
cause for all this celebration though – in early October,
Club Captain James Fentiman managed the incredible
accomplishment of becoming the all-time record points
scorer for OTRFC, going past Gary Grealish’s record of
12 to reach a current tally of 133 . It is worth noting
that Gary Grealish was the team’s kicker, and as such
would have had a number of penalties and conversions
in his total, whereas James has taken one conversion
ever, there rest are tries 2 of them in total.
On top of being a quite sensational rugby player in
amazing form (12 tries already this season!) ‘Fenty’
does a ridiculous amount of work for the club and de-
serves all the plaudits that have come his way.
This season the club took the decision to play in the
ondon and S Junior Vase a cup competition which
we have not entered for the past few seasons. Wins so
far against Hackney and ondon Welsh Amateurs has
set up a trip to Seaford in Sussex for the third round on
21st December – with a large number of players keen
to go and enjoy the countryside and sample a few of
the highlights of neighbouring Brighton, this is sure to
be a great day for both the players and the spectators.
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Something else not done for a long time which is mak-
ing a comeback is the Boxing Day match. This was pre-
viously a traditional fixture fought between Old Tiffini-
ans and Old Surbitonians (now Cobham RFC) and was a
hotly-contested game played every year.
In 19 , Old Tiffs club captain of the 19 0 19 1 sea-
son en benezer was sadly killed in a car accident.
Following this tragedy the match took on further signifi-
cance as his family kindly donated the en benezer
Trophy, which was to be competed for during the Box-
ing Day match as a superb way to remember his many
qualities. The re-introduction of the game has led to
much excitement from both clubs and is sure to be a
great game with a fantastic turnout. The game will be

held at Grists on Boxing day, with an 11 30am ick Off,
and we urge you all to come down and soak up the fes-
tive cheer whilst watching a wonderful game of rugby.
Further details will be released soon but they’ll be on
our website (www.otrfc.com), our facebook,
(facebook.com otrfc) and our twitter oldtiffsrfc
A fantastic start to the season and some really exciting
plans for the Christmas period has led to high spirits
from everyone involved at the club. Hopefully we can
continue moving forward and celebrate a double pro-
motion at the end of the year – something to really
make our club pub happy.
Merry Christmas.

Matthew Maguire (200 )

11sstt XVXV ResResultsults

Home Away

ingston v Old Tiffinians 23-31

Old Tiffinians v Old Tonbridgians 2 -20

Old Walcountians v Old Tiffinians 3-39

Old Tiffinians v Old Freemens 29-5

Old Wimbledonians v Old Tiffinians 10-20

Old Tiffinians v Battersea Ironsides 1 -1

Old aulines v Old Tiffinians -

Old Whitgiftians v Old Tiffinians 12-25

Old Tiffinians v Old Bules 59-5

22ndnd XVXV ResuResultslts

Home Away

Camberley 2nd XV v Old Tiffinians 2nd XV 3 -10

Old Tiffinians 2nd v Old Wellingtonians 2nd XV 5 -12

Farnham 2nd XV v Old Tiffinians 2nd XV 5-

aw Society 2nd XV v Old Tiffinians 2nd XV 3-1

Old Tiffinians 2nd XV v Weybridge Vandals 2nd XV 20-
1

Old Tiffinians 2nd XV v Bec Old Boys 2nd XV 22-0

Old Blues 2nd XV v Old Tiffinians 2nd XV -3

OTOT FootbFootball Cluball Club
The foul weather this winter took a heavy toll on the
fixture list and fitness but players still approached
games in good spirit and their enthusiasm did not
wane. Despite gaining little success on the pitch an
abundance of players has given rise to suggestions that
we resurrect a th league team for next season.
In March, the 1st XI is lay bottom of their league and
with heavy defeats in their last two games relegation
now seemed the likely outcome, although they had 5
games left to perform a turnaround. The 2nd XI again
led by aul Cotterell was currently th in the table with
3 wins, 2 draws and defeats. They could have also
faced the spectre of relegation and needed to keep
battling for points from their remaining 5 games. The
3rds also had 5 games left to play but their recent re-
sults suggested they were capable of securing their
current league status.
I am pleased to say that the 2nds and 3rd teams had
sufficient left in the tank to avoid finishing in the bot-
tom two but unfortunately the 1st X1 were unable to
stage a recovery and finished bottom of the league.
From December
There is a new sheriff in town, with Greg Nutt (2000)
having taken over as Chairman of the Old Tiffinians

Football Club. Thanks are expressed to Steve Johnson
for his service over the years. The tradition continues
with Greg being an old boy of Tiffin School. Greg has
already made his mark to provide impetus for the club
and has a number of plans to build the OTFC from its
current crop of four teams.
There are plans to get in place an OTFC vs Tiffin boys
(sixth form) football match early in the New Year and
for this to become a traditional fixture in the Tiffinian
calendar, as we seek to strengthen the links between
the school and the club. A link that has been allowed to
wane in recent years. This can only be good for the
school and the old boys as it provides a continued
sporting link for Tiffinians. We hope that this link has
already been seen with the invitation for boys who are
currently studying at the school to join the football club
We are pleased to say that other ex-Tiffin boys are in-
volved in running the OTFC – Mike utz, John dwards
and Ciaran Morris (all 2000) to name a few – some
names that may still be familiar to staff and other peo-
ple connected to the school.
The playing sections are also taking a more active role
in contributing to the function of the Grist s grounds.
Recently, a number of the members spent a Sunday
giving the changing rooms a lick of paint, to help pro-
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vide an improved feel. Further work is planned in the
Spring
A new, exciting event is planned for the summer of
201 (Sunday September th) with the Inaugural OTFC
-a-side Football Tournament to be held at Grist s. This
will raise much needed funds as well as acting as a
recruitment promotion to encourage new players. Fur-
ther details will be provided as we organise the tourna-
ment over the coming months.
Training for the club takes place on the school 3G pitch
each Monday evening from 9pm. otential players are
very welcome to come down and join in.
It is an exciting period for the OTFC that heralds a
brighter future.

rrol Walker
OTFC, Secretary

OTOT CentenCentenaryary Skiff MaraSkiff Marathonthon
This was a superb day, seamlessly organised by Tony
llis (19 0). Old Tiffinians converged on Thames Ditton
from all over the to take part in the event and to
spectate. Alumni and Friends of Tiffin School such as
Dickie Rumble (19 1), Ray embery (19 ), John
Raynham (19 2) and aurie Turner (19 ) and Bill
Webb caught up with each other at the event. A deli-
cious (and enormous!) cake was provided by David
owell (19 ) which was decorated with the Associa-
tion’s logo.

Visit http goo.gl eCb H to see further photos of the
day and http goo.gl ydNH0 to see the Skiff Marathon
programme showing the history of the race, written by
Dickie Rumble and Tony llis.
The 2013 results were

1. Tilling (19 ) awson (19 ) - 22. 9 - Fastest
Crew

2. apica (19 ) Gordon (19 ) - 23.1 - Handicap
Winners

3. Gattey (19 1) owell (19 ) - 23.21
. itt (1992) Ward (1992) - 23.2
5. Cruddace (19 2) llis (19 0) cox llis (200 ) -
2 .09

. owell (19 1) Roberts (19 0) - 25.2

. White (19 0) Gellett (195 ) cox West (1959) -
2 .
. Mills (19 3) Wright (19 ) - 2 .52

Other SpOther Sportsorts
Tom Aldred (199 ) and Ian eitch (1993) were spotted
coming respectively 2nd and 3rd in a recent half-
marathon in Brighton.
(Tom Aldred was Captain of the cross country for an
unprecedented two years. His warm up for races would
encompass just taking his tracksuit off and then jump-
ing up and down twice and then setting off like a dae-
mon. He always kept this going throughout the race. He
was our only top 10 finisher on the first leg at ing Hen-
ry the VIIII national relays at Coventry He subsequently
went on to captain Nottingham university to the urope-
an men’s and women’s university relay title. I tried to
educate him into a proper warm up one day. Doing the
usual litany of strides and exercise. He ran appallingly
so we reverted to his tried and tested method get to the
start line 10 seconds before the off and then blitz the
opposition. Tiffin Master, Robin Shaw)
Matt Hyett (199 ) came first 1st in the Club 9 mile
race and 3rd in the open race. Mark Reed (1992) came
second in the same race and Andy Arbour (19 9) came
3rd.....!
Chae Young Chang (2010) who is also at Imperial Col-
lege and dances as part of Funkology Dance Group has
been awarded first place at Inter- niversity Competi-
tion. Those of you who remember Angad Singh ooner
(2009) , Aman Dhanjal (2011) Bilal han (2010)
they are dancing as part of Imperial Bhangra Dance
Group at Imperial College and doing really well.

TTiffin Tiffin Teaceachershers’ Cric’ Cricket Tket Tour, Jour, July 2013uly 2013
This is the aftermath of Budleigh Salterton before we
hit the bar!
layed 3 won 2 (including this match at Budleigh). All 3
matches were brilliant, high scoring affairs with over
500 runs scored on each day! Wonderful cricket, tre-
mendous company and a little golf.

Martin Williams
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110022nd Tnd Tiffinian Assiffinian Assocociatiation Aion Annnnualual DiDinnnner and 2003er and 2003 ReReununion (combion (combined)ined)
8th November 2013

Steve Thompson, playwright, screenwriter and ex-Tiffin maths teacher (whose credits include Dr Who, Sherlock and
Silks) was the guest speaker. He explained that one of the strengths of Tiffin School is that boys (and staff) are en-
couraged and given space to excel in more than one discipline such as 'rugby & choir' or 'maths & drama'. He vividly
recounted stories of parents' evenings he'd been involved with at the School. Maybe we'll see these dramatised one
day! David Tyrrell (1961) was presented with a picture to mark his impending retirement and to thank him for su-
perbly catering for 20 Tiffinian Association dinners. We were delighted that more than 100 attended the evening,
including a large contingent of 2003 leavers.
Many thanks to the organising committee of John Wright, Jack Foster, Gordon Mylchreest and Stu Vidler.
Visit hthtttpp::////wwwww.tw.tiffinfriffinfrieiends.ornds.org/pg/pagage/te/talevalevents2013dents2013dinninnerer for more photos.
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DDe Mortuise Mortuis
RALPHRALPH ROROBSON (1939)BSON (1939)
The son of a commercial traveller, he went to Wadham
College to read history after leaving Tiffin School in
1939. He took a first in the shortened wartime course
in 1941, and was in the Western Desert in the Royal
Artillery before being commissioned in the Intelligence
Corps. He returned to Oxford to do a B.Litt., then served
his career in what became GCH , the then secret gov-
ernment ‘listening’ service. He served in Ottawa (as
first secretary at the High Commission) and in Cyprus,
as well as at Cheltenham. On all this Ralph was profes-
sionally reticent. He could read, write and speak
French, German, Dutch/Afrikaans, read Italian, and had
more than a smattering of Russian and Bulgarian.
His B.Litt. was on the Oxfordshire election of 1754; no-
torious for its corruption, vituperation, significance (‘the
last stand of the Jacobites’), and the reversal by Parlia-
ment of the verdict of the electorate. It was promptly
published in 1949 as an Oxford Historical Monograph.
It is hypnotically readable, and must be the only volume
in that scholarly series to make the reader laugh out
loud. Exeter College celebrated the anniversary of the
election in 2004. Ralph was much cited during the pro-
ceedings; he was partly intrigued, partly annoyed, that
nobody had thought to enquire whether he might still
be around to take part. The book really is a minor clas-
sic.
His published works included ‘The Rise and Fall of the
English Highland Clans’, ‘Tudor Responses to a Medie-
val Problem’ and a military history of the Anglo-
American War of 1812.
Ralph’s personality reflected many of the qualities of
his writing; a reticence and modesty combined with a
strong will and entrenched opinions, the latter, as befits
his generation, often out of kilter with ‘political correct-
ness’. He lived alone at Alderton, near Tewkesbury,
after the death of his wife Carmel in 1997, moving to a
retirement home shortly before his death on 9 April
2008. He left a son and two daughters.

Wadham College Gazette 2009

VALENTINE SEDGLEY (1944)VALENTINE SEDGLEY (1944)
My father was born on 2nd October 1927 at Grays in
Essex although his birth was registered by his father
from a New Malden address. At some time the family
moved to Stoneleigh which was then an expanding
community and according to dad they were one of the
first residents. He is recorded as starting at Tiffin
School Kingston on the 25th October 1939 the details
of which I can be sure of as I now work there and have
access to the School records. His primary schools prior
to this indicate various housing relocations which my
grandmother was famous for!
Due to an alphabetical anomaly on his first day he
found himself sitting next to a Don Shepherd, which
was the beginning of a friendship which lasted over 70
years and led them amongst other things to be Best
Man at each other’s wedding and Don and his late wife
Pauline becoming my God parents.

His school life was interrupted by the war and in 1940
he was evacuated to Rhyl (North Wales), with his family
as my grandfather was considered to have a reserved
occupation. He returned to Tiffin in 1941 and eventual-
ly completed his General School Certificate in five sub-
jects in 1944.
From school he joined the GPO as a post office engi-
neer. This involved the telecommunications side of the
business such as it was at the time. National Service
was still compulsory and the armed forces saw fit to
invite my dad to join them in March 1947 aged 20.
Basic infantry training was in Maidstone and he took to
it well, largely due to his scouting background. The
basic organisational requirements were similar, obeying
directions and adhering to procedures were all things
he was familiar with. Whilst others thought he was over-
zealous, he had the last laugh earning a weekend leave
pass after only two weeks which nobody else did and
quickly afterwards earning his lance corporals stripes.
Following his basic training his technical background
was recognised and he transferred to the Royal Signals
and was stationed at Catterick for the rest of his ser-
vice, ending up as a staff sergeant responsible for the
training of new recruits.
Demobbed in 1949 he failed to settle himself back into
the GPO and following a series of short term jobs he
joined Hawker Aircraft as a trainee draughtsman in the
Stress Office studying at night School for an HNC. An-
other life-long friendship was forged here with his man-
ager Brian West. The company moved the design func-
tion of the company to the factory in Richmond Road in
1958, but my father was never happy there, citing the
artificially lit and airless office conditions as unsatisfac-
tory for his type of work.
Leaving in 1963 he joined Shannons in New Malden as
a salesman of office equipment eventually moving into
their management team. In 1968 he left there for
Burmah Industrial Products in Acton and then to Bettix
Plastics back in New Malden in a similar role.
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As Napoleon quoted “England was a nation of shop-
keepers” and in 1971 Dad decided to become one. The
shop was a traditional ironmongers and making it prof-
itable was a struggle. However many people in the area
it served, Berrylands, often asked him if he could repair
this or replace that and eventually he was more suc-
cessful in that activity than running the shop.
So the shop went and he started a building mainte-
nance company in New Malden in 1977 which he ran
under several guises and with some success until
1991. With the recession biting and competition tough
the construction industry was barely viable and Dad,
then aged 64 but not wanting retirement, was engaged
by the Surbiton Masonic Hall as resident Janitor, a role
he filled together with my mother until they officially
both retired in 2002 moving down to our house in Wey-
mouth. He found time to take a night school course to
become a licenced amateur radio operator and to serve
as a Justice of the Peace, the latter at the time being a
position you could only be proposed for and elected by
the local bench
Dad and Scouts are inseparable when looking back at
his life. He joined the cubs at the age of 8, was a mem-
ber of several groups at all age levels, set up a troop in
Catterick whilst in the army, took out his first leaders
warrant in 1952 and became District Commissioner
when Kingston joined up with New Malden in 1967. It
is hard to imagine how many boys came under his lead-
ership over the years, and no matter wherever he went
in life there would be someone who would approach
him saying “Are you Val Sedgley?...You might not re-
member me, but I used to be in the Scouts”. He was
proud of this.
He was a good leader, encouraging people to reach
their potential in life and to be competitive. He was trail
blazer, taking a group of scouts to Austria by train in
1958 when most people considered travelling to North
Wales or Scotland for a two week summer camp as a
challenge. Above all he encouraged initiative. Nothing
amused him more than sending boys out on hikes hav-
ing removed essential articles of equipment such as
tent poles, parts of primus or cutlery – the list is end-
less. This was not always popular with parents and he
received a complaint from a mother who was upset
that Dad had told her knifeless son to butter his cream
crackers with his finger (we were on top of Snowdon
and he was hungry). This cannot have stopped his inter-
est in scouting as the concerned boy went on to be-
come District Commissioner himself.
Organisations change and Dad felt some changes were
not for the better, especially capping the age that you
could hold a warrant and the move away from tradition-
al scouting. He resigned his warrants although remain-
ing as Amateur Radio advisor, another of his interests,
to the county for many years
My father died due to Alzheimer’s and the medical
symptoms it caused. I believe that he had a long and
good life and made a valuable contribution to many
other people’s lives besides those of his immediate
family. He successfully reinvented himself on many
occasions each time his life changed direction, whether
forced or voluntary, to maintain the quality of family life.

He always wanted to do things to the best of his ability,
not because he had to but because he wanted to.

Ian Sedgley (son)
JJOOHHNN VVAARLEYRLEY JEJEFFERY (1949)FFERY (1949)

He was the youngest brother to Denys Edgar (1939)
and attended Elm Road Primary School before attend-
ing Tiffin School. He was very academic, and did well as
school but didn’t enjoy it. John said that he always
came second in the class and sat next to the boy who
always came first. He eventually graduated from the
London niversity as a Bachelor of Science and then
worked for the Central Electricity Generating Board for
a number of years. Subsequently John then worked for
the government as an inspector of nuclear power sta-
tions in the health and safety sector
John chaired a worldwide committee concerned with
nuclear safety, which met in many major countries of
the world. This enabled him to travel the world and
make many friends
John met Marjorie in the 50’s and got married in 1955
in Islington registry office. John and Marjorie had 50
years of a happy marriage which ended when Marjorie
lost her life to cancer in 2005.
The family spent many enjoyable holidays on their boat
on the water ways of England. Other holidays took the
family to Scotland, which resulted in them purchasing a
remote and derelict croft house on the Isle of Harris. It
was a bare shell which John single handily (almost!)
renovated to a very high standard, which the family still
enjoying visiting today. John and his family became well
known and valued members of the community on Har-
ris, which continues today.
His loves were art, opera, classical music and theatre.
John’s love of art resulted in him researching into the
lives of his ancestors; the Varley family. Which led to
him to writing a book on the Varleys mainly concentrat-
ing on the famous 19th century water colour artists
John and Cornelius. He wrote and had published anoth-
er book about the life and times of General Charles
Fleetwood who was Oliver Cromwell’s unsung deputy
and another family ancestor
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Over the years John put together a collection of paint-
ings by John and Cornelius Varley and their contempo-
ries, which he bought mainly from auction. He learnt
picture restoration and mounted and re-framed many
of them himself. John was considered by Sotheby’s as
quite an authority on the subject of the Varleys.
John will always be remembered for his exceptional
qualities as husband, father, grandfather, brother and
loyal colleague and friend.

Julian Jeffery (son)
DDRR JJOOHHNN GGAATTEELLYY ((11996600))
Dr John Gately passed away on Friday 9 August. He
started at Tiffin in September 1952 and left to go to St
Catharine s College, Cambridge in July 1960 to read
medicine. He obtained his Fellowship of the Royal Col-
lege of Surgeons in both England and Scotland and
ultimately settled in Canada becoming a Professor of
Surgery at McMaster niversity.

BBEENN IINNGGLLEEDDEEWW ((22000088))

Ben Ingledew was tragically killed in the early hours of
Sunday 5th May 2013 on his way home from the Royal
Veterinary College’s student union in Potters Bar,
where he was in his penultimate year of study before
qualifying as a vet.
Ben grew up in Shepperton, attending St. Nicholas’
school before joining Tiffin in 2001. He immediately
embraced all parts of life at the school: playing for the
school’s rugby and cricket teams, as well as playing the
clarinet in the Orchestra. He was also one of the few in
his year to complete the gold Duke of Edinburgh award
in its entirety, with most seeing the 12 month charity
work required as an optional extra to the more enjoya-
ble expeditions.
Ben had two main passions in life that were obvious to
those close to him: music and animals. Over time, his
musical focus moved away from the clarinet and to-
wards the piano and guitar, which led to him regularly
playing in Tiffin gig nights with the band Respite. As the
range of his music taste grew – from rock, to dance, to
just noise – so did his experiments with his hairstyle
and colour, with an orange fringe the most memorable
(albeit accidental) choice.
As for animals, from a young age Ben always kept a
wide range of pets: from fish to lizards; from guinea
pigs to his dog. He always knew he wanted to become a

vet and was incredibly driven to achieve this, spending
nearly all his holidays gaining endless work experience
in zoos and farms. At university, Ben’s commitment
continued to be evident and he was a hugely popular
member of a close-knit university. The coach-full of
friends that came down to pay their respects at his fu-
neral demonstrated how sorely his absence will be felt.
Everyone who knew Ben describes him as one of the
nicest people they knew. Robert Samuel, one of his
close friends at Tiffin, recalled how Ben was the one to
look after him when he suffered his first epileptic sei-
zure, doing everything he could to help. And Matthew
Mead-Briggs described how Ben’s primary flaw when
playing rugby was his reluctance to risk injuring players
on the opposing team. It was incredibly easy to be
friends with Ben because he was always positive, out-
going and thinking of others first. Moreover, his sense
of fun was infectious to be around.
Ben was a shining example of what it means to be a
Tiffinian and will be missed as a son, brother and
friend.
From a eulogy by Joe Rattenbury, Robert Samuel and

Matthew Mead-Briggs (2008)

LLTT.. DDAAMIEN ‘DAY’ MOMIEN ‘DAY’ MORANRAN RM (2008)RM (2008)

Day Moran tragically passed away on 3 August follow-
ing a tragic accident whilst snorkelling on a shallow reef
in Egypt.
He was born on 5 April 1990 in Twickenham and joined
Tiffin School in 2001. He participated fully in the life of
the school being a noted all-rounder in his academic
studies, music and rowing. At GCSE he gained 11 A
grades and at GCE 4 A grades. On leaving Tiffin in 2008
he went on to study Marine Biology at Southampton
niversity gaining a First Class Honours degree. At ni-
versity his love of water sports expanded to wakeboard-
ing, wind surfing and scuba diving. He also took up box-
ing.
He was commissioned as a Lieutenant in the Royal
Marines in September 2011 and after 15 months ardu-
ous Officer training passed for duty in December 2012.
Direct from training he joined 40 Commando Royal Ma-
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rines who were deployed on Operation Herrick in Hel-
mand Province, Afghanistan. He assumed the position
of Officer Commanding 4 Troop, Bravo Company. 40
Commando returned from Afghanistan in March this
year.
Following this deployment he participated in official
Adventure Training, which involved diving training, with
the Royal Marines in El useir near Hurghada Egypt.
The accident happened at the end of the day whilst the
Marines were at leisure.
His funeral, with full military honours, took place at
St.Peter’s Church, Norbiton on Monday 19 August. The
church was full to capacity as his coffin, draped in the
nion Flag, was carried by colleagues from Bravo Com-
pany. The reception after the funeral took place in the
Tiffin School Hall attended by his family, friends, staff,
students of his school year group, ex niversity stu-
dents and a large contingent of Royal Marines. The
Mayor’s representative and the Deputy Lieutenant for
Kingston also attended.
He is survived by his mother Gerda, father Brian, broth-
er Aaron and Day’s long term partner Fiona.
Below are tributes from Carol Cornell, Mark Horwood,
Patrick Rennie, Chris O’Connell and Simon Toyne and
finally the eulogy given by Kelvin Wong at the funeral.
Day, along with his crew mates was one of the leading
lights in the boatclub in 2008. He was positive, fun,
bold, strong and never one to shirk training or responsi-
bly. He had great respect both for his fellow oarsmen
and coaches, along with a passion for the sport of row-
ing and all things water based.
Although a competent oarsman, Day wanted to be an
excellent oarsman. He willingly took on board coaching
and would frequently ask how he could improve himself
and what could he do to make the crew go faster. He
was keen to learn and very much embraced the spirit of
Tiffin School Boatclub. Oarsmen like Day provided Tiffin
School Boatclub with the leadership required at a tough
time, enabling the club to grow and develop into the
club of today.
Personally it was a real pleasure to see Day whenever
he called by on one of his visits home. The standing
joke was how much food he and his brother Aaron were
consuming and whether or not Gerda, his mother, was
able to keep the house stocked. Most recently specific
memories are of him with Fi coming down to the
boatclub. He would proudly, yet with a twinkle in his eye
and great smile, tell us about his training and how
much it meant to him to have passed the challenges
set him, followed by how much he was looking forward
to life as an officer and joining his troop on their tour of
Afghanistan.
Day was an utterly dedicated and selfless individual
whom we are all at TSBC thankful to have known. We
will miss him greatly.

Carol Cornell
My own thoughts on Day are still strongly influenced by
the time he spent here. An image of a smiling face
seeking the wettest, steepest, roughest and most chal-
lenging route to any point on the geography field trip
will be an abiding memory of Day. And around the

school the relentless enthusiasm to volunteer for any-
thing; be it helping out with open evenings or classroom
demonstrations, putting up displays or moving furni-
ture. It was always the need to be active and doing
something that typified Day. That energy and restless
intelligence were with him man and boy. I never knew
such a person for wanting to help, and through all the
bravura and humour the sensitivity and humanity could
always be seen in abundance. He was everything and
more that Tiffin encourages and he would be proud to
know the high esteem and wonderful memories he still
commands in the school community.

Mark Horwood
I feel privileged to have taught, and learned from, Day.
He was an extraordinarily talented Biologist but wore
this ability lightly and was always quick to help fellow
students. He could be challenging to teach as any at-
tempt to gloss over a topic would be met with a percep-
tive question showing his reluctance to accept incom-
plete explanations. Often this meant that I was forced
to re-examine my own understanding and this helped
me become a better teacher for which I will remain
eternally grateful.
My most abiding memory of Day is the energy and en-
thusiasm with which he tackled our residential field
course. He had set himself the target of capturing every
animal listed in the rocky shore guide book. These
would then be delivered to me for inspection accompa-
nied by that amazing Day smile. I have tried to replicate
his catch rate on subsequent trips but my reluctance to
plunge into deep rock pools has hampered my at-
tempts to match his achievements.
We shall not see his like again.

Patrick Rennie
Day was as impressive a pupil as you could wish for
and in the five years that I tutored him, there was not a
single cause for concern over work, attitude or behav-
iour. Highly intelligent, well-motivated, organised and
conscientious, Day made school look easy and teaching
him was a cinch. Moreover, from the minute he arrived
at Tiffin, he showed all the personality traits that would
later make him such a credible and effective leader. He
was thoughtful, kind, open, loyal, selfless, modest,
great fun and unerringly positive and it was no surprise
to see how popular he was amongst his peers and what
a good friend he was to so many of them. There was a
healthy degree of mischievousness to his character too.
Never vindictive or in any way harmful, Day didn t take
himself or life too seriously. I remember one snowy win-
ter s day, when killjoy instruction from the School s pow-
ers was not to throw snowballs or go on the field. This
was probably the only time I can recall Day overtly flout-
ing the rules as he decided that playtime in the snow
was well worth the hour s detention that he subse-
quently received - and who could blame him? An under-
standable act of defiance on his otherwise unblem-
ished record.
There was universal respect for Day amongst his peers
and teachers as he maintained the highest academic
record. Beyond the classroom, he involved himself ex-
tensively in Sport and Music. Predominantly a rower,
Day was also involved in cross country, a wide range of
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House activities and various musical ensembles, in
particular the Swing Band. As a very accomplished
trumpeter, his playing of the Last Post on Remem-
brance Day made hairs on the back of your neck stand
up. He took full advantage of the opportunities at
school. He also proved his dedication, reliability and his
power to influence in a completely unassuming fashion.
He really was one of the most capable, self-effacing
and confident young adults that we have the privilege
of calling an Old Tiffinian.
It is with great sadness that your life has been cut so
tragically short. Reading accounts from your col-
leagues, it seems that a highly promising career in the
Marines will go unfulfilled. My heart goes out to your
family, particularly your Mother and Aaron, for both of
whom I have great fondness, and for all your other
close friends, family and loved ones.
You were a real trooper and a pleasure to know. Rest in
peace.

Chris O Connell
Wonderfully creative, and fearless, he was a player in
the Swing Band and School Orchestra, where he
formed a dream team with Max Fagandini. He always
had exemplary commitment, a sense of fun whilst at
the same time fully understanding how to prepare for
playing and performance to the fullest extent.

Simon Toyne
When I sat down to think about what I wanted to say
today, I looked through some photos of Day from when
we were at school – Day with short hair, Day with a mul-
let, Day usually in shorts and usually quietly involved in
some way in adding to mischief.
And then I looked through some photos from the time
Day spent with the Marines – and it all looked, on the
surface, very different. Wetter than the river in King-
ston. Colder. Far muddier.
Apart from one photo where Day looked like a small kid
who’d borrowed a set of combats too big for him, it
looked like he’d suddenly grown up, suddenly become
an adult with responsibilities, a gun, and yet the most
striking thing was that, really, despite all that, Day did-
n’t look very different at all.
In both sets of photos, Day looked more or less the
same: he was somehow always both incredibly young,
fun, full of energy and humour, and, at the same time,
quietly serious and deeply thoughtful. Day didn’t really
need to grow up as other people do – he always had a
quiet and mature part of him, a part which was often
hidden but always there and always working away. It
would surface in sudden moments of incredibly
thoughtful generosity and compassion, or a sudden
decision reached after long thought. The best thing
about Day was that this part of him was wrapped up
with a refusal to take himself or anyone else, or life in
general, too seriously for too long. He could immediate-
ly bring anyone back down to earth at the same time as
finding the best in them in any situation.
It’s an obvious tribute to how fully and energetically Day
lived his life that so many people from so many differ-
ent parts of it are here today. Alongside his family, Old
Tiffinians, his friends from Southampton and his fellow

Marines, I want to pay some kind of tribute to the Day
who I knew – the friend who I grew up with.
Day – I’ll always be glad that I was there to share your
love for KFC. I’m proud that I was your bench press
partner as you powered your way to a 100kg max. It is
a shame that your mullet didn’t make it through sixth
form and on to university with you. And I’m grateful that
your three-year experiment with vegetarianism and cor-
respondingly short stature provided all the evidence I
needed to stick to a carnivorous diet. I’m grateful, too,
for your incredible, insatiable curiosity to try the new,
even if pork scratching and baked beans spaghetti
doesn’t end up being the best combination. I remember
how you earnt the nickname “pocket battleship” from a
rowing coach – small, but with big guns. And I remem-
ber buying you a t-shirt that said “When I grow up, I
want to row at Henley Regatta”. I can’t remember very
much of our holiday in Sweden but that’s probably for
the best. You were a success in every aspect of your
life, but I could never find myself to follow your all-
season shorts and t-shirt attire.
Day’s fantastic sense of humour, his energy and his
willingness to laugh at himself, as well as everyone
else, made him brilliant fun. His determination and ab-
solute refusal to give up on anything, ever, made him
an inspiration. Day set himself the highest standards in
everything he did and never accepted anything less
than the best from himself.
It is easy, not to notice the effects and influences that
our friends have on us while they’re around: it is only
when they’re gone that we suddenly realise what they
taught and showed us. We no longer have Day here; his
influence on us will be all the stronger and clearer be-
cause it has a face and a name. All the things that he
used to say and tell me will still be there – even if Day
is not.
He will always be a reminder to me of the importance of
taking every opportunity life offers and having fun along
the way.
There are a hundred more things that I’d love to be
able to say to you Day, and years in which I’ll miss your
company, but I will always be grateful for the time I had
with you and will cherish our memories forever.
It has been an honour to have been able to call you my
friend, but today I say farewell.
Rest in peace, Day. Goodbye my friend.

Kelvin Wong (2008)
RROOBBEERTRT BAKER PADY (1944)BAKER PADY (1944)
It is with regret that I have to record the death of my
oldest Tiffin friend on 27th June 2013.
We first met in September 1937 when we ‘first put that
uniform on’ and his mother introduced us with the
words ‘This is Bob. It is his first day – you will look after
him for me’ not realising I too was a new boy. Bob
joined Tiffin from that hot house of Tiffin Special Places
– Hersham Junior School. How many Hersham Boys
became Tiffinians in those days?
From that day our lives were intertwined – the Scouts
where Bob became a District Commissioner, The Olinda
Cricket Club where for 20 years we opened the batting
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together and then for many years in business where
Bob looked after my accounts.
We toured the country together by bicycle visiting parts
of the country forbidden to visitors – but not to two
schoolboys – during the wartime.
Our military service was similarly inglorious. After a
training course accident Bob served his time as Lance
Corporal gardener to the C.O. at Kingston Barracks and
I became a Bevin Boy where after 6 months coalmining
I was medically downgraded to III and discharged from
service. A coincident?
In our subsequent marriages we served as each other’s
Best Man.
Due to changes of domicile our friendship in later years
became that of a telephone friendship but those tele-
phone conversations were greatly valued.

Ronald Truin (1942)
KKEENN PPHHIILLLLIIPPS (1938)S (1938)
Ken Phillips sadly died on 21st June 2013 at the age
of 91.
He had a long association with Tiffin School. In 1930 at
the age of nine he started in a preparatory form called
the Juniors. In his memoirs he mentions his form mas-
ter who was known as Pa Mutt. ‘His favourite trick with
a new form was to get them to sing the Siamese nation-
al anthem, which he chalked up on the blackboard: R
WHA TAN R SIAM’. He moved into the first form at the
tender age of ten years and one month which was over
a year below the average age and he said he felt the
effects of this throughout his school career.
Nevertheless, he did fairly well at school and enjoyed
Geography and Maths in particular and gained his Ma-
tric in 1936. He used to travel to school by train from
his home in New Malden, coming home for lunch as
most children did in those days. At morning break time
he used to enjoy visiting the tuck shop to buy sweets,
chocolates and doughnuts, which cost 1d for plain and
1 1/2d for cream. Dad remembered ‘We would often
nip along the road to Ma Davis’s where one could get
1/2d drinks – sarsaparilla, cream soda etc’ . Dad en-
joyed sports at Tiffin School, in particular rugby, and
was proud to have worked his way up to the school 2nd
V by his last year at the school.
On leaving school and before war broke out he enjoyed
playing rugby for the Old Tiffs and he played for the Old
Boys again after the war, joining Easter tours to Teign-
mouth in 1951, Paignton in 1952 and Exmouth in
1953. In 1951 became Match Secretary, a job which
he carried out for 2 years until he became Vice-Captain
of the A team. Dad’s rugby career came to an abrupt
end in 1955 when he broke his leg during a match
against Barclays Bank near Hangar Lane.
Dad’s enjoyment of Maths continued throughout his
life. He qualified as a Chartered Accountant and spent
the majority of his career working in industry at the
headquarters of the Hawker Siddeley Group, becoming
Head of Group Planning for the company.
A few years ago my father was able to go and have a
look around the school. He thoroughly enjoyed visiting
parts of the school that seemed to have changed very
little, science labs in the top corridor and Elmfield.

Ken was proud of his association with Tiffin School and
was always interested to read about the school and the
achievements of its pupils and he always thought of the
school with great affection.

Anne Wiseman (daughter)

BBRIAN GORIAN GOSLING (1957)SLING (1957)

Brian Lew Gosling was a stalwart Tiffinian. Born in No-
vember 1938, Brian died in July 2013 aged 74. His
parents brought him up in Ewell and he liked the area
so much, he lived there for his entire life.
He joined Tiffins in 1950 and showed a natural apti-
tude for mathematics. nder the tutelage of Messrs
Meshenberg and Spriggs, he gained a place at South-
ampton niversity and was awarded a BSc. degree.
In the early days of computers, he used his mathemati-
cal skills and logic and joined International Computers
Tabulators Limited (ICT) (later becoming ICL) where

he spent his whole working life.
Brian met his wife, Sandra, at ICT and they married in
1967. In 1973, twins Sharon and Steven were born.
After university, Brian became actively involved with the
Old Tiffinian Association and for many years played rug-
by and cricket. He served as Treasurer of the cricket
section for a considerable period. In later years, Brian
and Sandra actively followed athletics and Brian’s re-
call of sporting facts was awesome.
In later years, Brian Sandra enjoyed travelling and
visited many exotic parts of the world. Cruising was a
favourite mode of transport.
Brian was succeeded by his wife and their two children.
Sadly, Sandra passed away in October 2013 after an
18 month battle with cancer.
Most of Brian’s friends were Old Boys and he will be
missed within the Tiffinian community.

David Baron (1956) John Matthews (1957)

BBRIAN HOLDENRIAN HOLDEN (1955)
Brian Holden sadly passed
away on 18th May 2013 at
the age of 77.
His funeral took place on
Tuesday 4 June 2013 and
was attended by members
of the Barnard Family, Hil-
da Clarke and other Tiffin
School staff, ex-Tiffin staff
and Old Tiffinians.
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Please visit http://tiffinfriends.org/page/Brianholden to
view other memories of Brian sent in by those who were
at school with him, were taught by him and who worked
with him. Together they show Brian as a kind and mod-
est man who used his great intelligence and organisa-
tional skills to give tremendous help to Tiffin School
and Tiffinians throughout his life.
A memorial service for Brian will take place at the
School in the Autumn term.
These eulogies were given by Ian Barnard (1978) and
John King, ex-Deputy Head at Brian’s funeral:
It’s hard to believe that I have known Brian for over 40
years. From first meeting him as an 11 year old joining
Tiffin School, he has come to be a close friend of all our
family, across three generations, involved with all our
lives and a part of our various family celebrations.
Certainly I would never have thought this when he was
our form teacher and French teacher when Clive and I
joined the school. I remember it was his habit then to
give all his French pupils a French name; in my case,
having then never heard of such famous people as
Yves St Laurent, I wasn’t very happy to be re-christened
‘Yves’, which to me at the time was only a girl’s name,
but over time I think I have come to forgive him that.
As some people have commented on the Tiffin website
memorial page, Brian could seem rather reserved in the
classroom, but as we got to know him we saw a differ-
ent side to him, and his sense of humour. He was inter-
ested in all sorts of people, with a great facility to foster
friendships, offer support and maintain contacts over
the years.
I’d like to remember in particular two groups of friends.
The first is his old army colleagues, from his time doing
National Service as a member of the Intelligence Corps
and serving in Germany between leaving School and
beginning niversity, and where he was able to foster
his interest in languages and put his skills to good use.
He and his colleagues kept up over the years, and Brian
regularly attended their annual reunions at various
places around the country, and which he greatly looked
forward to. Sadly he won’t be joining them at their next
reunion, which is later this month.
Then there are his many friends in France. In the small
Breton communities of Tr dion and Elven, he really is
rather a unique institution. He has been going there for
well over forty years, twice a year almost without excep-
tion, to start with on school trips taking pupils, including
Clive and me. He seems to know absolutely everyone,
from those who lived in the local chateau to the caf
owners and their customers, and many farmers and
others, and they all welcome him back with genuine
warmth and delight. One of his great pleasures was
visiting them and enjoying aperitifs and a chat at their
homes or in the caf before lunch and dinner every day.
Some of the farmers in particular have a prodigious
capacity for the Calvados (or ‘Calva’) they distill them-
selves, as I discovered myself, to my cost, when I was
lucky enough to accompany him on various visits. Lucky
both because it gave me the chance to share another
part of Brian’s life, and lucky also because it opened up
another world to see the way some small farmers lived

at the time, in a single room with a mud floor and their
cows on the other side of the entrance door. Often they
would give Brian an old Perrier bottle of the treasured
Calva, which was in itself a great honour.
So France was a central part of Brian’s life. He loved
the language, and of course was extremely fluent.
(Indeed he was proficient in many languages – German
and Latin of course, but also Italian I think, a smatter-
ing of Polish and others.) And Russian, which he started
teaching to sixth formers at the School whilst learning it
himself as he went long, keeping just ahead of his pu-
pils.
But it’s fair to say his main love, apart from Tiffin School
and the Tiffin community, was all aspects of France and
French life – the restaurants; exploring other regions of
the country; and of course the cars. For nearly 50 years
he would never contemplate owning anything other
than a Citroen. I went to Brittany with him in one of his
early ones, his red DS (goddess), which for a 12 year
old was an extraordinary car to be driven around in. The
local Citroen dealerships will surely miss him too.

And that brings me to the photo which you see on the
front of the Order of Service. This I think is the last pho-
to of him, taken not much more than a month and a
half ago. By then he had been ill for 7 years or so, with
a rare condition which he knew from the start could not
be effectively treated. But he bore it stoically, without
any self-pity or complaint, and always planning and
looking forward to the next good thing. So here he is,
sitting in a caf by a Mediterranean beach – in France
of course – and enjoying one of the ice cream ‘coupes’
of which he was very fond. Typically, this was preceded
by a detailed discussion with the waitress, in French,
about the exact composition of the various ‘coupes’ on
offer. And that, I think, is a good way to remember him.

Ian Barnard (1978)
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I had known Brian for 40 years as a colleague and in
later years very much as a friend. Brian was one of the
first members of staff who introduced himself to me on
my first day back in 1973. He gave me a small blue
vocabulary book. What did I, as a teacher of Geography
and History, need with a vocab book? “You will need
one of these for paying in cash from your form.” And
thus I discovered one of the many roles that Brian
played, behind the scenes, in the running of the school.
In my second year I took a first form. Brian gave a talk
to the new boys on the history and ethos of the school
and it quickly became clear that he was very proud of
the school. Over the years I became more interested
myself in the history of the school and in one of my last
telephone conversations with Brian I shared with him
the results of some of my research into the very early
history of the Tiffin brothers. These conversations tend-
ed to be quite long because Brian had a wealth of
knowledge about the school and he would point out
where there were documents in the Archive Room or
facts that he held in his head. Indeed the Archive room
is a tribute to Brian because he had the foresight to
make sure that nothing was thrown away by the school
or by Old Boys. He was assiduous in maintaining con-
tacts with Old Boys across the globe and ensuring that
archives eventually came back to the school. As a
school we are indeed fortunate to have so many rec-
ords going back to 1880 and earlier.

Brian had entered the school in September 1946 and
was a member of Raleigh House. He was appointed a
Prefect in1953 and in his final year was Head Boy.
When he left in 1955 he went to do his National Ser-
vice. One cannot imagine a less martial person than
Brian but someone in authority recognised his abilities
with languages and he did his service in the Intelligence
Corps. Certainly there was no square bashing for Brian!
After National Service he went up to Downing College,
Cambridge to read Modern Languages. In 1960 he be-
came a teacher of French and German at Wimbledon
County Secondary School.
In 1963 J.J. Harper offered him a post at Tiffin to teach
French and German. In his career he also taught Latin,
Russian and Dutch amongst many other duties. He im-
mersed himself in the many jobs required to run a
school like Tiffin. School accounts, tuckshop , vending
machines, TPA link person, exams administrator, OTA
Chairman in 1966 , OTA Treasurer for 35 years, organ-

iser of Cambridge and Oxford dinners, editor of the OTA
newsletter , editor of the ex-staff newsletter, Secretary/
Treasurer of Tiffinian Limited (and he was still in this
post when he passed away) , helped to set up Elmfield
Enterprises, involved in Grant Maintained status, ar-
ranging pupil insurance, covenants, speech day prizes,
helped to set up the language laboratory in 1966 and
was House Master of Churchill Gordon. There are no
doubt many other jobs he did which are not recorded
but he was very much Mr Tiffin.
Brian worked with Howard Watson for many years. In
the Archive Room I found a letter which Brian had writ-
ten to Howard in which he said “the school is both my
hobby and my work.” The school was very much his
family. Tony Dempsey, writing in the Tiffinian in 2001
said ”Brian, of course, will never retire” and never has a
truer word been said. Although Brian did not get out as
much in recent years and months he was always
pleased to have a long telephone conversation, wanting
to hear all the news about the school and in particular
about the building plans for the school.
Brian’s contribution to the school has been massive. As
a person he always appeared very shy, quiet and unas-
suming. It is very clear from other tributes that he was
very dedicated to his students. He would work tirelessly
behind the scenes to make sure that Tiffin events oc-
curred and enjoyed being with his Tiffin family, never
wanting to take the limelight. He had immense good
nature and thoughtfulness. Despite his own ills he was
always considerate of the well- being of others. I valued
his friendship and appreciated enormously what he
confided in me.
Brian’s friendship, knowledge and wise counsel will
truly be very sorely missed by the Tiffinian community.

John King, Ex-Deputy Head
About 50 people attended a gathering at Tiffin School
in memory of Brian Holden on Saturday 21st Septem-
ber 2013. A cross section of people who knew Brian
gave tributes. These included:
Hilda Clarke, Head Tiffin School
Timothy Phillips (1968)
Michael Russell (1970) a student of Brian’s who went
on one of his trips to Czechoslovakia in 1967 Peter
Trevelyan, an ex-National Service colleague
Tom Jackson, ex-member of Tiffin staff who helped or-
ganise many Oxbridge dinners
John King, ex-Tiffin Deputy Head, ex-Tiffin geography
teacher and Tiffin Archivist
Howard Watson, ex-Tiffin Deputy Head and Tiffin phys-
ics teacher
Tony Dempsey (1962) ex-Headmaster Tiffin School
Phil Phillips (1975) Chairman of Governors of Tiffin
School who went on one of Brian’s trips to France.
Ian Barnard (1978) a student and family friend of Brian
From a tribute given by Peter Trevelyan, who did Nation-
al Service with Brian in 1956
‘I first met Brian in August 1956 when we were doing
our National Service in the Army. We were stationed
close to a small village called Birgelen, on the German
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side of the Dutch border. Our unit was 1 Wireless Regi-
ment, Royal Signals, but we were not in the Signals, we
were in the Intelligence Corps. 1 Wireless regiment was
a listening post – the Royal Signals did the listening
and the Intelligence Corps provided the initial analysis
of the signals traffic before it was reported back to
GCH . The Suez crisis and the Hungarian prising of
1956 gave our unit plenty of business.
Brian and I were in a room which slept eight. When I
moved in, of those eight, two were going to Cambridge,
one to Oxford, one already had his first degree, one
became a chartered surveyor, one a stockbroker, one a
civil service mandarin and one is still running his own
business. In the Army we were dignified with the title of
“Clerks Special Intelligence Duties”.
Brian was, of course, one of the two prospective Cam-
bridge undergraduates. He was the quiet man in the
corner bed, listening, observing and just occasionally
offering an opinion. He spent much of his spare time
reading, but his main off-duty interest was working as
cashier for the unit’s cinema for which he was paid rela-
tively handsomely. Brian was nine months ahead of me
in his National Service so he was already a Corporal; I
was then a Private soldier. He rarely spoke about him-
self or his interests, though I did learn where he went to
school, and he appeared to be immune to the irritations
of Army duties. He had an air of detachment which im-
plied that, while he was willing to obey orders, nobody
should imagine that he approved of them. I was quite in
awe of him.
Apart from Army duties – daily office work, evening
guard commander – what else did Brian and the rest of
us get up to? Our nearest pub was the Princess Beatrix
which was about a mile over the border in Holland.
Wassenberg was the nearest German town about three
miles away from our camp in the opposite direction.
Most of our trips were to these two places where we
would drink beer, eat cream cakes or the German ver-
sion of croque monsieur. Bear in mind that as Corpo-
rals we were paid only 4 per week, most of which was
spent on drinks, snacks and incidentals in the NAAFI on
camp. Venturing very far away from camp required
careful planning and determined saving over several
weeks for a trip to be worthwhile.
So the seventeen months we spent in Germany were
not packed with incident; long periods of Army duty in-
terspersed with the very occasional weekend in Amster-
dam or Cologne, a Saturday afternoon visit to Roer-
mond, a night at the opera in Moenchen Gladbach and
a couple of visits home. Brian was no different to the
rest of us in counting off the days to demob and our
return to civilian life.
There is one other thing I should mention. In 1999, the
Chartered Surveyor and I were trying to bring together
the eight people in our barrack room of 1956/57. After
forty two years with no contact whatsoever, we needed
clues to help us in our search for each man. When we
came to the name of Brian Holden, instantly we both
said “Tiffins”. The school was his life.’

Peter Trevelyan

BRIAN HOLDEN: From the speech given by Michael Rus-
sell (1970) at Brian’s Memorial Gathering
It sounds trite to say that someone’s death comes as a
shock and a surprise, but although I saw Brian only
rarely and kept up the time between with only the occa-
sional email, I somehow expected him still to be here
for a long time yet. I had not known how ill he was and I
guess as his parents were both long-lived, it seemed
natural to expect him to be the same, all the more so
because he has long been a hugely important link be-
tween the school and its old pupils. For those of us of a
certain age he had become very important, perhaps
more important than he realised. He was a part of our
youth and a part our ‘now’.
I went for many years without contact with the school,
but I found that contact again through Brian and the
Oxford Cambridge reunions he organised. I know for
thousands of us he embodied our feelings about Tiffin
in ways it’s difficult to find words for.

When I started at Tiffin in the mid-sixties Brian Holden
was my form master through Forms 1A and 2A. At some
point I became his Form Captain. It sounds a bit Harry
Wharton and Greyfriars School these days, but I can’t
recall it involved doing very much. In fact the only thing
I do remember about it was the last day of the summer
term in 2A when I stood up, I think rather red-faced,
and thanked ‘Mr Holden’ for being our form master and
asked the class to give him three cheers. It really does
sound like Greyfriars!
I think it was the following year that Brian led a party of
us across Europe on a visit to Czechoslovakia. It was an
extraordinary place to go, firmly behind the Iron Curtain
as it was then, in another age. Trying to explain to my
own children what that meant, how Europe ‘broke in
half’ at the Iron Curtain; how we lived in two different
worlds on either side of it, is very hard now. I don’t real-
ly know how the trip came about, except that Brian had
a passion for Russian and I suppose Eastern Europe
and the Slav languages.
I still remember several things about that trip with ex-
traordinary clarity. A night waiting for a train at Nurem-
burg Station. The visits to factories that were obligatory
to show us the achievements of Communist Labour.
The sheer then-down-at-heel beauty of Prague. The Jew-
ish Cemetery and the Jewish town, ramshackle and
untouched since it had been cleared of its population
by the Nazis. And on a day trip into Poland the utter
desolation of the city of Wrocslaw (once German Bres-
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lau) that still lay almost entirely in ruins 20 years after
the end of the Second World War. For a party of English
schoolboys wandering around the city’s market it was a
vision of a vanished world. The interview three of us
gave to the English Service of Radio Prague that was a
bizarre mix of tourist chat and Communist propaganda;
George Orwell before we’d even read George Orwell!
I remember too the bottles of beer put in front of us on
our first night in the Prague youth hostel that Brian im-
mediately had removed, much to our groaning chagrin.
But I also recall that when some enterprising older boy
managed to get a girl who worked in the kitchen to
smuggle us a few bottles up to the bedrooms, Brian
pretended not to notice.
What I remember most about Tiffin School is talking,
endlessly, profligately. I remember the appetite we had
for everything we read, everything we learned, every-
thing we saw, everything we heard. Not that those
things seemed to have much to do with what we con-
sidered the narrow conformity we were exposed to at
school at the time – well, it was the sixties after all,
man! But there we were wrong, very, very wrong. There
can have been few places anywhere, where access to
the riches of human knowledge and the human imagi-
nation was so complete and so all-encompassing, as at
Tiffin School.

It was that tradition, of what this school meant at its
core, that Brian devoted his life to. He was a quiet pres-
ence. He wasn’t one of the obviously inspirational
teachers that the school has always attracted in num-
bers, but he was something more in some ways. He
was the embodiment of what the school gave to its pu-
pils in terms that seem very old-fashioned now, terms
that in the late sixties we found it as easy to scoff at, as
people do now. But I suspect they’re terms that all of us
here who are older, much older than we ever thought
we could be, have found ourselves looking at again,
and looking at harder.
Brian’s sense of service, his sense of loyalty and duty,
his sense of belonging to a community that had the
deepest emotional and intellectual roots, that left its
mark, I am sure for the better, on everyone who went
through this school – that’s what drove him. It was
about love in many ways. He loved what this school was
and still is. And for those of us who have found through
time and change a love for the school that we perhaps
never realised we had when we were too busy challeng-

ing it, Brian was a link, a strong one. He knew the deep
permanence of what is here, that it was something pre-
cious and by no means commonplace.
Brian held the past and the present together in a way
that I think will be hard to find again. For those of us of
a certain age, he certainly went too soon, before the job
he took upon himself was really finished. I wish, I wish, I
wish that he could have stayed longer.

Michael Russell, September 2013






